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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is a survey or the critical element
of the theatre reviews in the leading New York daily
newspapers between 1857 and 1927*

The dally review exerts

a strong influence on Broadway and has not been analyzed
heretofore*

This paper, then, purposes, in making a survey

of the critical elements, to examine the points fundamental
to the critic's Judgment of a play, namely, the range of his
Interests, the shifts of his critical standards and attitudes,
and the nature of his criticism*
The procedure of collecting the data was to select a
sampling scheme, since the material was too abundant to
handle In a single study*

A scheme was chosen which gave

a sampling of thirteen hundred reviews: the reviews of the
month of November for every third year in the twentieth
century and for every fourth year in the nineteenth century
were examined in three of the five available New York papers*
Such available papers were The New York Herald, The Evening
Post, the New York Bun, The Hew York Times * the New York
Dally Tribune*
The treatment of the collected data was (1) to organize
the critical cosmients under headings representing the various
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•laments of a performance--acting, the purpose of the per
formance , the written play, and the production*

Bach

heading became a chapter of the dissertation and was
subdivided

several times*

(2) The next step was to determine

the range ef the critic*s interest by observing the number
and variety of chapter subheads*

(2) the criticism in each

subhead was then analysed to determine the changes in
emphasis and attitude which occurred in reference to a
single criterion throughout the seventy years under consider*
ation*

(4) Finally, the material of each subhead was recon

sidered to determine the nature of the criticism*

{5)

Conclusions were drawn at the end of the discussion of each
subhead*

These conclusions were reviewed at the close of

each chapter with an effort to point out general changes or
characterisltlcs*

The conclusions of the dissertation

restated the conclusions of the several chapters and
pointed out major trends and points of greatest significance*
/

A preliminary chapter and an appendix are added to the
body of the dissertation*

The preliminary chapter gives

a historical survey of the origins of Journalistic dramatic
criticism In the daily newspaper*

For greater completeness,

examples of.raw data are placed in the appendix*
The conclusions of the dissertation are as follows:
(1) The critics had a wide range of interest: in acting, the
critic's major concern, his attention turned principally to
the actor*a purpose, the conception of the role, the expressive
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techniques, and the relation of the actor to other elements
of the theatre; In criticism of the purpose of the performance,
the critic regarded the commercial, the recreational, and
the aesthetic purposes; In the criticism of the written
play, the critic discussed primarily the theme, the plot,
the characters, the language, the mood, and the literary
merits of the work; In dealing with production, the critic
Judged chiefly the set and costumes and their relation to
the actor,

(2)

Frequent shifts of emphasis occurred as

realism was rising or declining and as new forms of play*
writing and production appeared*

In criticism of acting,

the changes followed the critic1s idea of the actor * 3 purpose,
which was exhibit!onary, realistic, or suggestive*

The

principal changes in critical approval were from the tra
ditional to the original conception of the role, from
varied to consistent playing, from an outburst to a
restraint of emotional power*

New standards of sincerity

arose with the development of sympathetic acting*

The

shift of critical emphasis regarding the purpose of the
performance was principally noticed in the effort of the
twentieth century critics to regard the drama from the
standpoint of Its ability to delight and instruct the
audience both intellectually and emotionally*

This

contrasted with the earlier purpose, which demanded a
refining Influence primarily.

In the c r i M d a m of the

written play, the principal changes of emphasis were the
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siilft to greater significance in the theme in the
twentieth century} the substitution of a standard of
dramatic conflict for the earlier criterion of abundant
incident and situation; in language* there was a major
shift toward more essentially dramatic lines away from
burdensome sentiment.

Xn production* new developments of

lights and elevations brought out the essentially dramatic
situations* and the critics judged productions more often
by the new criteria of contrast* balance* harmony* and
detachment*
Three trends are observable:

(1) increasing judgments

of aesthetic standards applicable apart from the theatre*
(2} increasing judgments of the essentially dramatic nature
of the piece* (3) Increasing judgments following the
standard— the function of the whole depends upon the functions
of the several parts*

Xn general* the criticism Is of two

types: on the one hand* it is hasty and prejudiced; however*
on the other hand* It is at times broad in its point of view
and keenly analytical In Its method*

^he majority of

examples of the latter type occur In the twentieth century*
^oth types show conservative tendencies of dramatic criticism
as compared with those of the theorist or the experimenter*

vii

INTRODUCTION
Theatre reviews have grown to be a recognized part
or the dally newspaper In the larger cities of the United
States*

Xn Hew York, the center of theatrical interest

In America, the dally review is considered a powerful tool
exerting tremendous Influence.**

Since the daily review is a

determining factor in theatrical interests,and since no
previous investigation of this Important Institution has
been published, this dissertation purposes to make a
historical survey of certain aspects of the review.

This

survey serves as a first step leading to further examination
of the subject*
Two aspects of a journalistic theatrical review are
predominant; the review must be at once reportorial and
critical*

*t is reportorial since the event which takes

place in the theatre must be described and printed Immediately
so that the news value is not lost*

This time limitation

imposes a severe handicap upon the reporter, for the dead
lines in the newspaper office occur soon after the final
curtain in the theatre*

To counteract the haste of the

1* The importance of the theatre review in determining
the success of the play is emphasized in Shepard Traube,
So You Want to Go into the Theatre (Boston: Little, Brown,
I93G), 209-iiID'* "Further conrirmation of this point of view
was made by Garrett Leverton, editor for Samuel French,
in conversation, Baton Rouge, March GO, 1959*
1

2

first night review, frequent opportunity for more reflective
n
writing Is given in a general review which summarizes or
prognosticates the season1s theatrical activities*

These

appear in dally papers at the beginning or the close of
a season or in a special Saturday evening or Sunday morn
ing edition*
A theatre review is also of a critical nature, for
the newspaper readers expect to find a judgment as well
as a description of the performance*

The Importance of

the critical nature of the reviewer*s task is described
by Heywood Broun, the dramatic critic of the New York
Bally Tribune*^

He writes:

Xn training and instincts we are reportorial, but Just as long as we hold our present
job we are going to put the reporter*s point of
view behind us to the utmost of our ability and
stick to the lenses of the critic* The reporter
is chiefly concerned with what other persons
know and think and feel, while the business of
the critic is to tell what he thinks and feels
and why* We have a code of beliefs as to what
makes a good play* These beliefs are not dogmas,
and we do not Intend to cling to them if they
force us over a considerable period of time
Into a minority one; neither will we change
them because on some particular night an audience
is not pleased with what tickles us immensely*
For two reasons we refuse to assume the
prophet* a mantle* First of all, we would be
wrong in more than half our guesses, and secondly,
It seems to us that the financial success or
failure of a play is not pertinent to criticism*
The reviewer*s opinion, being given regularly, slowly
reveals his code of belief; these criteria of theatrical
2*

October 9, 1915*

5

performance can be observed and analysed*

It is th© par*

ticular purpose of this paper to survey and analyze aspects
of this critical element of the daily review*

For th®

uses of this inquiry the critical element shall be termed
Journalistic dramatic criticism*
The aspects of criticism which will be examined are
the range of the critic*s interest* the changes of his
critical standards* and the nature of his critical remarks*
Although a preliminary chapter is Included to Indicate
the early historical development of this journalistic insti
tution* the principal conclusions of the study are based
upon a close examination of the criticism in reviews pub
lished between 1857 and 19274

This seventy-year period

has been chosen for several reasons*

In the first place*

1857 is late enough to find regular departments of criticism
well established in papers destined to become leading papers
in the succeeding years*

At the same time* 1857 is far

enough in advance of the Civil War to give a glimpse of
the pre-Clvil War theatre*

The reason for the final date*

1927* is that it is not too near the present to lose
perspective In analysis* yet late enough to include post*
World War criticism*

In addition* the avalllblllty of

newspapers was a determining factor*
5* This date is confirmed by Oral Sumner Goad and
Sdwln Mims in The American Stage* Vol* XXV in The Pageant
°* America, Liberty feell ed* * JW (New Haven: Yale
University Press* 1929) 255*
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Since a survey of the theatrical reviews In America
for a period of seventy years would produce too large a
number of reviews to handle, a sampling scheme was used
In collecting data for this work*

The reviews in the

leading Hew York City papers were selected for study,
since that city hes long been the center of the theatrical
interests of the country*

Five of the six leading papers

were available, that is, papers which ran throughout the
period under consideration, each with a circulation of
over 248,000 copies in 1938^

The names of these papers

with the dates for which they were available are as follows?
the Hew York Herald, which later became the Berald-Tribune*
1857-1927, omitting 1900-1918 except for certain Sunday
editions; the Hew York Evening Post, 1864-1927, omitting
1875-1896; the Hew York Sun, 1900-1918; The Hew York Times,
1860—1927, omitting 1901-1909; the Hew York Tribune, 1857-1924*
Further refinement of the sampling was necessary in
order to limit the number of reviews to a workable number.
The next step, then, was to select some one month which
could be examined approximately every fourth year in the
nineteenth century, every third year in the twentieth
century, and every year in the last decade under consider
ation,

After reading reviews from various months of the

year, Hovember was decided upon as the month containing
the greatest number of reviews of "first nights#’1

An

5

effort was made to examine this selected month In at least
three of the five newspapers*
Variations from this sampling were not frequent,
hut were sometimes necessitated by incomplete files in
the newspaper departments of the libraries which were
consulted*

These libraries were: the Hill Memorial Library

in Baton Rouge, the Howard Memorial Library in New Orleans,
the Carnegie Public Library and the Pittsburgh Historical
Library in Pittsburgh, the Public Library and the Western
Reserve Historical Library in Cleveland, and the Public
Library in Cincinnati*
Sometimes material was found in other sources than
In the newspapers themselves*

Direct quotations from the

daily papers chosen for this study often appear In George
C* D* Odell9s Annals of the Hew York Stage * and a number
of theatre reviews are reprinted In The American Theatres
As Seen by Its Critic, a joint work by John Mason Brown
and Montrose J* Moses*

These direct quotations, like the

criticisms taken from newspapers during the preliminary
step of sampling various months other than November, have
also been used for proof or illustration,since their sources
are authoritative*
Much of the data for the preliminary historical
chapter was found in the two books by Odell and Brown*
These were supplemented by two other studies: one, a book
on journalistic dramatic criticism by Charles Harold Gray,

6
entitled Theatrical Criticism in London to 1795, and th©
other by Valter Graham, entitled English Literary Period**

leftist
Approximately thirteen hundred reviews were consulted
in the sampling schemes: five hundred between 1857 and
1900, and eight hundred between 1900 and 1927.

From this

reading approximately two thousand critical comments were
recorded.

The collected data were then treated in the

following manner: first, groups of quotations bearing
on certain elements of the performance were assembled;
second, similar or dissimilar standards within each group
were noted; third, typical quotations were selected which
stated clearly these varying characteristics of critical
standards; fourth, the quotations of each group were re*
examined to determine the nature of the critical comments*
Detailed

conclusions are drawn at the end of each

chapter, with the exception of the preliminary, historical
chapter, which testify to the range, the emphasis, and the
nature of the critical comments found in the single aspect
of theatre reviewing analysed in the chapter*

The conclusions

of the whole inquiry concern trends which the conclusions of
the several chapters reveal*
For the enlightenment of the reader, an appendix
of ten selected reviews at least, one from each decade under
consideration, has been added.

These complete reviews

Indicate the background from which the critical material
used In this paper has been abstracted.

CHAPTER X
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
In tracing the origins of journalistic dramatic
criticism in England, Charles H* Gray1 found that mention
of

tiie theatres began to appear in the dally journals very

early in the eighteenth century, although it was fifty
years later before the establishment of regular theatrical
cossnent found its place beside the departments of political,
financial, and religious news*

Regarding these early journals,

dray writes:
With the establishment of the Dally
Courant in 1702 the series of long-run
periodicals began* There was set up a
medium for regular reports of the contem*
porary theatres and for critical comments
upon the new drama* Rut the possibilities
were not at once seen by those directly
concerned with the drama*
On the other
hand the newspaper publishers seem not to
have grasped the possibility of utilising
theatrical news and gossip and criticism
for "copy** They were still addressing
readers whose main interests were politics
and religion* The Daily Courant did print
occasionally as advertisements ‘
the handbills
of the theatre*2
At this time, managerial bickerings and political quarrels
leading up to the Licensing Act of 1757 were printed as
1* Charles Harold Gray, Theatrical Criticism in
London to 1795* (Hew York* Columbia University Press,~T931),
39 ff•; cited hereafter as: Gray, Theatrical Criticism*
2*
, 35*
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domestic happenings rather than as items of special
Interest for the theatre-goers*
Gray discovers that three forms of journalistic
activity in the early eighteenth century directly or
indirectly contributed to the birth of the regular column
of dramatic criticism in the dally journal.

The first of

these was the constant Interest which Richard Steele had
in the theatre and which he Infused Into his Tatler and
Spectator4 papera.

In the Tatler* Nos. 7, 167, and 182

deal with items of theatrical interest*

In the Spectator*

which devoted about thirty-five out of its six hundred
and thirty-five papers to the theatre or the drama, Nos*
65, 75, 141, 270, 290, and 546 are exemplary*
Steele*s Interests were continued by such men as
the editor

of Mist* s Weekly Journal* Influenced

theatrical

essays in the Tatler* this editor wrote In

Ho* 225, February 2,
was within

by the

1725, that he believed such material

the scope of his province; but at the same time

he declined to comment on a new play until the profits
could be measured so that he would know "the Value of the
Ware*"5

This position was one step nearer to the combined

5* George A* Aitken, ed., The Tatler* 4 vols*
(New
York: Hadley Mathews, 1899)*
4. Alexander Chalmers, ed*, British Essayists*
22 vols* (New York: Sargeant and Ward, 18(53)•
5* Gray, Theatrical Criticism* 62*
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re port or la 1 and critical position of too latar reviewers
than the contemplative and detached position of Steele*
The second form of Influence began in the dally
periodicals themselves when ooiusns were opened for
contributors and correspondents.

Many of the letters

published In these columns pertained to theatrical affairs,
and sons contained been critical remarks#
The third journalistic innovation, which furthered
the development of e reading public anxious for theatre
news, was the establishment of periodicals devoted wholly
or largely to the theatre*

The first of these was The

Prompter, begun by karon Hill in 1754.6

Xt was followed

by the Dramatic Censor, the Thespian Hagasine and Literary
Repository, and the Theatrical Review*
The first dally newspaper to carry a regular department
of dramatic criticism was the London Chronicle*
was founded in 1767 by Robert Podsley.

This paper

The reviewer for

this paper became a truer journalistic critic than did
the editor of Mist1s Weekly*

Cray describes the attitude

of the Chronicle reviewer by saying that he * *•.entered
so fully Into his profession that he recorded impressions
of pantomime as faithfully as those of tragedy and comedy,
criticising the entertainment according to its own pretensions,
not to alien standards*0
6, Walter Graham, English Literary Periodicals
(Sew Yorks Thomas He Ison, 1956} ,r546. Graham '"cbn'tend© that
this periodical like Steel©1a Theatre of 1720 was devoted
too much to general interests ot the public to be considered
a theatrical type*
7* Cray, Theatrical Criticism. 156-7.

io

At the same time the observant, satirical mind of
Goldsmith turned to the affairs of the theatre, and he
wrote for newspaper publication*

His writing added a

higher literary quality to the current theatrical commentary.
In the last part of the century three of the thirteen
London newspapers which Gray examined carried regular
dramatic criticisms: the St. James Chronicle * the Morning
Poat« and th** Horning Chronicle.

These critical reviews

were written by George Stevens, Henry Bate, and William
Woodfall, men of sufficient literary skill and Independence
of judgment to be recognised by their own reading public.
These reviews contained an analysis of the play from its
literary and theatrical merits, discriminating estimates
of acting, and impressions of the audience reaction—
elements which are found in journalistic dramatic criticism
from that time on.

The limitations of this criticism are

noticeable in the set, conventional attitude with which the
material is treated and in the abundance of personal extrav
agance which Intrudes.

Causes for these limitations might

be found In the prevailing hero-worship of the reigning
actors and their families and in the close financial tie
which existed between the newspaper and the theatre.
Slghteenth century American journalistic dramatic
criticism was Influenced by the contemporary dramatic
criticism In London, for the close intellectual bond between
the States and Hngland was not cut with the severing of
political connections*

A study of the newspaper reviews
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reprinted In George C. 0* Odell's Annals of the Hew York
Stage Indicates that In Hew York alone there were five or
six writers of theatrical criticism whose comments appeared
In the dally papers*

As early as 1787 a series of good

dramatic reviews appeared In The Dally Advertiser*

Two

years later The Gazette of the United States printed a
series of criticisms, smaller, hut of almost equal merit*
Xn the last decade of the century. The Daily Advertiser
again emphasized dramatic criticism, and The Commercial
Advertiser and Morning Chronicle began similar critical
estimates In their columns*
Dike their British contemporaries, these reviews
showed a modicum of Independent judgment, an abundance of
conventional eomioent, and not a little extravagance of
personal opinion, particularly regarding the star actors*
Unlike the London papers, these were comparatively free
from financial control by the theatre.
The standards which these early critics held were
noteworthy because they showed signs of the pseudo«classic
tendency for elegance and propriety, and at the same time
the romantic feelings of enchantment, patriotism, and
naturalness*

This double standard may be illustrated

by reference to three of the reviews of the period*
Classic restraint and romantic Impulse are felt by Candour,
the reviewer for The Dally Advertiser* April 18, 1787, in
a review of the early American play. The Contrast*

Be
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writes* *...the sentiments of the play...are the effusions
of an honest patriot heart expressed with energy and
,,Q

eloquence.0

As this review continues* th© reader sees

that the orltic>s neo-classic sense of probability* pro
priety* and unity of time continues to war with his romantic
emotions.

Xn the next year this dual attitude is well

Illustrated by the writer for The United States Gazette.
H r 1ting on September 9* he finds that the romantic sense
of patriotism Is satisfying the classical dicta of delight
Q
and Instruction.
Xn the next decade an anonymous writer
of The Commercial Advertiser shows the continuance of this
double standard*

His review of the romantic* handsome

Thomas Cooper In the tragedy of Hing John on March 5* 1798*
concludes:

“ On the whole* our citizens must be Insensible

to all that is elegant and enchanting as a spectacle* and
all that is excellent and admirable as tragedy* if they
neglect his piece

„10

Although the major Interest was put on acting* most
of the reviews contain brief remarks about the play* mention*
Ing the anticipation in the plot construction or the morals
In the lines.

Occasionally* too* a general comment is made

8. John Mason Brown and Montrose J. Moses* eds.* The
American Theatre: as Seen by Its Critics 1782*1954. (New
York: Norton* I§34T7 SS-3; cited hereafter as: Brown*
American Theatre.
Ibid.", 26.
10.
George C. D. Odell* Annals of the New York Stage,
(to be 22 vols.; 10 vols. completed) (New 1?ork: 6 o lurab Ia
University Press* 1927-1938)* II* 14; cited hereafter ss:
Odell* Annals.
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on the scenery*

An illustration, taken from The Commercial

Advertiser of March 5, 1798, show® the undlscrlminatlng
attitude of one reviewer toward this aspect of th© pro
duction*
A more splendid exhibition of scenery was
never witnessed in this city, and probably
never In this country; the dresses of the
performers were dazzling and well-imagined,
and the whole conduct or the stag© in the
highest degree creditable*
Further study of the newspaper citations in Odell's
Annals Indicate that in the first quarter of the nineteenth
eentury the development of new newspapers and th© appearance
of new critics introduced changes in dramatic criticism*
Xn the first place, the restrained and objective attitude
of the eighteenth century reviewers was supplanted by a
vigorous series of reviews in the Morning Chronicle and the
Evening Post*

When each of these papers attacked the actor,

John Hodgkinson, a critical war developed over the points
of his acting, particularly his faulty expression and his
increasing corpulency*

This criticism was so pointed that

it eventually drove hodgklnson to Philadelphia*
In the second place, a spirit of irony and a wider
range of Interest were added to journalistic criticism when
Washington Irving published some papers bearing on the
theatre in the Morning Chronicle, his brother9s paper*
Irving used his lash with humor and gentleness as he wrote
under the assumed name of Jonathan Oldatyle and later
11.

Ibid*
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Andrew Quoz,

I*astly , critical attacks with a severe sting

were published in the Post over the names of Arouet, Thespis,
and Dramaticus, and the Morning Chronicle over the name of
Minor Critic#

The bitter comments which these reviewers

made about the inappropriate and shabby sets In the theatre
caused Mllllam Dunlap, the foremost stage manager of his
day, to remodel his entire building and equipment#

The

energetic nature of the early nineteenth century reviews
and

the contrast between Irving* s genial satire and severity

of his contemporaries is illustrated by the following quotations#
The first Is taken from one of Irving*s papers In the Morning
Chronicle, dated Hovember 24, 1802#
• ••the curtain rose— the tress waved in
front of the stage and the sea rolled
in the rear###a party of village masters
and misses#. .Renter/ but It was cruel
of the manager to 'Sress them In buckram
as it deprived them entirely of the use
of their l i m b s # "
The second, taken from the Post of January 31, 1803, is
part of a reply to the review In the Chronicle of the day
before#
The above replies, however, only want to
be rendered less general to be strictly
correet, for certainly Fennel in lago is
too tall,.#.Hodgkinson again is too fat
for harlequin b and lovers; according to
the poet, JIiOve hates 1 irge, lubberly,
fat, clumsy fallows*; and Martin is
surely too lean and thin for heroes and
assassins#"
12.
13.

Ibid.. 159.
ibid.. 167.
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Xn th© third place, the criteria of acting held by
the reviewers of the Morning Chronicle and the Evening Post,
though differing In attitude from their predecessors,
continue the late eighteenth century dual standard*

A

quotation from a review In the Post of October 26, 1809,
will show the strong classical tendencies of decorum
existing beside the feeling for romantic naturalness*

Of

Edmund Simpson In the role of Harry Dorn ton, the reviewer
says that he acts:
•• •with just as much freedom as is perfectly
graceful; and as much spirit as Is consistent
with decorum* His face and figure exactly
harmonise with the sentiments he uttered, and
indeed with the entire character which he
represented*1
A change in the standards of acting did occur as
the burden of reviewing theatrical entertainments passed
from the Chronicle and the Post to the new democratic
paper, ^ie Columbian*

This change was accompanied by the

advent of the electrifying actor Maywood*

The critic of the

Columbian, though continuing the seriousness and the ironic
attitude of the reviewers of the first decade, judged the
less elevated, but more vivid, acting of Maywood by two
new standards*

On the one hand, the critic demanded an

individual truth to be displayed in the interpretation
of the role rather than a general truth, which had been
insisted upon heretofore; and on the other hand, he
14*

Ibid* , 331.

le

replaced the paeudo-claaslcal standard or good taste with
the romantic standard of common sense*

Two quotations,

taken from a review in the Columbian of January 29, 1819,
Illustrate each of these innovations#
The Moorish costume, combined with his
attitudes, w a 3 exceedingly picfeureaque*••
it had the effect upon the imagination of
a vivid flash of lightning*•••#......... *
In short, we are of the opinion that this
style of acting is an acquisition to the
American stage— -and it is sincerely hoped
that it may be instrumental in eradicating
a school of performance which Is Insulting
to coGsnon sense*16
These new critical standards are significant because
they are the first of a long series that are to show the
steady decline of ranting and the rise of a quieter form of
vocal and bodily expression#
Another change of standards and attitudes in the
journalistic criticism of the first decade of the nineteenth
century was that which received approvingly the flood of
Kotsebuean sentimental comedies which took the American
theatre by storm at this time*

Dunlap became enamoured

of these pathetic comedies of the late eighteenth century
German dramatists and brought them to the American stage as
fast as his company could produce them*

The pathos In

these plays changed the critical attitude so that both
audience and reviewers demanded villains whom they could
admire and morals that would appeal to all classes*
15*

Ibid*, 528
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criteria, developed from reviews or Kotzebue comedies,
became an accepted standard applied to all drama*

Again

The Columbian of January 29, 1819, affords an Illustration:
On Monday, a new comedy, altered from
Massinger*••was got up, and the public are
under obligations to Mr* Maywood for intro
ducing a play so replete with moral lessons
to almost eve**y class in the community* * *Re
performed Luke, who appeared to be a desperate,
hypocritical villain, with a pathos that led
captive the feelings of the audience, bad as
the character waa,*«
Even weaker journalistic criticism, showing further influence
of the German sentimentalist, appeared in The Columbian of
March 13 of the same year:

*The invaluable drops that

were copiously shed at the 7hespian shrine this evening,
not only evinced a laudable sensibility, but approved**•
the performance* * *"

1*7

Odell* s Annals show that at the close of the first
quarter of the century at least four newspapers were printing
frequent dramatic reviews*

Of these the Post is the most

conservative; the Matlonai Advocate and the American are
full of liberal criticism reflecting both Eazlltt's attitude
in London reviews and the popular tendency to draw comparisons
between leading actors; the Mirror is developing other new
standards, anticipating the second quarter of the century
by substituting romantic and sentimental criticism entirely
for the partly classical tendencies of the first part of
the century*
16*
17.

Ibid., 528.
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The most characteristic criticism of th© 1820*a is
ooaparatite criticism*

This is an outgrowth, of the theatrical

phenomenon which occurred when half a dozen great actors
appeared successively on the Hew York stage within ten or
fifteen years of each other*

Quotations from the reviews

in the national Advocate of Oetoher 9, 1821, and the American
of October 16 of the same year show how comparative criticism
is used as a vehicle for favorable and unfavorable criticism*
The reviewer for the Advocate writing about Junius Brutus
Booth says?
The character.. •is not calculated to make a
favorable impression....There was nothing of
a servile imitation of Kean.*.though occasion
ally we had a striking facsimile of that great
performer...Kean copied others$ others copy Kean. 8
The reviewer for the American expresses his disapproval
of the same performance;
•..a histrionic plagiary--© close copy of
Mr. Kean in all his errors, and as many of
his excellencies'* as are within his reach
...•I may call Mr. Booth the shadow. and
in voice, the echo, of Mr* Kean.••.But he
wants Hr* Kean*s fire, and his energy, and
his grace.••*Indeed error of emphasis and of
pronunciation were of such common occurrence,
that to enumerate them all would be to refer
to nine out of ten of all the sentences he
delivered. "
This type of comparative criticism had two developments,
In the first place, as new types of acting were being introdueed , criticism became more detailed; and, in the second
18.
19.

Ibid., Ill, 12.
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place, aa each new type was pleasurable In Itself, apart
from the traditional interpretations, the principle of
genius began to be recognized.
An Illustration of detailed criticism Is found in
the Post, a paper which had maintained approval of the
traditional, chaste manner of acting.

As Kean, Kemble,

Booth, Macroady, and others followed In rapid succession,
their acting was analysed by William Coleman, the editor
and dramatic critic for the paper; each part was scrutinised
la the light of the traditional Interpretation.

Writing of

Edward Kean on November 30, 1820, Coleman says:
We beg pardon, but if we might make a
suggestion to so consummate a judge as Mr.
Kean, we would hint that he Is deficient in
manifesting his anger and disappointment,
after his failure to bring Buckingham to
his guilty purpose.••.Some Instances of
mlaplaeeci emphasis we noticed... •I think,
with submission, see Is the emphatic word
....By placing stress on the last word, he
insinuates that he has no other horse,
stead of directing to select his favorite.
The principle of genius was the secppd logical
critical outgrowth in the reviews of the new actors of the
third and fourth decades of the nineteenth century.

Critics

who were trained by experience to believe in a single truth
ful and accurate interpretation of a role were confronted
by a aeries of different interpretations, each one pleasing
In Itself and none an exact copy of the traditional technique.
2°.

XbidL., II, 584.
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The only explanation or this occurrence was the romantic
conception of Individual differences and genius.

The

National Advocate and the American adopted the term "the
true Genius11 and employed it widely*

These critics found

voices pleasing that did not have the traditional "great
compass;" they admired movement that was not necessarily
"graceful," provided it was manly and imposing;

they

approved a bearing that denoted "ease" without demanding
the more formal carriages that were "stiff" or "stately."
Acceptance of the principle of genius led these critics
to a consideration of the spirit of the actor, which was
another innovation in the whole field of Journalistic
dramatic criticism*

In the National Advocate of September

24, 1823, a sympathetic statement of Cooper9s acting, which
had received such severe criticism under the less romantic
attitude of the earlier nineteenth century reviewers, shows
the critic to be aware of the actor9s spirits

"There is

also a mellowness which corresponds with the ripened years
and mature experience of Ur* Cooper.”2^*
Observation of the newspaper reviews quoted by
Odell shows that the radical dramatic reviews of the time
were written In Woodworth9s paper the Mirror*

Throughout

the third decade of the nineteenth century, these reviews
reported melodramas and farces in addition to comedies and
tragedies*
21.

The emphasis of the critic was often turned
Ibid., Ill, 92*
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toward the tender* the pretty* the
fascinating*

bewitching* or the

The first review of Miss Lydia Kelly is an

ample illustration of the Influence of melodramatic standards
on criticism*

On January 29* 1325* the critic of the Mirror

writes approvingly of hers
We have never before seen any one at all
like her--and if she leaves us, we may never
see any one again.
There is a fascinating
Intelligence in her manner-«a peculiar music
In every tone of her voice*. •.Without any
visible effort* she exactly touches the chord
of our feelings.••.But.•.her success la the
result of artful genius*••*She seems as some
enchantress* just from the land of genius*
and bearing around with her all her treasures
of music* and dignity* and high passion* and
playful grace*22
The melodramatic reaction was sought by the critic
of the Mirror when he witnessed tragedy just as it had been
In the lighter forms of drama*

In a review of the acting

of Mrs* Mary Ann Duff* written on June 24* 1826* he speaks
of her as "an ornament to her profession11 and continues:
Mo one could witness the wonderful performances
of this actress* and feel his blood burn or
eurdle* and his soul swayed by the magic power
of her eye and voice* without being more fully
convinced* than he ever was before* of the
extent of woman*s power to^stimulate or control
the emotions of his heart*
The reviews in the Mirror apply these same melodramatic
standards of pulchritude and fascination to the spectacular
aspects of the theatrical performance*

A quotation from the

review of September 1* 1824* gives an example of such criticism
of scenery and costumes: "The Cataract of the Ganges owes
22.
23*

Ibid.* 147.
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Its principal attraction to the scenery, dresses, &c. —
Xt la. Indeed, a succession of splendid and gorgeous scenes,

,24
which beas upon the dazzled eye with almost a magical effect*
One beneficial standard resulting from this wave of
decadent romanticism was a closer study of nature In Inter
preting the role*

On July 1, 1326, the critic of the Mirror

analyses Mr* Edwin Forrest’s attack on his part*

He finds

it highly original and accounts for this in the method of
study which Forrest used*
Me perceive in Mr* Forrest something more
than the mere student of elocution, servilely
copying some favourite star of the days it Is
evident that he looks to nature for models,
and his own genius for instruction*2®
On December 15, 1827, another analysis of Forrest’s method
by the Mirror critic produced one of the most noteworthy
bits of criticism found in this decade:
In Mr* Forrest’s playing, we rarely see
a violation of that kind of consistency which
painters term keeping* His idea of whatever
character he personates, seems always to be
formed from a close and accurate survey of the
whole part; and however the appearance, language,
and manners of the assumed being may vary in the
progress of the play he still appears before us
the same individual, and only changed in so far
as he is acted upon by new modifications of
circumstance*
This we consider a great merit
••••By this unity he gives an individuality to
the part he assumes, by its own peculiar attri
butes, accurately conceived and forcibly de
lineated, from first to last*2 ®
24*
26.
26.

Ibid*, 137.
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Generally speaking, there Is no criticism of drama
la the Hew York newspapers of the late thirties and early
forties*

During this time Odell quotes principally from

weekly periodicals.

The newspaper criticism which appears

occasionally does little more than testify to the decline
of the legitimate theatre*

An expression of this state of

affairs appeared In The Hew York Herald for April 1, 1841*
We are in the midst of a most singular
movement connected with the sentiment,
philosophy, finance and morals of theat*
rleala In the United States*
The highest
order of the legitimate drama Is d o w n dead and hurled apparently forty fathoms
deep, without any prospect of resurrection
either in this world or the other* Tragedy
and comedy of the first water have, as If
by mutual consent, suffocated each other;
and the taste of the educated and Intelligent
classes have merged Into music of the very
highest order, and an occasional patronage
of the opera**”
The next year the reviewer of the Herald in the issue for
August 27 says the same thing in a more epigrammatic way*
Writing of Celine Celeste, he says, *We never saw real pathos
-OQ

and peanuts so mixed up before*”

As the middle of the century approaches, two aspects
of journalistic theatre criticism deserve attention in this
brief consideration*

Tiae first of these is that in 1844

Herald established a department of dramatic criticism
which was to replace the conventional descriptive reviews
and *puffs® which it had been publishing up to this time*
27*
28.

Ibid., IV, 468.
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The writer of this regular series of criticism expressed
tils opinions vigorously.

At first ills attack was discreet

when he scorned the mediocre acting of the company then
playing at the Park Theatre; later, the standards of his
criticism lowered.

However, the regularity of his reviews

and the vigor of his attitude remained and had a far reach*
lng Influence.
The second aspect of theatre criticism in the late
forties which deserves comment is the high level of criticism
found la the Broadway Journal and the Courier Enquirer, which
are quoted by Odell and reprinted in Brown* s anthology.

The

dramatic reviews of both of these journals have been attributed
to their editors.

Edgar Allan Poe signed those In the Broad*

way Journal. and Richard Grant White*s judgment is recognized
in the unsigned ones of the Courier Enquirer.
Consideration of those in the Broadway Journal shows
that Poe wrote with virulence and sharp analysis.

He wrote

as though the duties of the dramatic critic were reportorial,
interpretative, and Judicial.

Of Georg© Vandenhoff*s pro*

duction of Antigone. he writes on April 9, 1845, that it was
"ridiculous and pretentious."

On June 14 of the same year,

he criticised severely Mrs. Anna Mowattvs comedy, Fashion;
however, he was aware of its dramatic significance, whereas
contemporary reviews in other papers saw only the social
success of Mrs. Mowett,s debut.

The contrast of two quotations

shows the superiority of Foe*s criticism.

The first, taken

from Poe9a journal of March 29, 1845, reads:
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day has at length arrived whan
man demand rationalities In place of convention*
allties#
Xt will no longer do to copy, even with
absolute accuracy, the whole tone of even so
Ingenious and really spirited a thing as the
School for Scandal# Xt was compartlvely good
In its £ay, but it would be positively bad at
the present day, and imitations of it are in*
admissible at any day.
Bearing in mind the spirit of these
observations, we may say that Fashion is
theatrical but not dramatic#
Xt Is a pretty
we 11-arranged selection from the usual routine
of stage characters, and stage manoeuvr es, but
there is not one particle of any nature beyond
greenroom nature, about it# Bo such events ever
happened in fact, or ever could happen, as happen
In Fashion# Nor are we quarrelling, now, with the
mere exaggarat1on of character or Incident;-—were
this all, the play, although bad as comedy might
be good as farce, of which the exaggeration of
possible incongruities is the chief element#
Our
fault«»flndlng is on the score of deficiency in
verisimilitude— in natural art— that is to say, in
art based In tlia natural laws of m a n ’s heart and
unders tandlng#
The second is taken from the Herald. June 14, 1845#
She went through the first few scenes###
with admirable composure, and with such
measures of spirit and grace as at once
relieved the anxieties of her friends, and
created throughout the house a feeling of
satisfaction which sought frequent expression
in the most flattering and encouraging manner#50
In a more conservative and contemplative manner the
Courier Bnqulrer points out the weakness of Forrest’s acting
in a review written March 50, 1847#

He uses a standard

of criticism as high as that of the Mirror critic twenty
years earlier, but with a more exacting power of observation#
The following quotation shows that he considered the
duty of the dramatic critic to be interpretative,
29#
50#

Brown, American Theatre. 59*
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Judicial, and descriptive.
Forrest now seems to us a •’robustious ,** violent
actor, with a musical voice, but wanting taste
in the management of It, and in his whole style
rough, unrefined, heavy, and laborious• He
has great excellencies, it is true, but he does
not temper his passion with artlst-lik© fore
thought, and hence fails in the most essential
particular of good acting....A high conception
of the part was wanting....so gross and merely
natural as to be altogether out of the plane of
arb....An actor has not to make death real by
exaggerating all the dreadful particulars. He
is to die to convey an idea.
It is not the
dissolution that Is to be shown, but the emotion;
the physical agony is the means, not the e n d . ^
The influence of this significant criticism was only
indirect*

The Broadway Journal and the Courier Bnqulrer

did not establish regular departments of theatrical comment*
Nevertheless, those papers which did maintain such departments
were encouraged to publish the most judicious dramatic
critloisa of which their writers were capable.
This rapid survey brings the history of journalistic
dramatic criticism to the year 1857.

Hegular departments

for such criticism have been established in the Post and
the Herald.

These two papers are to be supplemented by

similar columns in the New York Bally Tribune and The New
York Times and the New York Sun.

Other daily papers have

also carried on the tradition of journalistic dramatic
criticism, but they do not fall within the limits of this
discussion because of their small circulation or the dates
of their publication.
51.
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It has now been pointed out that the dual attitude
or the eighteenth century, which contained both pseudoclassical and romantic tendencies,was carried on In the first
half of the nineteenth century*

The pseudo-classical aspects

declined into a minute criticism which became superficial
in its failure to see the underlying essentials*

The

romantic aspects allowed themselves to be turned into the
channels of melodrama until their critical standards were
lost in absurdity*

An impressionistic attitude on the part

of the reviewer accompanied this change*
The attention of the critic has been mostly on the
art of acting, though the elements of production have been
gaining prominence*

As writers of distinction turned their

efforts to dramatic criticism, the function of the dramatic
critic in the dally newspaper began to clarify itself, and
from this beginning later critics develop steadily the task
of being reporter and critic in one*

CHAPTER II
CRITICISM OF THE ACTING
A study of tii© critical element In the theatre
reviews between 1857 and 1927 shows that criticism was
applied mainly to four elements of the performance*
These four elements form the bases of the remaining
chapters of this dissertation*

Chief among these is acting,

particularly the actor9s expressive techniques and his concept
of the part*

Since these two elements are controlled by the

crltlcvs idea

of the actor9s purpose, consideration will be

given to this

aspect first* Finally,

problesis such

as the actor* a equipment and his relationship

to other elements of

criticism in related

the theatre will be analysed*

The

analysis In each aspect of the performance will be made
from three points of view: the range, the emphasis, and the
nature of the criticism*
1*

Criticism of the Actor9s Purpose

Though this element of purpose did not elicit much
critical comment; still, a number of critics characterized
the actor9s Intentions, and thereby revealed their point
of view*

A definite change of emphasis accompanies these

considerations of the actor9s purpose: the oldest group of
critics thought that expression on th© stage was primarily
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a display of the actor*s talents; a middle group felt that
an accurate imitation of life was the goal for the actor;
and recent critics believed that acting should suggest the
truth and by the suggestion create an illusion that would
give the audience greater intellectual and emotional ex
periences than the more realistic method could do*
There is no strict line that can separate these
schools of thought chronologically, for adherents to one
point of view appear almost at the height of predominance
of another point of view*

However, the pplnts of greatest

emphasis do appear successively and can be considered separately*
The first group to be examined is that which contends
that display of talent is the purpose of the actor*

To this

group the play is no more than a vehicle for "testing the
mettle of the acting m an#w

Two quotations from reviews of

the nineteenth century serve to show the extent and nature
of this critical opinion as It was applied to an actor on
an opening night*?*

In an issue of the Herald for September

2, 1863, the anonymous reviewer says of John McCullough In
the role of Narclsse:

<t***he surprised us by the display

of talents heretofore obscured by his Forrest!an proclivities,"
The second illustration comes from the same newspaper, though
written November 9, 1877*

Again the reviewer is unknown,

1* Fur further reference: Herald. April 6. 1868
(Odell, VII, 24); Herald. October 4, I M S ; Herald. March 29,
1864; Tribune. February 2, 1886; Post. November 6, 1906*
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but the similarity of opinion to that found In the earlier
quotation supports the belief that it Is the same reviewer
still at work*

Of Mine. Fanny Janauschek's Lady Macbeth,

which he had described as n tragically grand and impressive,1'
he sayas

"Lady Macbeth was one of the finest histrionic

displays witnessed In this city for many years end deservedly
2

won a cordial recognition from a refined and critical assemblage*”
The critics who supported this exhlbitloaary type of
acting evidenced at the same time a high level of criticism,
one that was objective and detailed*?

They developed standards

of smoothness of acting, climactic progression, and polish,
which are of lesser significance In an age of greater realism
or impressionistic criticism*

Two brief comments will testify

to the worthiness of this type of criticism*

The reviewer

of the Post writes of Adelaide Neilson1s finished Juliet on
Hovember 19, 1372, saying:
From the most delicious tenderness she passes
to the delineation of the most tragic passion
without a hint of the artificiality of the
transition**»£very word, every look, every
movement was a picture* Her great personal
beauty, / w * s o wonderfully suited to the
moonlight wnieh falls upon her face..*
The Herald for October 21, 1870, speaks In detail of this
performance of Adrienne Lecouvreur:

"But Adrienne filled

the stage— rising from scene to scene and act to act, in
2* Odell, Annals. IX, 72*
3* For further reference: Herald, November 26, 1864;
Herald, February 7, 1865; Herald. November 19, 1872 (Odell
XX, 2*»6); Tribune. November S^, 1384; Herald. November 14,
1388*
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fervor, grace and force,4
A review presumably written by William Winter, the
dramatic critic of the Tribune, on November 24, 1396,
demonstrates the transition between this earlier standard
of exhibition of skill and the later critical position
which judged the actor1a purpose by his intention of putting
on the stage a picture of life.

At this time the critic

looks for an exhibition of "ideal nature."5

Winter writes:

The concentrated intellectual power of the
actor was, however, exhibited in a marvel
ous manner, and with innumerable fine touches
the dramatic-artlst delineated a true picture
of human nature and a terrific Image of grisly
wickedness and of hopeless misery.
Soon after this the twentieth century began, and with
its beginning came the greatest critical approval of life
like representations upon the stage.

The height of this

movement la expressed in the review of James Huneker,
writing in the Sun on November 1, 1903.

He believes

that the acting of fiat Goodwin wisely purposes to be life*
like: "He is the most natural actor of this generation,
the most human.

That is why his impact upon the public

consciousness is immediate.

He always seems to be the

character he enacts."
Criticism of the realistic school of acting covers
4. Odell, Annals, XX, 256.
5. For further reference: Tribune, August 21, 1866;
Herald. January 6, 1870 (Odell. VIII.566); Herald, November
2, 1884; Tribune, November 14, 1884; Herald. November 27,
1884; Herald, November 14, 1888; Post. November 16, 1915.
6. For further r e f e r e n c e : Trlbune, March 30, 1880;
Tribune, Hovember 9, 1906; Times. Wovember 2, 1924.

such an extent of time that the changes within this school
of thought deserve closer examination#

On tie whole, the

realistic critic professed belief in a close imitation of
life on the stage#

However, in the nineteenth century, the

connotation of realism was predominantly a realism of the
7
Motions; and in the twentieth century, realism of action
was demanded#

Two quotations testify to this nineteenth

century critical tendency#

The unknown reviewer of the

Herald. October 21, 1870, writes of Mme# Seebach:
But it was in the terrible poison scene
and death climax of the fifth act that
lime# Seebach won a transcendental triumph
that none who beheld It can fall to recall
through their lives hereafter#•#It was no
longer acting; it was nature, touching,
subduing, heart rending, terrible in beauty
and agony#..
The second quotation is a brief comment in the Tribune of
February 9, 1888, which in spite of its brevity, continues
the critical attitude of the earlier review#

Of Edwin

Booth in the role of Lear, the review, presumably written
by William Winter, reports: "The reality of this performance
is almost

agonising In its pathos#

He does not endeavor

to present a colossal phantom of misery, such as exists in
the undefined imagination of many Shakespearian critics#*9
Whereas the realism of these nineteenth century
performances intended to affect the emotions of the audience
7# For further references Post. November 22, 1864;
Tribune. July 14, 1866; Tribune, October 2, 1866; Tribune.
April So, 1882; Herald. November 27, 1884#
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directly, the realism of the twentieth century actors,on
the other hand, won critical approval when it tried to affect
the emotions indirectly through the intellect and the imag
ination*

The standard of successful realism which is held

fey til© reviewer of the Herald in November 12, 1921, is one
wherein the realism is more Intellectual and imaginative*®
He contends that imitation of the simple, dally acts makes
a poignant statement of the feeling*

This review was written

for an early play of Eugene 0*Neill, The Straw:

"Miss

Hargalo Glllmore gave a beautifully sincere and natural
performance of the suffering heroine, simple, unaffected
and keenly intelligent*0
J* Ranken Tows©, for many years the dramatic critic
of the Post, usually dissented from the rather general
critical approval of realistic acting*

In 1905, at the

time when Huneker was writing the most a11-embracing
acceptance of this representational purpose of acting^
Towse wrote in his column on November 13 of William
Gillette9s Crichton:
Whether the rigidity of form and feature
be the result of artistic restraint or lack
of emotional Inspiration need not now be
discussed, but it certainly militates
against the expression of any humor except
that of the dry unconscious, saturnine kind*
8. For further reference:
Tribune, March 30, 1920;
Times* November 29, 1884; Tribune, November 20, 1892;
Tribune * November lO, 1903; Tribune, November 9* 1906;
Post * November 6, 1912* Tribune * October 20, 1915; Times*
TfoVember 27, 1927.
-----------
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Xa the third decade of the twentieth century, the vole©
of fowse still opposes acting which purports to reproduce
life as It Is*

In a review, November 11, 1924, of M*

Gemler, leader of the company of players from the Odeon
In Paris, Towse writes of the limitations of his acting:
*HIs easy good humored naturalism la admirable in the
quieter scenes, but he fails to suggest the underlying
passion that enables him to slaughter Falkland.”
By the time that Towse saw the emotional limitations
of realism In the acting of the French player, contemporary
journalistic critics began to discover other weaknesses
in realistic acting*

The demand for a highly selective

realism, amounting almost to symbolism, was rapidly spread*
log in critical circles*

This is the new standard of which

Lawrence Reamer writes in the Sim on November 28, 1915:
•But life is not the stage, and without artistic exaggeration
there can be no effectiveness in the medium of the theatre*n
A complete divorce from the demands of photographic realism
gives Brooks Atkinson an opportunity to approve the fantasy
and unreal symbolism of Max Reinhardt's production, A
Hidsummer Might*a Dream*9

He writes in his review on

November 18, 1927, In the Times: "The acting Is not in
harmony rarely but in melody*

Without players versatile

9* For further reference:
Sun. November 1, 1903;
Tribune, October 19, 1915; Tribune. January 25, 1918;
frost. November 10, 1918; Times. November 2, 1924; Post.
November 8, 1927; Times. November 13, 1927; Times, November
27, 1927.
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enough to lose all sense of reality,this production could
never swim so far from photographic drama* "
A review of the criticism of the actor's purpose
shews that a standard of (1) exhibitionary acting was
replaced by (2) representational acting, which was In turn
made into a standard of (3) presentational acting wherein
life was suggested rather than copied*

Exhibitionary

acting developed an objective and detailed criticism,which
was definite and analytical*

Realistic acting covered

such a wide range of time that the Interpretation of its
critical terminology changes*

In the nineteenth century,

realism connoted a direct emotional imitation; later,the
imitation of the emotion became indirect and realism
meant a direct copy of the acts resulting from emotion;
finally, the direct appeal of representational acting was
more indirect by selection of action, and the meaning of
realism changed again*

Throughout these changes the

realistic actor purported to give the audience an emotional
experience*

The recent group of critics who believe in

high selection, and oven suggestion, believe also that
this newest type of acting aims to give the audience a
more poignant emotional experience than can be had from
either the exhibitionary or the realistic schools*

The

nature of the criticism in the recent group of critics is
less Impressionistic than that of the critics who favored
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the realistic actor*

In place of these subjective standards,

the late critics have substituted objective, aesthetic
principles which are applicable to other than theatrical
arts, and they have returned criticism to Its earlier
objectivity and analysis*
2*

Criticism of the Actor1a Conception of the Role
The emphasis of the critic*a attention of the actor*s

conception of the part changes with the turn of the century
and with the changes of the actor*s purpose*

Throughout

the period under consideration, the critic judges the
appropriateness of the interpretation according to six
different tests*

&e asks of the Interpretation of the

role (1) whether it meets with the traditional Interpret
tatlon; or (2) whether it diverges from what has been
done before; or (3) whether it is faithful to the author's
ideal; or (4) whether It is true to nature as he (the
critic) knows nature In the abstract:

(5) or whether it meets

the demands of the critic's sociological and psychological
experiences; or ,ln some cases ,(6) whether It achieves a
purely aesthetic nature*

Although there is no high correla

tion of criticism of purpose and criticism of the actor’s
concept, in general the first two points were most often
used as criteria by critics who believed in the exhibitionary
school; the third, fourth, and fifth points in general
cover the long period of realism; the last point is
usually made by critics who hold to the school of thought
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of suggestive and expressionist!© acting*
Example a of reviews wherein the critic has adhered
strictly to the traditional interpretation of th© part
as a standard of correctness appear.primarily In the
nineteenth century reviews of Shakespearian plays*

The

prevalence of this type of criticism can be estimated by
the three reviews of the same performance of Twelfth
Might played on November 18, 1884*

10

The critic of the

Tribune, presumably William Winter, writes that Henry
Irvlng*s Malvolio Is *not so blindly self-conceited as
theatrical custom made hlnu»«/1 and the unknown reviewer
of the Herald finds that Irving9s was the nflrst embodiment
of this eccentric since Gilbert that has made him a human
being,*

In writing an opinion of Miss Ellen Terry*s con

ception of Viola, the unknown critic of the Times also used
the traditional standard*

He writess

Her conception of the character, as may
be imagined, is not founded altogether
upon tradition, although she has accepted
what pleases her of the old, and subjected
it to her own admirable methods*
In other reviews the opposite standard is at work,
the point of view which found appropriateness primarily
in originality,

A strong and clear example of this is

found in the issue of the Herald for November 14, 1 8 7 7 . ^
lO* For further referencet Herald, February 23,
1838; Times, November 22, 1868; Time a , November 20, 1872;
Tribune, November 3, 1880; Tribune, November 14, 1884;
SeraldT November 27, 1884; Post. Hovember 6, 1906; Post,
November 16, 1915; Post, November 8, 1921; Herald, November,
22, 1921.
11* For further reference:
Post, November 2, 1906;
Tribune, October 7, 1884; Post, November 18, 1924*
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There the anonymous critic says of the hero of The Lady
of Lyonss
The personation was ambitious, original and
Intellectual, and we think one of the strongest
evidences of its merit is the fact that Bulwer
would have thought it a failure...But that his
Claude was not the sentimental, traditional,
beautiful monster of the stage, may the gods
give us Joy!
Criticism which tested appropriateness of the actor's
conception by its adherence to the author's ideal was found
in reviews of both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries*
Xn the month of Hovember, 1860, the unknown reviewer of the
Herald applies this criterion twice*

On the twenty-sixth

he writes of Watts Phillips' Dead Heart with a terminology
differing in connotation from that used in the twentieth
century?
Xn this drama the author evidently
intends that the most powerful effect
shall be produced in the moat natural,
colloquial and easy way..-Mr* Conway's
rendering of the part should be reformed
altogether*
^t may be doubted whether this
play in beat hands would succeed with out
audiences*
It is too sombre; and, not to
put too fine a point upon it, dreary.••
after it is all over, cui bono?
Four days later the review in the Herald reads:

"Mr.

Forrest's Othello is a strong, full earnest performance,
realising the author's meaning according to the plain
reading of the text**

In 1924 three critics apply this test

to three different plays again within the same month*

On

12. For further reference:Tribune. September 25,
1866; Tribune. Hovember 12, 1866 (Odell,Vill, 157);
Tribune. Kovember 28, 1866; Tribune. Hovember 9, 1909*
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Bovember 1, John And©raon, in reviewing the openings of

the week In the Pools, says of Mias Ethel Barrymore in The
Second Mrs# Tanqueray, ” • •, she seems to fail In grasping
the true significance and character of Pinero9s dramatic
argument*”

A week later Percy Hammond of the Tribune

thought that Miss Marilyn Miller1s dancing was done
too well for the gentle adventurer of Mr* Barrie9s fantasy* *
After this comment he adds ironically, w **#you doubted she
had read the author9s instructions to the players#®

On

the twentieth Mr# Tows© writes In a review in the Post
to say that the clowning of the actors in le Bourgeois
Gentllhomae violated the method and environment Intended

by the author#

Three years later another example occurs

which shows a more complete interpretation of this standard
on the part of the erltle#

Mr# Anderson, in a review In

the Post for Bovember 28, 1927, finds occasion to hold

up beside the teat of truth to the author9a ideal the
test of adherence to his artistry as well.
of the Abbey Playerss

He writes

"They have the wit and wisdom to

leave the characters as they are so variously written,
without straining for type consistency or elaborate theory
of interpretation#"

t

The criticism of the late nineteenth century judges
interpretations according to an indefinite standard of
naturalness, called the "Ideal**

This criterion was fully

described in the early part of William Dean Howells9 essay
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on Realism and the American Novel, in which he ases a
grasshopper, which he calls his "ideal grasshopper,"
made of popular conceptions of field grasshoppers, to
compare with the actual insect.

13

A series of comments

taken from the reviews under consideration show this
tendency In journalistic cr i t i c i s m . ^

The first one comes

from the Herald of April 5, 1872; of Clara Morris in
Article 47, the unknown reviewer says:
The mad scene In the fourth act was
terribly real in its intensity, and
no school, Delsarte or other wise,
could give such a startling natural
ness to insanity as It received from
Miss Morris. Her death scene was
touching In the extreme* The varying
phases of revenge, madness, jealousy
and love*.*were given with unusual power
and distinctness*
The second quotation in the series showing the develop
ment

of realism which grew into Ideal rather than natural

criteria is taken from

the Times of November 28, 1876*

It reads:
The scathing irony, the dread earnestness
and the deep and touching pathos of the
character are pointed with a realism which
Is the actor*s own, and which, in our day,
at least, is hardly likely to find a more
forcible exposition.
The third quotation shows the development of this tendency,
for the word "ideal11 is employed in the criticism.

It la

13* William Dean Howells, "Realism and the American
Hovel." in American Critical Essays. Nineteenth And Twentieth
Centuries, The World*a Classics, 3&4 {jLondont 6x'ford University
Press, i$50), 139^140*
14* For further reference: Herald. January 6, 1870;
Herald. January 14, 1871; Tribune, April 27, 1880; Tribune.
November 14, 1884; Tribune. November 27. 1884; Tribune.
November 2, 1892; S u n . November 15, 1903#
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taken from the Tribune of April 5, 1880* and reads:

wMr*

W* F* Oven acted Dogberry* and though his humor was a
little hard* his personation was right in Ideal..."
Other phrases from the Tribune such as "an ideal spirit"
and "the ideal...cannot be separated from the execution"
show the continuation of this critical terminology.
The critics of the twentieth century are the only
ones, according to the collected data, who test the getor's
concept of his part by the Inner demands of the part*
environmentally* psychically* or aesthetically.^**

The

first occurrence of criticism which seemed to search the
nature of the part for the accuracy of the interpretation
Is in a review by James Huneker in the Sim for November 1*
1903.

Sere Hr. Huneker* though bound by traditional

criticism and limited by an eplgrammatlcal style* seems
to sense the Inner demands of the role.

He writes of Nat

Goodwin; "His Bottom la not so witty* so finely self*
conscious as was the role In the hands of the late James
Lewis*

It Is more brutish* and* therefore* more Bottom-lsh."
An opinion In a review by Mr* Towse In the Post

for November 14* 1906* is an example of the growing twentieth
century tendency to examine the player*s Interpretation of
the role sociologically— »by the inner demands of the role
as the critic sees them through his own experience apart
15* This Idea Is given further elaboration by Norman
Foerster* American Criticisms a Study in Literary Theory from
Foe to the present (Boston: Houghton MTTf 11 n* i"9§8'j'*
cTEeSThereafter as Foerster* American Criticism.
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from the theatre*

Mr* Towse feels that Nazlraova* a Hedda

Gabler doea not suit her environment.

He says:

Prta the Xbsenlan or Indeed almost any
other point or view, Mme* Kasimova's
Interpretation of Hedda was aa wrong as
wrong could he* **/a7 hit of feline and
voluptuous Orientalism, utterly Incon
ceivable as a product of the chill
atmosphere of Christiania*
This same production of Hedda Gabler brought
forth from the pen of John Corbin, then the critic of the
Sun* a statement that shows the increasing interest in
the psychological truth of the character and aesthetic
demands of the actor*s interpretation.17

He wrotes

*Wlth

Eedda's sickness of body and spirit pounded In from the
start, there was little scope for salience, variety and
surprise as the character developed in action**

In John

Anderson* s review of Kthel Barrymore as Paula Tanqueray,
there is another statement which illustrates the psycholog
ical criterion*

He says on November 1, 1924, in the Post*

that she **** .misses the psychic values*11

Without employ

ing the technical vocabulary of Hr* Anderson, Mr* Atkinson
reviews John Barrymore's role of John in a play by that
name with the same critical standard*

In a review dated

November 5, 1927, in the Times* he writes:

nActed from

16* Por further reference:
Sun * November 1, 1903;
Tribune* November 9, 1906; Post* November 16, 1906; Tribune*
November 23, 1909; Post * November 26, 1912; Post, November 9,
1915$ Times * November i l , 1921; Herald-Trlbune. November 9, 1927
17. For further reference! Tribune * November 20, 1921;
Herald, November 22, 1921; Times, November 25, 1923; Times *
November 12, 1924; Times* November 18, 1924; Post* November 9,
1927.
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the Inside, with something of majesty in the tempo, John
becomes a commanding spiritual figure*"
The comments of Stark Young, the reviewer for the
Times In 1924, give the best examples of the aesthetic
criteria which the twentieth century critics use in
judging the actor*a interpretation*

On November 2 he

is aware of a play which evades "♦••Its essential character
and school*n

Ota the eighteenth he praises Gemier, the

French actors "•.♦his Shylock stayed with great competence
within the frame of the play.

We may congratulate Monsieur

Gamier and say that he really did not distort
of 'The Merchant of Venice^*"

the pattern

And finally on the thirtieth,

he finds Miss Pauline I*ord playing so accurately that she
does "***not change or violate the part***"
These quotations show that many critics have given
attention to the actor*s conception of the part and that
the emphasis of their criticism has shifted from (1) the
traditional view (2) to the test of the author*e intention
and

(3) to the test of the inner nature of the part

according to its sociological, psychological, or aesthetic
truth*

These changes are partly, at least, due to the

large number of new plays that are provided for the stage
In the twentieth century but also to the growing tendency
on the part of critics to analyse the truth of the per
formance by their own experience of life apart from the
theatre*
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3#

CrItlclsm of the Actor's Kxpresalve Techniques
A study of the actor* s skill in translating to

the audience his ideas and feelings will be called for
the purpose of this paper a study of his expressive tech
niques*

This term will Include (1) the Intellectual and

(2) the emotional habits of the actor as well as (3) his
physleel skills of speaking and moving*
Regarding the intellectual habits of the actor in
detail, we may say that the critical emphasis in the newspaper
reviews between 1S5? and 1927 concerned itself chiefly with
the matter of selection as it applied to variety or con
sistency in acting*

In consideration of emotional expression,

criticism demanded that such expression carry with it (a)
sincerity or conviction and (b) spirit or intensity*

Of

the physical skills, criticism concerned Itself with matters
of (a) voice, (b) posture, and (c) movement*
Since all of these elements are closely linked to
the actor*s purpose, the succeeding comment on the extent,
emphasis, and nature of the criticism of the expressive
techniques will be considered in connection with the critic*s
attitude toward the exhlbltlonary, the realistic, or the
suggestive schools of acting*
Intellectual— A closer inquiry Into the matter of
criticism of the Intellectual habits of the actor reveals
the actor*s choice of (1) variety for the sake of Interest
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or (2) consistency for the sake ©f clear, unified character
isation*
Soon after the middle of the nineteenth century,
shea the burden of critical points of view favored the
sxhibltlonary type of acting, the emphasis of criticism
.

i

was definitely on variety and versatility in the art of
acting*

This meant variety, not for artistic reasons,

but variety for its own sake#

Odell makes the statement

that the year *1874 was evidently lunatic,— even frenetic
2»le7— In Its craving for •Variety*#**®

Several quotations

from this era show how this popular Idol of variety
19
invaded critical circles#
One aspect is mentioned in
the review la the Bersld for September £6, 1871#
Charlotte Cushman the unknown reviewer says:

Of

*But It

was in the dying scene###that we like her most#

The nature

of the scene required no violent exertions, and gave full
scope for the display of the highest art#"

Variety of

emotional expression is mentioned again, this time by
the unknown reviewer in the Times on November 28, 1876,
In a review of Edwin Booth*a acting#

Be writes;

"HIa

Intensity of passion and his power of sudden transition from
one extreme of emotion to the other have full scope in a
drama the climax of which Is terrible beyond parallel#*
13#
Odell, Annals * XX, 412#
19# For furttier reference: Herald. August 22, 1861
(Odell, VII, 321); Herald, October 2(5, X b 74 (Odell, IX, 550);
Times. November 23, 1916; Times* November 3, 1892; Times*
November S, 1892; Post * November 27, 1900; Sun* November 27,
1900; Sun* November 18, 1906; Tribune. November 20, 1906;
post, November 21, 1906#
— — — -
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Am early *s Merck 11, 1858, the Tribune had foreshadowed
this criterion In writing of James H. Beckett: "If he
repeat a passage under an encore he so varies it as to
give it a new painting*n

/

As criticism turned from approval of the display

\S

of talent to a type of acting which purported to present
on the stage a close imitation of life, clear and consistent
acting began to replace this emphasis on variety*

In 1880

in as unsigned review, Winter praises Dion Bouelcault simply
for not lapsing out of his part*

However, in the next

deeade Winter1a criticism becomes more significant in detail
and more definite in its new point of view*

On November

24, 1896, he praised a performance of As You Like It for
being, "•••clear In purpose, firm and fine in execution, and
so easily flexible and fluent as always to seem unstudied
and spoataaeous***11

In another review the criterion of

consistency emerges even more clearly*20

On this occasion

Winter is criticising The Pay Lord Quex in the Tribune of
Bovestber 13, 1900*

He says:

"•♦•it was acted with remarkably

symmetrical fusion of diversified talent***
As the first decade of the twentieth century progressed,
and as realism became a closer imitation of actual life, the
interest which should exist equally between variety and
consistency swung further and further from the nineteenth
20* For further reference:
Post. November 13,
1900; Post, November 18, 1909; Post* November 12, 1912*
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century stress on variety*

On November 16, 1903, Mr, Tows©

or the Post, though he disliked the school of acting to
silleh William Gillette belonged, sew in his role of the
Admirable Crichton a great deal of dramatic value because
Gillette *,,,preserved a nice consistency* •,**

In trans

lating the character from the script to the audience.

In

the same year, James Huneker, writing for the Sun on
November 15, praises Forbes-Robertson for his avoidance
of the popular "mosaic interpretation*1 of ftamlet which
was putting together all the bits of previous performances*
Instead, he finds that Forbes-Robertson kept strictly to a
single point of view, *
In 1924 Stark Young, a critic who sees more value
in selective realism, tries to establish a critical standard
which will restore the balance between the nineteenth and
early twentleth century points of view.

In the Times of

November 2, 1924, Young sees variety Introduced into the
acting of Mme* Simone in her technical invention, but
unity maintained in the part because of her emotional
and intellectual concentration*

On the eleventh he applies,

the same balanced point of view to the acting of M* Gentler,
who was playing in repertoire.

He says:

"We shall have

to see him in a number of parts to appreciate justly the
variety and originality that have made him one of the
leading figures in the continental theatre,"
21, For further reference:
Times, November 20, 1923,

Stark Young

Post# November 19, 1921;
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Implies by this remark a steady consistency in the acting
of one piece; whereas the versatility of the actor is to
Q©
be seen in a series of roles®
The nature of this criticism of the Intellectual
skill in choosing between variety for Interest and con
sistency for clarity shows a change between the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries®

The most definite contrast®

however® lies in the reviews of Winter and Young®

Each

of these tried to restore a balanced® middle point of view®
However® Winter tried to see an ideal fusion of the two
aspects of variety and consistency® and Young saw In the
aspects of technical Invention and in the opportunities
for repertory acting the m a n s of creating variety and
Interest without giving injury to the necessary unity
of thought and character development®

The judgment of

Young deals with the function of the parts In their
relation to the function of the whole; and his criticism
bears a greater relation to the general principles of art
apart from the particular limits of the theatre®
Emotion— The emotional habits® which formed part
of the actor*s expressive techniques® were analysed as
well as the intellectual habit®

This analysis la of

particular interest because of the critical changes in
judgment of the actor*a sincerity and spirit®

In the

nineteenth century the exhlbitionary school of acting made
22®
1924®

For further reference;

Timea» November 4®

sincerity a matter of minor importance.

At that time

the actor did not demand that the audience enter subject
ively into the spirit of the play; it was enough if they
admired his talents objectively.

Consequently, no

estimates of sincerity or conviction were made by the
critic*

However, at the end of this century, as realism
gained Importance, the attitude of the actor became a
matter deserving comment.

William Winter, of the Tribune.

reviewed The Pisreputable Mr. Reagan on November 2, 1892,
in the light of the new standard.

He writes:

ttThe

imitation carried no authority or conviction, but stopped
short simply at the denouement of adroitness and sincerity.”
Though high seriousness Is an essentially worthwhile critical test to apply to acting, in the late nineteenth
century this standard was very much limited because the
sincerity of the actor was praised without seeing it In
proper relation to dramatic effectiveness.^

An example

of this limited critical standard Is exhibited on November
22, 1892, when Winter writes In his column in the Tribune:
Mr. Willard, like the few other actors
who are striving to do great things and
sometimes showing superb powers, must
find his content in the consciousness
of noble achievement.•.His career has
been one of high ambition, perfect
dignity, and steadfast devotion to a
noble ideal.
There is a striking relationship between this critical
23.
For further reference:
Tribune. November 22.
1892; Post. November 2, 1915; Post. Hovember 8, 1921.
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point of view and that of the earlier decade which believed
in variety as an end In Itself#
Xa the twentieth century, sincerity became more
Important#

Since realism showed actual life on the stage

as it is on the streets# and as the spectators saw figures
on the stage with whom they wanted to identify themselves

and their neighbors# sincere acting was demanded by the
critics#

This type of acting was termed by the critics

* sympathetic#*

Huneker of the Sun points out in an Issue

of the paper for November 12# 1903# the tie between sincerity
and sympathetic acting#

in this comment, Mr* Huneker shows

at the s u e time the weakness in the complete approval

which the audience at large has given to this standard of
actings
The playwright spoke of Mr# Byron1s
splendid * sincerity#** just the quality
that makes the work of this talented
and earnest young man so sympathetic#
and also a quality which often blinds
his admirers to the very potent fact
that he is prone to play a r6le In
oae key#
Inthe same vein# Towse writes in

the Host on November 1#

1918, saying of the heroine of Be Calm, Camilla;

f*3he

gives the impression of an Innocence that Is real# not
pretended and nothing is much more potent on the stage#
especially when allied with charm of person and manner*'*
Xn a unique# epigrammatic style# Percy Hammond writes of
Marilyn Miller’s insincere but sympathetic acting in the
Heraid-Tribune # November 16# 1924:
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Mias Miller contributes the needed mustard*
She adds lovely legs, a cabaret vocalism,
and studied pirouettes to the equipment of
Hr* Barrie’s eternal child*
She catches,
as the saying Is*
audience coming and
going*
But* being one of those who are,
it seems, already gone, I saw her as just
a pretty silhouette*
Also In 1924 Stark Young, who understands the need
of sincerity In plays of the realistic school, points out
24
its necessity in revivals and period dramas as well*
On
Hovember 2 he reviews in the Times Ethel Barrymore’s acting
In The Second M rs* Tanqueray, saying:

****there Is enough

power and intense conviction to carry the role over these
hurdles of the forced and outmoded:

she has nothing to f e a r /

A glance back over the critical comment on the
emotional technique of acting as it is involved in sincerity
shows some change of connotation with the change of acting
schools and the change of the centuries*

Sincerity develops

with realism, and in recent years it is required in other
than realistic drama*

The most notable observations, however,

lie in the nature of the criticism*

Critical weakness

appears when sincerity is regarded for its own sake, and
stronger judgment appears when sincerity and conviction
are viewed in the light of their dramatic effectiveness*
This critical demand for sincerity In the theatre seems
to be one aspect of American romanticism In general*
24* For further reference:
S u n , Hovember 4, 1906;
Sun, Hovember 12, 1912; Post, November §0, 1912; Post.
November 10, 1915; Post, Sovember 1, 1918*
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The survey of the reviews throughout the seventy
years

under consideration shows that the matter of spirit***

spcmta&elty and intensity— provoked critical judgment as
a part of the aetor1s emotional expression*
In the case of spontaneity, though there Is only
slight chronological change, the outstanding comment arises
from the typically American nature of the criticism*

In

many cases, spirit is deemed of greater importance If spon
taneous and zestful than If studied and restrained*

A

nineteenth century example of this typically national point
of view occurs in the Herald on October 24, 1871,

The

anonymous review concerns Itself with the technique of Mr*
£• A* S o t h e m in the role of Dundreary in Our American
Cousin;
Ho man can see Mr* So t h e m play It without
falling into convulsions of laughter*••#Nor
can any man of culture fall to admire the
wonderful finish and ease and polished care
of Hr* S o t h e m * s acting**• Sometimes, indeed,
there is a faint sense of study^gnd effort,
but the feeling is fleeting*•••
Frequent examples of this critical attitude of spirit are
found In the Post In the twentieth century*2^

On Hovember

14, 1906, Towse writes: “In naturalness and spontaneity
Mme*

Nazimova.* *was almost wholly deficient*•.her imper

sonation was highly elaborated In striking outline and
25*
Odell, Annals, IX, 155*
26. For furtker references: HeraId * November 17,
1857; Tribune * August, 12, 1866 (Odell, IFfl, 318); Post*
Hovember 27, 1900; S un* Hovember 15, 1903; Post* November
14, 1906; S u n . Hovember 12, 1912*
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glaring colors*• **

Later, on Hovember 6, 1912, Towae

draws an even sharper contrast*

Writing of William

Faveraham1s production of Julius Caesar* he says:

"It

la characterised by too much noise and activity, although
much of it Is commendable in spirit, If not highly finished
In art**

As late as Hovember 20, 1924, Towse Is still of

the same opinion*

At this time he writes of M* Gemlert

*He manifested an Intelligence which made Jour da In less
credible and less humorous than he really is*

His acting

was more notable for its elaborate mechanism than for
apparent spontaneity**
An actor*s spirit which evidenced Itself in
intensity rather than spontaneity also received critical
approval*

In the nineteenth century, intensity in the

portrayal of passion was a critical requirement* 27
of

One

the early Tribune reviews, dated September 25, 1366,

discusses the technique and spirit of the German actor,
Bogomil Dawlson*
naturalness*”

"We cannot identify tameness with

This attitude appears repeatedly through

out the nineteenth century*

As late as 1892, it occurs

again In another review in the Tribune*

On Hovember 22

William Winter writes:
Hot since Edwin Booth was in his prime, not
since those golden days of Davenport and
Wallack and Matilda Heron (days that few
people properly appreciated until they were
27* For further reference: Herald* September 18,
1857; Herald * Hovember 13, 1857; He r a id *
p t embe r 26,
1871 {O&ell, IX, 142); Tribune * Hovember 2, 1892; Tribune *
Hovember 22, 1892; Tribune * &bvember 30, 1912.
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gone) has the stage displayed an actor capable
or the magnificent outburst and tempest of
feeling— natural, lofty, sustained, vehement,
and guided with unerring precision, while
delivered without the least apparent restraint—
with which Mr* Willard closes the third act of
wThe Middleman*”
In the twentieth century, Intensity received more
critical approval when It was associated with strength,
certainty, and poignancy*

An illustration of the twentieth

century point of view which differs in terminology and
connotation from the earlier attitude is found in a review
of O fNeill1s Desire Under the Elms written by Stark Young
for the Times of November 12, 1924*^®

It readss

”Mary

Norris, the wlfe***wlth a new suppressed method that deepened
at times Into an admirable poignancy and a kind of grim, thin
poetry that seemed the exact truth of her lines*n
A summary of the elements of the emotional expression
of the actor shows that they have elicited serious critical
consideration*

Sincerity has been considered by those

critics who held to the realistic school of acting and
seems to be admired as well by the most recent critics*
Spontaneity received most praise from Towse of the Post *
whose periods of work as dramatic critic correspond most
nearly with the rise and fall of the realistic school*
The critical use of the term”intensity” has suffered a
change of connotation*

In the nineteenth century it

23* For further reference: Tribune * November 17,
1334; S u n * Hovember IB, 1906; HeraIdV ovember 23, 1921;
Times* November 20, 1927*
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carried the meaning of outburst of passion;

whereas in

the twentieth century It is synonymous with suppression
of strong feeling*
In regard to the nature of the criticism, it has
already been pointed out that this criticism is sometimes
weak and limited and at other times broad in Its point of
view*

The American philosophy which has Impregnated much

literary criticism, making it approve impulse and naturalness,
has likewise affected journalistic dramatic criticism*

There

is a tendency in this aspect of the reviewer’s critical
estimates to tend toward significant, keenly analytical, and
more universal judgments in the twentieth century*
Physical— In addition to the discussion on the
intellectual and emotional habits,which are expressive
techniques of the actor, theatre reviewers have turned
their attention to the physical techniques, vocal and
bodily expression*

Since judgments of the reviewers

show slight changes in emphasis and point of view as the
years go by, they deserve comment In this study of theatrical
criticism*
In the third quarter of the nineteenth century, when
the critics viewed acting by an exhibitionary purpose, they
gave minute attention to the elements of technique and only
general attention to the ends which the technique Is to
serve*

Two quotations will Illustrate this critical
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tendency as It Is found In the reviews being studied.

20

The

first cones from the Tribune of September 15, 1857, from a
review of the younger Charles Mathews* actings
Instead of fae1la pantomime, play of
expresslon...he substitutes expression
eg gesture and play of limb. • .His
movements*ere pleasure to the eye,
quiet yet quick; as perfect as they
appear unstudied. His articulation
Is slnghler and crisp.••It seems un«
accountIbis that he should be able
to preserve the points of the dialogue
so distinctly...Els acting will improve
our quality. He have seen plenty, but
he is the very artistic incarnation of
elegance and refinement.
And the second one comes from the Post of Hovember 28,
1864, from a review of Edwin Booth9s Hamlet.

According

to the critic, this performance was
...even better than his former person*
ations of this difficult character.
Every intonation, gesture and expression
is the result of such profound and
exhaustive study as the true artist
bestows upon his work.
In the last quarter of the nineteenth century and
is the first decade of the twentieth century, a period
of transition occurs.

During this time, the critic sees

the physical techniques of the actor partly as unrelated
artistic skills and partly in relation to the end which
29.
For further reference: Tribune, September 15,
1857; Herald, Hovember 15, 1857; Tribune. ilprll 2, 1861
(Odell, VII, 318); Post, Hovember 28, 1&64; Tribune.
October 9, 1865 (OdeXT, VIII, 18); Tribune. November 12,
1866: Herald, October 19, 1870 (OdelX. tx", 72); Herald,
January 2, 1877; Tribune. Hovember 6, 1906; Post. Hovember
1915; Poat. November 1, 1221; Times. Hovember 11, 1924;
Times. Hovember 5, 1927.
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they are serving.
the Tribune
Winter*

The first one of these la found In

of Hovember 14, 1888, in a review by William

He says of Mary Anderson in Winter1a Tale:
The eons pi ouous*•.and convine ing artistic
beauty to be*•*observed*..is her realisation
©f the part in figure, face, presence,
demeanor and temperament.
She does not
afflict her auditor with the painful sense
of a person struggling upward toward an
unattainable Identity.
She makes you con*
aolous of the presence of a queen.

The second quotation shows an even greater effort to
narrow oritloisa of voice and movement from its general
correctness to its specific correctness*

This illustration,

taken from James Huneker1a review of Forbes-Robertson*s
Hamlet for the Sun on Hovember 15, 1903,^° reads:

nHe

carefully excluded fiddling realism, the little bits of
*business• each one true to its place, but untrue to
Hamlet*•.*
As the twentieth century developed, less and less
attention was paid to this aspect of the theatre, for
the elements of playwritlng and staging became more
prominent and the critics believed in a more selected
realism*

Whenever a critic included critical remarks on

the expressive skills, they were concerned with the essential
propriety of translating the Idea or mood to the audience.
An example of these occasional significant remarks on
30.
For further reference:Tribune, November 14,
1888; Tribune, Hovember 25, 1900; 3un» Hovember 5, 1903;
Sun, November 15, 1903; Sun, November 14, 1906; Tribune»
October 21, 1915; Times. Stovember 2, 1916; Tribune m
January 7, 1919.
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physical expressive techniques is found In a review by
Stark Young in the Times of Hovember 4, 1924* ^

With a

clear sense of values and sharp observation, he writes of

Mas, Sans^Gene:
It was pleasant to see again an eighteenth
century piece In which the actors knew how
to wear their clothes, to walk and talk, to
attack their lines, to have the manners
supposed to go with the f e m a i l t y of that
polished age*
A summary of the remarks on the physical expressive
techniques show that at no time have they been completely
overlooked by the critic*

During the seventy years under

consideration,the criticisms show a slight change of
emphasis tending constantly to define more clearly the
end which the skill la serving*
4*

Criticism In Belated Points

Up to this point the actor's purpose, concept,
and expressive techniques have been discussed*

The last

part of this chapter deals with several points r e l a t e d
to acting which also show the range of critical i n t e r e s t t
the changes In critical emphasis, and the nature of journal*
latic theatrical criticism during the period 1357 to 1927*
The most frequently mentioned one of these points Is the
actor*s equipment*

Other points are: the relative Importance

of the actor, the relationship of the star and the company,
and the relative Importance of genius and training*
31. For further reference:
Times. Hovember 7, 1923;
Times* Hovember 2, 1924; Post, November 10, 1927s iTimes,
Iovember 29, 1927*
~~
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Though moat of th© frequent comments on the actor*s
©qulpm©nt"h±s voice, body, and personality— are of a
descriptive rather than critical nature, the description
shoes that the relative positions of stage beauty and stage
personality have undergone a complete reversal in the point
of view of the reviewer#
In the first place,the matter of beauty claimed
attention for and In Itself

in the nineteenth century,

but in the twentieth century It became incidental to the
idea of the play*

Two quotations illustrate this c h a n g e # ^

The first Is taken from the Herald of January 5, 1875:
Mrs* Bousby Is a young woman of unusual
personal attractions*
She has a fine
splrituelie Marl© Stuart face, full eyes,
regular features, with a steady unvarying
expression of sweetness and interest# We
d© not know of a face on our stage that can
be regarded as more beautiful* "
The twentieth century attitude of subordination is clearly
stated in the review found
1919#

In the Tribune of January 7,

Of Hiss Patricia Colling©, Haywood Broun writes:

"She is, as always, lovely to look at, but she acts so
delightfully in her present r6l© that her fresh fairness
seems no more than an incident*"
In the second place, the matter of personality
was going through a contrasting shift of emphasis; the
earlier attitude of losing personality in the part was
52# For further references: Herald, Hovember 13, 1857;
Herald * September 22, 1863; Post, November 5, 1864; Times.
Secember 27, 1865; Timei, November, 1872; Herald, January
14, 1877; Tribune , Hovember 12, 1888; Herald, November 15,
1388; Tribune, Hovember 24, 1896; S u n . Hovember 2, 1915;
Post, Hovember 13, 1918; Herald, Hovember 9, 1921,
33# Odell, Annals. Ix. 552,
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being replaced by the opposite point of view of maintaining
the actor*a individuality.

In the Herald for October X0*

1857* the reviewer found. a ^wonderful Impersonation”
which he admired because It was “divesting the performer
of every degree of p e r s o n a l i t y . T h i s

original opinion

was preserved into the early part ©f the twentieth century.

4 S

For Instance* in 1912* Adolph Klsuber says disapprovingly
of M m . Minnie lladdern FIske in the Times of November 24:
The result has been that this actress*
in one rSle after another during the last
two or three years has failed to take
account of the actual demands of character*
preferring to bend It to her own peculiar
ities of mind and method and manner.
But three years later the Times. In an anonymous review*

expresses the opposite point of view and also recognizes
this shift of critical e m p h a s i s * ^

This remark* which

appeared on November 25* 1915* regarding a performance of
John Drew* reads:

“ ...it can be spoken of slightingly

only by those who do not recognize good acting unless it
be accompanied by a completely disguising characterization.”
On November 8* 1924* Stark Young published a statement in
the Times that shows the perseverance of this opinion:
34.
For further reference:
Tribune. N o v e m b e r 28*
1866 (Odell* VIII* 158); Tribune. January £?* 1880; Herald.
November 14* 1888.
—
——
35.
For further reference:
Post. November 27*
1900; Sun.November 15* 1903; Tribune. November 3* 1921.
36.
For further reference: Tribune. February 6*
1880; Herald. November 19* 1884; Sun. November 4* 1906;
Tribune. ff&veaber 27* 1906; Post . Sbvemfaer 5* 1912; Times.
November 5* 1912; Times. November 24* 1912; Post. November 18*
1918; Post. November 22* 1921; Tribune. November 23* 1921;
Times. November 7* 1923.
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For the cease of acting It did one thing*••
It provided a steady succession of substitutes
in the diverse roles•• •j(/and[7 helped the habit
of disconnecting acting from the actors and
seeing better the character of It as art*
This transfer of emphasis and shift of opinion seems
logical and explicable when it is considered In the light
of the purpose of acting held by the critic*

The adherent

to the exhlhltlonary type of acting wanted the additional
spectacle of stage beauty; added spectacle seemed to be an
end in Itself in acting*

On the other hand, the follower

of the presentational school of acting saw, in the increasing
emphasis on the idea of the play, characteristics of the
actor*s appearance*

In regard to personality, the earlier

critics were forerunners of the type of acting which was
associated with a direct portrayal of the emotions as being
nature, truth, the real thing of life*

This emotional

emphasis led to a destruction of the integrity of the
actor*

The more artistic criticism of the twentieth

century saw the importance of keeping the essential unity,
or Individuality, of the performer*

According to the

collected data, the twentieth century critics believe that
the actor should present his ideas and feelings through his
own personality*
The second point related to acting which critics
found occasion to comment upon, is the actor1s relation to
the play*

A steady stream of comments gleaned from reviews
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throughout the period under consideration testify to the
Importance of acting over all the other elements of the
theatre, principally over the play*

This attitude Is

Illustrated In this statement of Winter In the Tribune
of Hovember 6* 1906, which reads:
It Is a comfort to see an actor w h o , whatever
may be his defects, squarely places the empha
sis on Acting, and does not seek to attract
attention by ministering to an ephemeral taste
for fads and follies*
Observation of this series of comments shows two
points of view*

The majority of critics feel that a poor

play can be elevated artistically and given theatrical
effectiveness by a good actor, while the minority opinion
says that it is useless for a good actor to waste talents
on a poor script*

A brief survey of these critical

expressions testifies to their frequency and their critical
nature*

For Instance, in 1877 a good actor made a bad

play * consistent;* in 1892 an Indefinite play became
•definite;* In 1906 "significance* was added by the acting;
In 1915 the prolix and poetic play. The Eternal Magdalene*
was given "dignity* by the actress; In 1921 the needed
"vitality* was added by the players;
was given "character" on the stage*
reverses Itself In a few instances*

and In 1924 a play

3*7

However, the attitude
In 1906, 1912, 1927,

quotations are found that express the attitude which
37*
1923*

For further reference:

Times» November 27,

Atkinson typifies In the Times of November 15, 1927, when
he says of Helen Hayes In Coquette, *Her mobile, vibrant
style of acting seems this time to be recklessly squandered
on a shabbily theatrical drama*11
These comments do not show a chronological change,
bat they do represent a difference In majority and minority
opinion as to the relation of the actor to the play.

The

minority opinion represents the critical position which
makes higher artistic demands; It sees the value of the
whole as dependent upon the value of the separate parts.
The interest in the next point which critics raised
regarding related points of acting, the star1s relation
to the company, shows a chronological change.

The earlier

quotations regarding this relationship show that the critic
expected to find a difference between the importance and
value of the playing of the star and of that of the other
M a h e r s of the company.

The approval which the critic of

the Herald gives to the acting of McCullough on September
22, 1865, demonstrates this point of view.'0

In the review

he says^ "Or ^slc7 does he play so as not to detract from
the Great Forrest?*

The later quotations express the

opposite point of view, one that expects a lesser difference
between the leads and the other actors.

A remark made by

an unknown critic of the Times for September 25, 1901,
58.
1867.

For further references

Tribune« September 15,

will serve to illustrate the opinion of the recent critics.
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The fact that Mrs. Flake's name stands In
large type at the head, of the house programme
has no signlfic&nce, as far as the drama is
concerned* Xt is a play which demands for
its interpretation a good company, and this-**
wonderful to say-*has been provided.
Within this criticism, one can see that at this time the
opinion of the critic regarding the level of ability of the
various players differs from that of the program maker, and
was probably in advance of public opinion.
The nature of the recent critical position Is unlike
the earlier position because it shows concern over the
value of the whole as it is related to the value of the
parts.
The last point to be discussed here as a matter
of critical concern relating to acting is the reversal
of emphasis which occurs In the numerous comments on the
value of genius and the value of training.
Two quotations from reviews of the nineteenth
century show that these reviewers believed genius to be
4Q
more Important than training.
The most able statement
of this view Is given in the Tribune of July 14, 1665.
William Winter, then a very young critic, Is probably
responsible for its writing.
59. For further references
Tribune. November 8,
1892$ Sun, Hovember 5, 1912; Time a . November 5, 1912; Post,
Hovember 6, 1912; Times, November 6, 1912; Times, November
12, 1912; Times, November 4, 1924; Post, November 11, 1924;
Post. Hovember 29, 1924; Post, November 22, 1927.
40. For further referencet
Herald, September 8,
1857: Times. Hovember 10, 1868; Tribune, (Sotober 26, 1865
(Odell, Vfll, 5 2 ); Tribune. April IS, TT882: Times, November
16, 1884; Herald. November 14, 1888; Times, November 8, 1892;
Tribune. November 27, 1900.

Though the tonering end lurid genius of
Edmund Kean has not descended to his son,
and though that son's career has been
marked by no wild outbreaks of passionate
eccentricity, yet Charles Kean has genius
of his own, original, powerful and admir
able— a oapaclty of divine influence that
lifts him far above the level of cultured,
msdloerlty.
Though there la approval of Dawlson’s training in the
quotation taken from the Tribune of September 25, 1S66,
there la also a frigid attitude between the lines*
this German actor, the reviewer says:

Of

"Law prevails with

him*.*He trusts nothing to impulse. . .The result is— a
consistent, evenly sculptured embodiment of character,
beautifully symmetrical, but cold as marble,”
The change of emphasis in the latter part of the
period under consideration is shown In two quotations
which place training on a more Important plane*

AO

The

first quotation, taken from the Times of Hovember 30, 1915,
demonstrates the shift of emphasis on the value of training
and also a difference in critical attitude*
reviewer says of Marjorie Rambeau:

This unknown

"She has had a training

precious few of her contemporaries can boast, and the
complete skill of her performance is a joy to behold*"
This opinion and attitude toward training lifts
It above genius in the eyes of the twentieth century
41*
Odell, Annals. VIII, 30*
42* For furtJber reference s Tribune. September 20,
1866; He raid. October 24, 1871 (Ode ll, ii£,~ 143); Post,
Hovember 23, 1906; Tribune, Hovember 5, 1912; Poajb,«'November
1912; S u n . Hovember 7, 1916; Tribune. January 7, 1919; Times»
Hovember 11. 1921; Post. November 19, 1921; Herald, Hovember
24, 1921; Times, HovomEer 4, 1923.---------- -
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erltlcs*

It further illustrates the more detailed and analytical

critic!am which. lor the most part characterises the more recent
critics*

In a review of the weeks* openings, Towse writes

in the Post of November 19, 1921:
But we have a Tew mature actors who had
the advantage or some early training in
them /Shakespearl an playsj7, and these are
always conspicuous*••for their neatness,
precision, and vitality, the general authoritativeness of their work, and especially by
their superior resourcefulness in diverse
methods of expression*
Summarising the criticism found in these four
matters related to acting-**the actor1s equipment, his
relation to the play, to the rest of his company, and
the value of his genius and his training— »one sees that
there have been some shifts of opinion between the nine*
teenth and twentieth century and that the nature of the
criticism changed In the twentieth century*

The discussion

of the actor1s equipment showed that a reversal of position
took place la criticism of physique and personality*

In

the cases of the actor1s relation to the play and to the
rest of the company, the shift of critical emphasis shows
the subordination of the player to the performance as a
whole*

In the last point, training is finding renewed

emphasis in the second and third decade of the twentieth
century criticism*
In conclusion, the criticism of acting shows a wide
range of critical Interest*

There has been consideration

In the theatre reviews of the actor1s purpose, of his
conception of the role, of his expressive techniques, and
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of related points such as the actor1s equipment and his
relation to other aspects of the theatre*
These various considerations have shown changes
of emphasis that correspond to the changes of the actor* s
purpose and to the change of centuries.

Although realistic

acting which purposed to imitate life on the stage was
predominant In receiving critical approval, a type of
exhlbltlonary acting fwhich purposed to display the actor*a
talent,preceded this major school; and a type of suggestive
acting has succeeded it*
Six different types of criticism of the ©ctor* s
conception of his role have been pointed out.

These show

a historical development and some relation, too, to the
changes in the actor*s purpose*
Xn the consideration of the criticism of the three
expressive techniques— •intellectual, emotional and physical,-there have been chronological changes which correlate for
the most part with the purpose of the actor.

Criticism of

the actor’s selective ability, his principal intellectual
expressive technique, showed that in the nineteenth century
the actor who favored variety rather than consistency won
critical approval for his choice.

In the twentieth century

a more balanced critical point of view praised an equilibrium
of variety and consistency.

Three kinds of emotional expressive

techniques received considerable critical comment and showed
a change of attitude on the part of the critic b e t w e e n the
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nineteenth and twentieth century*

In the first place,

appreciation of sincerity grew with the realistic type of
acting and later spread to the suggestive and expressionistic
type as well*

Criticism of spontaneity and intensity, which

are other aspects of the actor’s emotional expressive tech*
nlques, also changed with time*

The latter particularly

changed the meaning of the word from outburst of spirit to
suppression of spirit as the realistic school rose and fell
in the last decade of the nineteenth century and the first
two decades of the twentieth century.

In matters of r elated

significance to acting,such as the actor’s equipment and
his relationship with other members of the company or with
the play, further changes In critical emphasis are noticeable*
A curious contrasting shift took place In the criticism of
the actor’s physique and personality*

Whereas the nineteenth

century critics praised physique as an end In Itself and
wanted personality lost in the role, the twentieth century
critics regarded physical beauty as Incidental and wanted
the actor’s personality to remain whole throughout the
performance*

Particularly In the twentieth century the critics

estimated the value of the members of the company other than
the star and expected their part of the acting to be on a
high level of achievement*

Throughout both centuries the

acting has been considered of greater Importance than any
other element of the theatre*
The nature of this criticism la both limited and
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of wide application*

Mte twentieth century places? more

stress on the function of the whole as dependent upon the
function of the several parts and the necessity of main
taining the dramatic values of both the whole and the part.
Several times the criticism became local and national
rather than universal, but, on the other hand, the point
of view occasionally rose to universality.

CHAPTER III
CRITICISM OP THE PURPOSE OF THE PERFORMANCE
The tiilrd part of this discussion of Journalistic
dramatic criticism deals with the reviewer’s attitude
toward the purpose of the performance#
It must be admitted, in the first place, that the
theatre about which the New York journalistic critics
were writing was for the most part a commercial enterprise#
However, except for very few instances, the critics evaluate
it as a recreational or an artistic institution In writing
their reviews.
These exceptional Instances will be called commercial
criticism*

They are considered here because they demonstrate

one of the most definite changes in point of view that occurs
in this period according to the collected data*

The accepted

point of view from the Civil War to the World War was that
toe box office limited the artistry of the performance and
distorted the J

u

o

f

the actors#

Two examples of this

point of view show the attitude of the critic In dealing
with commercial criticism#^

In the Tribune on December 9,

1# For further reference: Herald# October 1, 1899$
Sun, November 7, 1915; Herald# September 21, 1863; Post,
November 5, 1921#
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1872, this statement appears In a review or the weeks’
activities:

*Certain things that are done, It Is true,

appear to be done wholly and entirely for the sake of making
money and these, accordingly remove themselves from the province
of thoughtful consideration**

In the Times on November

24, 1912, Adolph Klauber writes, " ••*monetary returns,
which, when all Is said and done, is /alv? the final measure
of suooess with these achievements, no matter how artistic
they may be* *
Even Sarah Bernhardt and Coquelin were criticised
by the Sun on November 28, 1900, for their mercenary
Interests*

The unknown reviewer says:

” •••nothing but

the quest of American dollars could have induced these
illustrious players to enter upon this Joint enterprise**•
Xt gives no scope for such an achievement as people look
for in a great artist**
A difference of values and attitudes began to occur
in 1918*

In a review In the Tribune* January 20, J* Alex

Fierce expresses his agreement with Kenneth MacGowaa,
who is quoted as saying that the reviewers show a lack
of understanding of the commercial factor In the theatre*
Fierce then says:

"There is no excuse from the economic law

of demand and supply, cause and effect*

The American public

gets exactly the sort of fare It can appreciate*w
This recognition of the underlying principle of the
American theatre began a new point of view in the reviews
that mentioned the economic as well as the artistic function
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©f the performance.

la a general review la the Saturday

issue of the Post. November 12, 1921, Mr* 'fowse writes as
though he saw the dual goal:

"But even the box office

standard need not, and does not always and necessarily,
Imply an appeal to the primitive and somewhat infantile
tastes of the masses*"

Another Instance of the harmony

of ends which replaced the former antagonism la found In
a review of The Miracle. written by Stark Young for the
Times, November 9, 1924:

"That such a colossal venture

could be chanced and made to prosper is significant comment
ob the resources and possibilities of our theatre public*n
The attitude which viewed the theatre as a place of
mere Idle recreation should be pointed out next*

Xt can

be seen that a few of the nineteenth century reviewers
expressed this view, which has generally been recognised
as typically American because of (1) the opposition which
tee theatre received fro® Puritan Hew England and (2) the
abundance of wealth and leisure which suddenly burst upon
the nineteenth century theatre-goers*

This point of view

maintains that the theatre1s main purpose is for relaxation*
o
Xt is quaintly stated in two reviews:
one, the Times
for November 3, 1896, finds the theatre a place where the
hard—working American can "***rest his thinking apparatus
for a couple of hours;" the other, the Herald of November
2* For further reference:
1867; Tribune, February 10, 1872.

Herald, November 13,
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2, 1857, contains the same American spirit and even the
American idiom In saying that the theatre Is a place **•••
to pass an idle hour.••/ o t / to*get In out of the rain1#"
This attitude, though Interesting and popular, did not
receive continued, serious approval from the reviewers
under consideration.
However, there is a steady effort on the part of
the critics to evaluate plays by the classical, aesthetic
standard of profit and delight.^

Until the twentieth

century was well under wayfthe balance of emphasis swung
easily and rapidly between these two elements of the
aesthetic purpose of the theatre.

The more recent reviews

show a steady, well-balanced standard of values that is
used for reviewing all kinds of theatrical entertainment
without distortion.
In the nineteenth century the pendulum of critical
emphasis swung too far toward delight when the farces and
melodramas of the third quarter of the century were under
review.

A report of a performance that appeared in the

Herald of September 5, 1863, shows this unbalanced point
of view.
To see four or five ghosts in a single
night in the same theatre is no common
treat. Yet this is the style of enter
tainment offered every evening at the
3. This standard has prevailed since the days of
Horace, for the criterion first appeared in his Epistle to
the Plsos. The wording is taken from line 477 ox the trans
lation by Ben Jonson, reprinted in Great Critics, James
Harry Smith and Edd Winfield Parks / e d i t o r s , (Mew York;
Horton, 1932).
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New Bowery*
Xt is no wonder such an
overpowering programme•..attracts tre
mendous audiences*«•
4 less melodramatie performance was reviewed In the Times
of November 24* 1868, but the attitude of the reviewer
shows the leniency of critical standards In this age even
more certainly than did the quotation from the Herald*4
Of The Fairy Circle and An Hour in Seville * the unknown
reviewer of the Times writes:
These pieces are as familiar to a oertaln
class of playgoers as Shakespeare is to
another class, and are no doubt as much
relished as the best works of the Swan,
would be* They furnish, at all events,
an Innocent and wholly amusing entertain
ment, and for this reason are not to be
scorned*..No one can sit through the
present performance without being on a
constant grin; and as this is a laughing
age, the entertainment commends Itself
to the generation*
In an effort to counteract this criticism of the
* laughing age,** William Winter of the Tribune carries the
emphasis of his criticism of the purpose of the theatre
too far in the opposite direction toward spiritual profit*^
On Harsh 51, 18B0, In an anonymous article, he tries to make
clear his position by saying:
4* For further reference: Herald. January 30,
1866; Herald* February 21, 1872 (Odell, fit, 168); Times*
November 2 6 , 1876; Times* November 26, 1R92; Tribune,
November 24, 1896; EoatT November 29, 1921; ffieaj
November 8, 1922*
5* For further reference;
Times* November 19, 1872*
Herald* January 2, 1877; Tribune * MarBH 31, 1880; Tribune *
April 18, 1882; Times* O c t o b e r l 4 , 1884; Tribune* NovemFor
15- 1888s Herald.* November 29, 1891; Tribune* November 15,
1892: Tribune, November 10, 1896; Times * September 25, 1901;
Times* November 4, 1912; Time a * November 24, 1912; Sun,
Sovember 14, 1915*
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Xf it be the justification of the stage,
as an Institution of great public benefit
and social advancement, that it elevates
humanity, by presenting noble ideals of
human nature and making them examples and
guides, that most desirable Idea is prac
tically and splendidly presented in this
beautiful performance*
The nature of Hr* Winterfa criticism is worthy, for he
recognises the dangers Involved when a work of art
pretends to be merely an "elaborated precept" or a
"reformatory measure" and when It steps beyond the limits
of Its technique*

Of a performance of Richelieu* he writes

without signature on April 18, 1882, * *. •the chief thought
which it prompts is of spiritual experience more than
dramatic art*"

The weakness of this point of view lies

in the writer's lack of discrimination between the functions
6
of intellect and emotion In giving delight or profit*
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Towse, of
the Post* recognises the dual goal of profit and delight
in theatrical performances^ but he continues to regard
the intellectual and emotional experiences of the theatre
TJ

as a dichotomy*

The illustration, taken from a review

6* Elaboration of the idea of "Spiritual idealism"
as a type of American criticism Is found in Foerster,
American CriticIsm* xlv*
7* For further reference: Herald* November 25,
1858 (Odell, VXI, 109); Tribune * November 28, 1866 (Odell,
VIII- 146): Times* N o v e m b e r 1(57 1868; Herald* January 2,
1877; Tribune* October 14, 1884; Times* September 25, 1901;
S«nA November 25, 1906; Post* November 27, 1906; Times*
November 5, 1912; Sun* November 12, 1912; Tribune* November
20, 1912; Sun* November 14, 1915; Post* November'S!, 1918;
Times* November 11, 1919; Times* November 22, 1921; Times*
November 18, 1925; Post* November 22, 1924; Herald-Trlbune,
November 15, 1927*
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©f Dlvorot which appeared on November 20, 1909, shows Towse
criticizing from this wide-spread point of views
1*7•••sure of an audience in France,
wbere the stage is the organized arena
of dialectics but...not likely to prove
widely attractive on the English speaking
stage unless of a deeply emotional and
sympathetic character*
A recent critical position contends that the dual
goal of profit and delight is both intellectual and
emotional*

A comparison of Winter’s analysis of the

catharsis which he experienced at a performance of Othello
with the broader and more understanding analysis of the
same response made by Percy Hammond in 1927 will show the
difference in the nineteenth and twentieth century points
of view of theatre reviewers*

o

Winter associates tragedy

with only the higher, uplifting Intellectual levels rather
than with the intellectual-emotional experience that gives
both delight and profit*

In his review of Othello on

November 13, 1808, he concludes:
It is an open question whether any
considerable number of persons are
benefited by seeing a performance of
"Othello****Tou leave.•*with mingled
emotions of consternation, disgust and
grief* You feel as If you had seen a
murder and attended a funeral*
On the other hand, Percy,Hammond writes of Desire Under
the Sims in the Kerald-Tribune of November 12, 1924,
8* Fot further reference:
Timea. November 14,
1888; Tribune. November 25, 1898; TrXbune. November 6,
1906s Post. November 12, 1921; TlxnesT November 3, 1924;
Times. November 9, 1924; Berald-foibune. November 23, 1927*
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with a more balanced understanding of the reaponao to
tragedyr

one which recognizes the dual goal, profit and

delight as a

united emotional

and Intellectual response*

He says:
So alarming an Interpretation of Nature
is it that even the most hardened of
Hr* O ’Neill*s disciples last night
shuddered at its honest terrors and
vere subdued.* .Mr. 0*Neill*s dramas
always make me glad that X am not one
of the characters Involved...It provides
inspiration for unhappy playgoers to for
get such woes as may pester them..*1 leave
his theaters with a song on my lips, con
gratulating myself that my glooms are
ins ignif 1 cant *
This well Integrated aesthetic purpose, one that
la applicable to many forms of theatrical production, is
given a wider interpretation by Stark Young in an article
that appeared In the Time s. November 9, 1924, in a review
of the week of theatrical events*

Of The Second Mrs.

Taaqueray. he writes:
It illustrates, not proves, that great
art has busied Itself with fundamentals,
with essences, attributes, basic concep
tions, illustrating them, if you like, w i t h
particular instances, plot situations,
characters, details, but not proving sub
divisions of these. Art does not prove,
but experiences.
Its business is a vaster
logic, to amplify, dilate, fructify and In
crease the abundance and unity of life.
Proa the discussion of part three, th© r e a d e r
may conclude that journalistic criticism of the p u r p o s e
of the performance has often appeared through the s e v e n t y
years under consideration and has changed Its e m p h a s i s
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1m three directions during tills time*

In the first place,

the commercial and aesthetic attitudes have ceased to
oppose each other sharply*

In the second place, It seems

that s greater seriousness of purpose has replaced the
earlier view that the theatre was for Idle recreation
alone*

Zn the last place, the recent criticism applies to

the criterion of a more balanced, well analyzed purpose
to the performances under review*

This purpose arises

from an integration of Intellectual and emotional ex
periences of a pleasurable and profitable nature*

The

nature of this criticism Is at times narrow and superficial,
but at other times broad in scope, true in point of view,
significant, and universal*

CHAPTER IV
CRITICISM or THE WRITTEN PIAX
Whereas acting criticism is based upon the critic*a
Idea of the actor*a purpose , criticism of the written
play ia not so related to the p l a ywrights purpose.

Often

In the nineteenth century the play was judged solely as
an acting vehicle.

More recently the significance and

dramatic value of the theme, plot, characters, language,
and mood have received critical judgment.

A close analysis

of these separate parts will Increase the understanding
of the critic’s view of the play as a whole and its
function In the theatrical performance.
A large number of quotations in both centuries
show that it has always been the habit of the reviewer
to comment on the theme of the play.

Observation of the

comments will ahow how the standard of the critic changed
la demanding themes of greater significance or of a certain
moral Import.
1.

Criticism of Theme

At first,the critic found it sufficient to state
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so
the idea of the play without expressing his Judgment on
it*^

Often in the nineteenth century this meant relating

the whole story In the review*

One of the earliest steps

in advance of this, toward a higher type of criticism,
was the characterisation of the story*

On the one hand,

there were themes that were old and were merely approved
with the critic’s phrase, wtried and true*" on the other
hand, there were themes that were new, or psychological,
or significant, which also were reported with the reviewer's
approval*
The comments of a truly critical nature seem to
deal with both the Intrinsic merit of the theme and its
moral nature*

Criticism of the intrinsic merit of the

theme begins as early as March 7, 1882, when the Tribune
Judged a play as weak because it was not sufficiently set
apart from ” ***all these fractious tumults and transitory
fevers of the popular spleen*N

Although this type of

criticism concerns a point that la essential dramatically
and artistically, it is not frequent In the nineteenth
century*
Much more criticism of the value of the theme
appears in the twentieth century*

The cause of this

1* See the Appendix, example No* 1 for a whole
review of this type*
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Increase might ha found In the nature and the frequency of
the new plays which were being produced.

Three examples

of twentieth century criticism show a continuation of the
best criticism of the nineteenth century in this regard.
In a review in the Times of November 3, 1912, JClauber
believes that significance of theme was more Important
than originality; he writes; ”The mere fact that its basic
idea is not essentially novel does not militate against
its importance.n

In the issue of the same paper dated

November 17, 1915, an unknown reviewer judges by the same
standard as that which William Winter presumably had used
in 1382.

Xt Is quoted here as an illustration of the

increasing emphasis on the intrinsic merit of the theme.

o

Of BJornsonvs play. When the Young Vine Blooms. this reviewer
says:

*..,lt is both alien and transitory in significance.”

This same idea is expressed with greater detail in a still
later review from the Time a.

On November 1, 1927, Brooks

Atkinson writes:
Being a poet at heart, Mr, Santayana
has always believed steadfastly In the
divinity of madness. But Mr. Ouslerfs
excursion into this perilous theme
merely touches the surfaces with Its
disdainful horror of the Philistines.
2* For further references
Herald, January 14,
1877; Post, November 12, 1903; Bun.November 18, 1909;
Times. November 3, 1912; Times, November 3, 1918; Times,
November 17, 1918; Tribune, January 7, 1919; Times.
November 11, 1919; Times."November 15, 1921; Herald.
November 20, 1921; Times. November 8, 1922; Times,November 11, 1923; Post. November 14, 1924; f fines,
November 30, 1924; Times. November 8, 1927; Times.
November 29, 1927.
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Criticism of tile moral nature of the main them©
and of the minor points is more abundant In tbs collected
data than judgments of the theme*s significance.

Further

more ,these comments on moral aspect show a great change In
emphasis throughout the period of study.
The majority of critical expressions In the reviews
collected from the nineteenth century favor morals and
refining elements In the plays of that period,

A strict,

hut quaint, position appears In a review in the Fost„
November 1, 1864:
Mortimer did the part as we l l as such
a thing could he done, but the posslbilifies
of vulgarity which the text contained were
too pointedly and too noisily appreciated
by certain persons In the audience to make
the Innocent country visitors who might have
been in the house feel quite at ease. We
put it mildly.
As imte

as November 13, 1900, Winter, one of the strong

defenders of the refining Influence of the drama, reviews
The Gay Lord Quex from the strict moral point of view,
*If the bed is not there for any purpose,•,^Tt isj/ infringe
Ing on the public sense of propriety, not to say decency,
Three new points of view arose In the reviews of
the twentieth century*

One of these I3 introduced by

Winter himself, for in 1906 he refers to the ethics of the
3, For further reference? Tribune, January 20,
1880: Tribune, March 30, 1880; Times, November 18, 1884;
Times, November 22, 1888; Times / November 15, 1892; Times,
November 10, 1896; Post, November 12, 1921; Post, Novsmoer
16, 1921,
See also Appendix JJo, 5,

@5
play rattier than the more limited subject of morals.^
On November 20, 1906, he writes:

"The ethics of Mr.

Mitchell1s play are shallow and trivial."

Other critics

substitute similar terms having wide connotations such as
"motive power* and "moral force**
flie second twentieth century tendency in criticism
of the moral element of the play was to r ©cognize the
dramatic ineffectiveness of preachment and propaganda.
This began to appear in 1909 in the reviews of Alexander
Woollcott. Of Divorce. he writes on November 20 in the
Tribune;

"The play is a preachment.••therefore, comes

forward under a disadvantage; it has to advocate something
•«•*

In the gay and vigorous language of Percy Hammond ,

the same objection to moral and propagandizing fare is
£
stated.
Writing of The Fanatics in the Her aid"*Tribune of
November 14, 122*7, he says:
But the Fanatics9 persistent tub-thumping,
on behalf of birth-control,more freedom
among the genders and other conventional
devices of reform grow Irksome as the play
proceeds, and w© yearn for more scenes
like that in which the chorus girl and
the hero are caught romancing in an attic.
The third new critical tendency is to recognize
"stock moralities* In the theatre.

This John Corbin has

4. For further reference;
S un. November 26, 1906;
Tribune. November 18, 1909; Times. November 12, 1915; Post.
Sovember 12, 1921; Times. November 9, 1924.
5. For further reference;
Times. November 12,
1884; Sun. November 25, 1906; Tribune. J a n u a r y 7, 1919.
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done la the Times. for November 10, 19X8, wherein he simply
says that he is "not unmindful1* of them*®
A summary of the comments found in the reviews
regarding the thane of the play shows that early in the
nineteenth century a change took place when these comments
became critical rather than simply descriptive*

These

critical comments tended to become Increasingly more
aware of the significance of the theme*

In addition to

tills, the critical use of the term "moral* came to have
a wider connotation in the twentieth century*
2*

Criticism of Plot

Another element of the play which fell under the
judgment of the Journalistic critic was the plot*

Much

of this comment has likewise been descriptive in nature,
but, from the criticism Involved, the rise and fall of
the Serdou cult can be seen and evaluated and the critical
attitude toward action, probability, and orlgniallty can
be estimated*
Plot S true hire— A sense of compact play form was
beginning to enter critical circles In 1867 when a pictur
esque judgment of a theatrical piece, Daly,s Under the
Gaslight, appeared in the Herald of August 8:
6, For further reference: Times* November 14,
1922; Times* November 11* 1923; Tim e s * November 18, 1923s
Post, November 11, 1924; Post, November 18, 1924*
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T^ls summary or the plot la .certainly
as clear, and possibly more so, than the
plot itself* The piece is, in fact, nothing
more than a stage carpenter*s drama.
The
play has been fitted to the scenes ^s the
poetry in old annals used to be to the
plates, or just as Nicholas Nickleby*s
drama was adapted to bring In the pump and
two water tuba which Mr, Vincent Crummies
had bought at a bargain#••Of the drama
„
Itself, however nothing good can be said#
In contrast to this, the detailed analysis of
the fine points of dramatic construction which Towse
found in Sardoufs Madame Sens-Gene shows a change in
critical attitude, emphasis, and point of view#

On

November 4, 1924, he writes in the Post of the “deftness
of mechanism,*

“the neatness of dovetailing,11

“ the

smoothness and rapidity of movement,* and the “general
theatrical effectiveness*9 of the play#

Admiration of the

French form of playwriting had been growing steadily since
the beginning of the last quarter of the nineteenth century#

Q

Boon after this review of Madame Sana-Gene f however,
an attack on this standard of playwriting appeared in the
Times#

Brooks Atkinson, on November 6, 1927, saw limitations

imposed by this particular form of dramatic construction
9
and states his definite antagonJ.em to it#
He does this
7* Odell, Annals# VIII, 313#
8# For further reference; Tribune * September 18,
1872; Tribune# February 2, 1880; Post# hovember 9, 1900; Post
November' 13, '1900; Sun# November IS, 1909; Post, November 26,
1912; Tribune# October 22, 1915; Tribune# January 19, 1918;
Tribune# January 25# 1918; Post # November 3, 1921#
9# For further reference:
S un# November 19, 1912;
Times# November 1, 1918; Herald# November 23, 1921; Times #
November 14, 1924; Times. November 5, 1927; Hera1d-Tr1bune #
November 20, 1927#
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In a review of John Galsworthy's Becape by quoting an
essay of Galsworthy, Some Platitudes Concerning Drama,
written in 1909*

Mr. Atkinson then says;

Those were the days when the well-built play
was hastily confused with the noblest hand
iwork of God.
Curiously enough, nEscape” adorns
the principles laid down in that trade essay
without being in the least a well-built play.*.
And he continues by a quotation from Mr. Galsworthy*s
essay which reads:

*A human being Is the best plot there

is,*
Action— Three developments are discernible in the
collected data regarding criticism

of the action in the

plot.

of the nineteenth

Xn the first place, critics

century often gave attention to the abundance of Incident
and situation.

The majority of these comments on Incident

do not contain serious critical consideration, for the
reviewer who sees a play from the point of view of its
situations rather than its progressive development falls
to look for the fundamentals.

A typical example of this

superficial comment is found In the tribune of November
24, 1868, in a review of The F a iry Gircle: ^
Its incident Is abundant.
Its humor,
adventure, and feeling furnish light
and shade.
Its text Is not lacking in
good bits. Above all, It blends Irish
history and Irish romAncfe^
Then too
It has less than the usual commonplace
of the Irish drama.
lO. For further reference; Herald. February 20,
1366; Times, November 20, 1872; HeraX3. January 14, 1877;
Herald, January 25, 1877; Post, jfo^em&er 24, 1903; Post,
November 26, 1912.
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A second type of criticism of action shows the
criticfs Interest in progressive movement and climax*
This type of criticism shows keener analysis and more
knowledge of plot essentials than the first type did.
An Illustration la found in the Tribune, of November 20,
1912 # in a review of Edward Sheldon’s The High Hoad.
says of the authors
and successfully.

Xt

°...he has broken away courageously
His Is really an episodic play without

plot— In the usual way of the plot— yet the dramatic
Interest is sustained with cumulative p o w e r . ^
The third type, an entirely new development of the

1

twentieth century criticism of action, was an increase
In the psychological criticism of plot development.

The

Innovation which resulted from this was a wider Interest
In the conflict about which the drama was built.

On

November 13, 1900, Tows© senses the initial elements of
conflict in the dramatic contrast which he finds to comment
upon In his review of The Gay Lord Q u e x , a play about life
above stairs and life below stairs.

This static conception

of conflict changes into a more active conception by 1912.
At this time Adolph Klauber is writing in the Times.
November 3, he says of The Blindness of Virtue:

On

"It is

a real play in the sense that it presents an actual conflict,
11, For further reference: Tribune, November 19,
1884; Tribune. November 8, 1892; Post » November 13, 1900;
Tribune* November 20, 1912; Sun, November 7, 1915; Tribune,
January 19, 1918; Tribune, January 25, 1918; Times,
November 13, 1923.

though. of* adolescent* youth.. ®
tiie

In a quotation taken from

of October 17, 1915, Heywood Broun, the re

viewer, usee the word ^contrast8 which Towse h£*d used in
1900, but he implies by It the dramatic and psychological
force of conflict which Klauber recognized In 1 9 1 2 . & ©
writes of The tinchastened Women:

"•••it is a natural

contrast of two women set against each other in a logical
clash of interest, and not the artificial contrast of a
good woman and a bad woman. **
Probability— There are comments in the nineteenth
century reviews regarding probability In the plot, but
these do not show any trend toward or away from the
Aristotelian principle.

The word •probability® Is bandied

about by the nineteenth century journalistic critics quite
casually.
attitude.
1858,

Three quotations show this untutored critical
13

The first comes from the Tribune

which reviewed Forrest* s role

In favor of improbability,It says:

of March 29,

of Bolls In Pizarro.

*Those who love great

melodramatic effect, showered down, often, with a daring
disregard of truth, will unite with us In our favorable
opinion.The

second, on the other hand, favors the law

©f probability.

It Is taken from the Tribune of January 6,

1880, and readss
12. For further reference: Tribune» November 12,
1892;
Post, November 13, 1900; Sun,
November 7, 1915; Times,
November'T3, 1918; Post, November 3, 1921; Times, November”"
10, 1923.
For further reference: Tribune. October 7,
1884; Sun, N ovember 26, 1912; Time a . &o vembe r 6, 1923;
Times, November 13, 1923; Post, November 3, 1921.
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*• •^observg>7the w ®k
story that is woven
beneath its glittering aurvace, the past
actions and experiences which it so clearly
Implies, the circumstances that are so
naturally adjusted around its action, the
clear picture of manners which is so unob
trusively made its background, the undeviating
respect Tor probability with which its incidents
are invented and marshalled...
The third comes from the dramatic column of the Times for
Sovember 8, 1892, and is almost non-committal.
The Gilded Fools

It says of

"The play, in short, is conventional

and highly Improbable, but it is uncommonly neat in con
struction, pretty In sentiment, and mildly agreeable in
honor* *
Originality— In both old and new criticism some
attention has been given to the problem of originality
in plot.

Several comments from reviews of the 1370* s

testify to the craving for variety which the popular
audience and the critics shared alike.

A review in the

Times of Hovember 26, 1872, of Round the Clock Is typical
of this standard.

It runs:

"•••whatever else may be said

of It, /Tt7 includes a great deal of variety and that of
the sort best liked by the general a u d i e n c e . A n occasional
demand for originality appears in the nineteenth century,
but much greater stress Is given to It In the twentieth
century.

A comment by Lawrence Reamer In the Sun for

Movember 14, 1915, of Henry Arthur Jones* Liars illustrates
the changing attitude In this Increasing demand.

It says:

"The declaration of truth by the sincere lover comes like
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a breath, of fresh air, not only because it Is the truth and
and therefore a novelty, but because the emotion of Faulkner
seems important.*

A quotation from the Herald of November 23,

1921, testifies to the prevalence of this criterion*
Dream Maker the reviewer sayss

Of The

"Then there were, moreover

situations of the old fashioned kind that did not fall to have
their effect, contemptuous as the attitude of the modern drama
may be toward them.*

This quotation shows not only the stress

on originality of the critic9s contemporaries, but the reviewer
acuity of dramatic v a l u e s * ^ 5
In summarising the criticism of the plot of the play,
the first thing to be noted la the growing sense of structure
throughout the period under consideration; for a sense of
organic structure finally replaces the Sardou formula*

It

should also be notloed that there are three kinds of critical
comments of action.

The last of these, the new Interest

in conflict, is an outgrowth of the Increasing sense of
psychological and true dramatic values*

The term *probability*

whleh was used so frequently In the nineteenth century, did not
appear so often In the later reviews*

Lastly, originality,

confused with variety in the nineteenth century, is a stricter
demand of the twentieth century critics*

However, even In

recent papers, approval Is given to the conventional incidents
of the theatre when they reappear, in new plays*

The nature of

this criticism, though frequently weak and limited in its scope,
at times shows a high sense of dramatic and literary values*
3*

Criticism of Character#

Theatrical criticism has also concerned itself
14* For further reference:
Tribune. February 3, 1880;
Post, November 24, 1903; Post. November 6, 1906; Post.
November 29, 1918; Times. November 18, 1923; Post. November 1,
1927*
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with the function and the nature of the character as the
playwright has written It and as the actor has presented
it on the stage*

Since the majority of critical opinions

in the matter are found in the twentieth century, an analysis
of these opinions testifies more to the range and nature
of the criticism than to the chronological shift of critical
emphasis.
The functions of the character have been variously
Interpreted as being:

to show action, to develop sympa

thetic interest, to present the idea of the play, and to

carry the burden of the play.
In the Tribune of October 7, 1884, William Winter,
who believed that the character should show action, gives
this opinion in a negative criticism.

He says:

**•••

characters too often tell their stories, and incidents
already shown are subsequently rehearsed.*1 This same
idea, that the function of a character is to develop
Itself in action, is given further elaboration in a
review of The Unchaatened Woman by Beywood Broun in the
15
Tribune of October 17, 1915.
He writes:
The playwright may endow one character
with ©very virtue and burden another with
all the most alluring vice, yet If the
character Is not allowed to show these
various qualities in action he is a bad
character and dramatically damned.
15.
1912.

For further reference:

Times» November 24,

In addition to this statement, Broun considers
another aspect of the function of the character In the
same review*

Me sees It as endeavoring to arouse

sympathetic attention but not sentimental sympathy*
He adds:
A critic has said that "The TJnchastened
Woman" la not a good play, because the
audience Is left In doubt as to which of the
characters Is intended to claim Its Interest*
We hold that such an objection is unsound.**
So demand that a dramatist* particularly one
working in the field of realism, should create
only characters steeped In amiable vices or
virtues Is preposterous***We don’t know about
Becky Sharpe* but we are sure that the devil
would despise sympathy* He would extract as
the most flattering emotional tribute Interest*
That Is* above every other feeling the ©motion
which the dramatist should seek for his char
acters.
The critic of the Times* in a review dated November 19*
1918* analyses the matter of sympathetic attention further*
Ha reviews Maurice Maeterlinck’s Betrothal from a more
psychological point of view than did Broun* sayings
"Those pale wraiths of varying stature which float about so
aimlessly are all too feeble

to sway the motions of any

heart*

Impulses of adolescence*

to say nothing of the

Xn a later Issue of th© Times * November 2* 1924*
Stark Young finds a less personal function of character
16* For further references
Post, October 31* 1864;
Tribune * November 12* 1884; Times* November 6* 1912; Herald
November 17* 1921*
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in reviewing Luigi Pirandello*a Meked»^^

He says approvingly:

Srsilla Drei then is not normal* if yon
like* hut she is not set forth from any
morbid Interest on Pirandello*s part but
only in order that this everlasting struggle
between flotion and form with reality and
flux m y be given dramatic exhibition*
The critical view that saw the burden of the play
carried by the characters was first expressed by the critic
of the tribune on November 20 * 1912*

Of The High Road

he writes:
For this reason Mr* Sheldon has turned a
new bend in the mood of American drama.
He holds steadfastly to his characters
and lets them work out their own play*
To do this he has had to break away from
the cut and dried form of the continental
drama** *
Later, this point of view is echoed by Brooks Atkinson
in a review of Galsworthy1s Ssoape in an issue of the
Times for November 6* 1 9 2 7 * Atkinson states his position
by quoting the essay of Galsworthy which says: w***tak©
care of the characters; action and dialogue will take
care of themselves***w
Turning to the consideration of the nature of the
character, we see that this aspect resolves itself into a
threefold category*

In the first place, there is critical

17* For further
1884; Tribune* November
IS* Por further
1888; Sun* November 14*

reference; Herald* November 27*
12* 1921; Post *Tfovember 5* 1924*
reference;"T?£mes* November 22*
1915; Ti^jes* November 25* 1922*
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eoQoern about the historical truth of the character; then
comea consideration of the correlation of the nature of the
character and human experience; finally,there are criticisms
which demand the essential rightness of the character*
The importance of historical accuracy In the minds
of some critics and the unimportance of it in other•s
attitude is Illustrated by a sharp contrast of critical
opinion*

The first one is taken from the Tribune of

November 6, 1906, and the second from a review by Percy
Hammond in the Tribune of November 11, 1927*^®
earlier critic writes;

The

"That play is radically false to

historical fact, being a muddle of time, place, person,
and incidents, and being grossly miarepresentative of the
character of King Richard III.*

The later one writes of

Pepys in And So To Bed;
In it the diarist is to be seen with his
strange contradictions emphasized--as the
hypocrite, the honest man, the gallant,
the Puritan, the lion and the poltroon-**
and if the picture does not resemble that
in your mind it will serve as well as any*
Those critics who held to the opinion that character
must agree with human experience are in the majority.
Though William Winter, presumably the author of this
review, is slightly prejudiced toward Shakespeare, his
attitude toward character is indicative of this common
1ft* For further reference;
1&77; Tribune, November 12, 1903*

Herald. January 2,
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type*20

He writes of Hermione In the Tribune of November

14, 1888, saying:

*Such a nature Is rare; but it la possible,

It exists, and Shakespeare, who depleted everything, has not
omitted to portray this*”
Some other examples of this attitude toward the nature
of character look for Its truth in human experience but in
a more sociological way*

21

For example, a review of Under

currents by William Winter presumably from the eighteenth
of the same month states:
The observer of it la Impelled to wonder
whether such webs of wickedness are Indeed
woven, in the great cities of the world,
and whether such human monsters as the
villains of this fabric do, to any extent,
prevail; and yet he need not wonder, if he
happens to be a close observer of the news
paper record of every day life*
Though in the minority, there are critics who look
for the essence of the character to determine its essential
nature*

These critics test character by the laws of

dramatic imagination and by abstract logic of psychological
forces*

The opinion which Brooks Atkinson quotes in his

review of Escape by Galsworthy in the Times of November 19
Is a clear example of this attitude toward the nature of
the character as presented by the playwright*®®

The quo—

20*
For further reference: Herald. November 27,
1884; Tribune * November 20, 1912; Tribune, October 21,
1915; gtun. November 14, 1915; Times. November 10, 1918;
Tribune. January 7, 1919; Hei’elff. Hovember 17, 1921*
21*
For further reference: Post. November 18, 1909;
Tribune, October 4, 1915; Times. November 14, 1922.
£2*
For further reference: Tribune. November 12, 1884;
Times . November 13, 1918; Times. N o v ember 1 5 , 1922; Times.
November 21, 1923; Post. November 4, 1924; Post. November 7,
1927; Tribune. November 11, 1927*
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tatloa says that the character must have "flavor/* which
la *...an Impalpable quality less easily captured than
the scent of a flower, the peculiar and most essential
attribute of any work of art..»M

In the same vein,

Stark Young, in the Times of November 2, 1924, writes of
Pirandello's characters.

Xn their defense^ he says:

V * h e x 7 *»»• the reality of mental experience only, not
of actual dally life.
brain."

They are types in the life of the

Percy Hammond,writing a review of O'Neill's

play, The Straw. also approves of both the human and
unreal characters; he says:

this pl&gjZ%mconaxmptlve

characters and their disease, its beginnings and develop*
sent, is ^ I c 7 its motive power."
A summary of the criticism regarding the function
and nature of the character shows that the critics have
a wide range of interest and that criticism has been
seeking new standards, growing away from the limitations
of historical accuracy and realism toward the unlimited
field of fancy.

This new field, if limited at all. Is

bounded only by the laws of drama and art in their most
general Interpretation.
4.

Criticism of Mood

Critical Interest in mood of the play is found
mostly In the third decade of the twentieth century.
The only comment of the nineteenth century which
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allows that the reviewer was sensitive to the spirit of
tlas

play was found In the Herald of October 6, 1857, in

a raview of Mag Merrills a. It claims:
There is, too, a wild romance about
the drama with Its stolen hair, Its gypseys
/ a ijT Ita pirates and its odd characters of
all aorta, that makes it exceedingly Inter
esting* We confess to a passion for such
plays, and believe if there were not some
thing good In them they would not make so
strong a hold upon
the public mind*
About the turn of the century, mood received more
g*
description but little criticism*
A sample comment of
this period is one written by Towse for the Post of
November 12, 1900, which says that Arthur Schnltzler,s
play had 11•..gloom enough not only for the three sad
acts, but for three different tragedies.9
Criticism as well as description was given to this
aspect of the play In the third decade of the twentieth
century.

In the Times of November 4, 1924, a play is

vividly reviewed as having
life.9

breeze of inexhaustible

In the Post for November, 1927, Anderson makes

many references to mood.
charm of Coquette

On the ninth lie speaks of the

“ •..that is as quiet and effortless

as its original, as untheatrical as a japonioa in the
front yard;9 and on the thirtieth he analyzes The Centuries *
saying:

"Take the keynote from the title and it tunes

up the whole melancholy meaning of Mr. Basahe's parable,
23. For further reference: Herald. November 23,
1891; Herald. November 29, 1891; Tribune, November 13, 1900;
Post, November 10, 1905; Times. November 11, 1923.
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or at least sots the pitch for Its dissonance.*

in

addition to these impressions, a contemporary one from the
Berald-Tribune. written by Arthur Ruhl In a column
heeded Second Sights . Is Included because of the more
•■ ■ ■ ■ Ib M M M m

e n M
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objective effort to criticise mood*
the play called Stairs?

24

Ruhl writes of

"It had the rare quality of

freshness, It had humor and satiric bite, a delicately
handled sort of tragic wistfulness constantly played
ever It# and it was, at every Instant, *good theater*."
To summarise the criticism of mood of the play
as it appears In newspaper reviews. It must be noted that
the majority of critical comments fall in the third
decade of the twentieth century.

Furthermore at this time

mood was analysed by subjective and objective approaches.
5.

Criticism of Language

The journalistic critics of Hew fork occasionally
turn their attention to the language in which the plays
were written during the seventy—year period, 1857-1927.
These remarks have a critical Interest, for (1) they show
a change in the critic1a knowledge of dramatic require
ments of language; and (2) In recent years there is an
innovation which restores critical approval of poetic
24. For further reference:
Times. November 12, 1912
Tribune. November 12, 1918;, Tribunel November 22, 1921;
Poej. November 4, 1924; Herald—Tribune. November 12, 1924.

elements in dialogue; and (5) a shift of attitude toward
sentimentality in the lines la noticeable in the data
collected*
'Two quotations will show the change in the critic1a

feeling for the dramatic necessities in language**^

The

first criticism* taken from the Time a of November 26*

18S4* demonstrates the general attitude of the earlier
critics*

This unknown reviewer writes of Love on Crutches,

saying that ***.ita dialogue being fresh and abounding
In clever touches*.•Is well-nigh perfect*n

The second

criticism is taken from the same paper but from the issue
of November 6 * 1927*

This quotation from Escape. written

by Brooks Atkinson* shows a high standard of dramatic
values*

Atkinson writes:
What glowing dialogue1 From the rise
of the curtain it spins along brilliantly*
natural* progressive* bouyant* Illuminating*
delightful withal•••Mr* Galsworthy writes
so skimming ly that he can make points with
out mentioning them* "Po you know that prison?”
Denant Inquires of the Old Gentleman*
”ltfs
a bad style of architecture.® Well* surely
the architecture is beside the point of
"Escape” as Mr* Golsworthy knows* But when
Penant complains of it you catch an evanescent
Image of all his distresses behind the prison
walls and you know how wretched he has been.
Like an electric current* Mr* Galsworthy
strikes sparks every time he establishes
contact*

26* For further reference: Herald. March 5* 1858;
Tribune* January 27* 1880; Times. November 26* 188r4; Tribune«
November 8 * 1892; Tribune. November 28* 1906; Post.
November 27. 1912; Tribune. October 10* 1915; ^litea*
November 4. 1927; Post, November 50, 1927; Times/lovembsr
30* 1927*
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86oofid obBtrvatlODi of the o r l t i o i M of language

shows a return of the position which, speaks in behalf of
p o e t i c a l elements*

One quotation from the Times of

Snveaber © #l 1912# and another from the same paper, dated
November 12,, 1924, 11lust rate this innovation*2®

The

first one says of Yellow Jackets *Yh© dialogue has the
flavor and charm of poetic imagination, and expresses
most colorfully the ideas and thoughts to toe conveyed*91
The second one stresses the position even more succinctly
and strongly, saying that **.*■•a scene with such poetry
and terrible beauty as we rarely see in the theatre#-**-*
\

is to be found in Desire ttnder the Kims: it is wabove
anything 0* Neill has written*n
A third ccemtent must toe made regarding the shift

of attitude toward sentimentality in the lines*

Four or

five reviews beginning with 1866 and running as late as
1880 attest to the pleasure which the audience found in
the sentiment in the play and to the critic*s approval
of this pleasure*

Two quotations from the Tribune testify

to the popularity of this attitude as well as to the nature
of the criticism*

The first occurs in the issue for
019

November 28, 1865, in a review of Boucicault*s Octoroon* *
2©# For further reference* Tribune, November
30, 1892; Poet, November 12, 1924.
27* "fop further references Tribune, November 25*
1891 *
1865; Herald, November 16, I88S5
November 29, 18
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It says 3
It Is m play that never Tails to please
since it harmonizes with the sentiments
of humane persons, In reference to the
subject of white slavery, and since it
is fraught with strong emotional influence,
and with exciting incidents*••it takes
strong hold upon the fancy and the heart,
The second occurs on October 5 of the next year.

Of Our

American Cousin, the reviewer writes:
Its half sentimental, half melo
dramatic story appeals to sympathy,
while Its central character— the mag
nanimous Yankee whose outside Is rough,
but whose heart is noble,,,who does
Justice to an injured woman, and copious
ly chaffs the British artistocracy— Is a
particularly pleasing personage to many
American minds.
After the beginning of the twentieth century the
germs of critical doubt regarding the value of sentiment
appear In the theatre reviews full-blown,

Tows© of the

Post writes on November 17, 1903*
Mrs, Ward1s story was packed with
sophistries and false sentiment; much
of the play would be nauseous if It were
not so manifestly silly and untrue* As
it is it leaves an unpleasant flavor
behind It; but this is likely to be
tolerated for the sake of the exceedingly
clever acting of Miss Davis,
On November 2, 1915, lowse writes with stronger
disapproval of sentiment*^®

Xn this review of Kternal

28, For further reference: Herald, January 14,
1877s Herald. Hovember 29, 1891; Post. November 17, 1905;
Post, November 30, 1909; Times, November 13, 1918; Post,
November 16, 1921,
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B*gd*len*> he says:

"But the essential weakness of the

pisee lies la Its lack of any real grasp***of any vital
and universal theme, Its superficiality, and its sentimental
extravagance**
Proa this point on, disapproval of sentiment changes

^

into a frank recognition of its place in the theatre*
When Percy Haamoad reviews They Knew What They Wanted
in the Herald^Trlbune of November 26, 1924, he says:

"it

Is a capable merger of the everlasting elements of tears
and sunshine, male and female, sin and contrition.

Such

hard punches as it bestows are softened by the mellow
gloves of humor and sentiment*9

A second illustration of

the new point of view which re-echoes the middle of the
nineteenth century is found in a review by Brooks Atkinson
in the Times of November 6, 1927*^^

Be writes:

*•••

It is a splendid achievement full of sweetened wisdom,
and it la written expertly.*
A summary of the criticism of language of the plays
that are being reviewed shows several changes of critical
position*

Xn the first place, standards of understatement

and suggestion, which have been employed by recent dramatists,
draw forth criticism of language based on essential dramatic
values*
29*

Xn the second place, poetical elements are being

For further reference: Tribune, January 26,
November 10, 1913; Tribune Sovember 9, 1921;
Berald-Tribune. November 25, 1924*
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given critical approval in twentieth century reviews with
criticlea that shows sharp analysis.

In the third place,

critical approval of sentiment,which occurred In the middle
of the nineteenth century,is finding a rebirth in the post
war reviews of the twentieth century.
6.

Criticism in Related Points

There are two points related to playwrlting which
drew the attention of the critics.

Xn the first place,

there was a spurious effort to judge plays by general
literary standards, and, in the second place, there was
a tendency to estimate the Intellectual strength and
imagination of the author.

The criticism of literary

standards shows a shift of critical emphasis towards higher
dramatic values, and the criticism of the playwright*s
manner shows an increase in the critlots observation and
analysis.
A close inquiry into the spurious critical
phenomenon which tested playwrltlng by general literary
standards shows that this activity began as early as 1877.
For that year there are two quotations in the Herald which
30
show the birth of this standard.
On January 14 the
30. For further reference: Tribune. January 6,
1880; Tribune. November 13, 1884; Tribune. November 15,
1892; Post. November 18, 1906; Post. November 21, 1906;
Post. November 30, 1912; Post. November 10, 1915.

X04

unknown reviewer attacks the purely theatrical play, The

i*SZ

of Lyonsi

“It was not written from human nature,

but for the stage, and it has the sentiment of the stage,
the smell of the footlights•*

And on the twenty-fifth

he writes again, *Altogether the drama Is a piece of stage
contrivance rather than a literary work.w
This type of criticism thrived for many years.

Its

most ardent admirer was William Winter of the Tritune.
On January 2, 1830, for example, he wrote an unsigned review
of False Friend:

wIts literary tone...Is refined and is

stimulating to the imagination.
auggestiveness.••w

There Is plenty of fanciful

A fad for dramatisations gave Winter and

the other critics who desired literary characteristics on the
stage a continued opportunity to revolt against the dramatizer* s
31
failure to keep the style of the original work.
Before the close of the nineteenth century, however,
the divorce between literary and dramatic standards began
to occur.

One reviewer who used the dramatic rather than

the literary standard for judging plays was Percy Hammond
of the Herald-Trlbune•^

Xn a review of Coquette on

November 9, 1927, he describes the play as being * actual,
genuine, dramatic.”

In addition to this substitution

31. For further references
Times. June 8, 1866;
Sun, November 10, 1903; S u n . November S«S, 1909; Tribune,
Tribune. November 23, 1909V Sun. November 3, 1916? Times.
November 13, 1918.
32. For further reference:
Sun, November 23, 1909;
Post,. November 5, 1912; Tribune.November 20, 1915; Tribune.
bctober 12, 1918; Post. November 3, 1921.

of dramatlo fear literary standards, Hammond goes a step
further and expects even a degree of the theatrical to
reappear,

A comment in the Her a Idvftr1bun e for Hovember

© indicates this extreme position.

33

Of Became, he writes:

*Among other enthusiastic things that may be said for Mr,
Galsworthy as a skillful, mature and profound dramatist,
Is that he is a cunning showman when he has a mind to be,*
The second point related to playwriting which received
considerable critical comment was the playwright*s manner.
These statements show simply higher demands of the author1a
Intellectual strength and imagination in recent years.

In

opposition to the artificial manner of the nineteenth century,
John Corbin observed with approval strength and individualism
la the naturalistic plays— ones that made most critics
34
grieve because of their vulgarity,
Xn a review of Kachel
Grottier1a Three of Ha in the Sun of November 18, 1900,
Corbin digresses to explain his attitude:
33ie quality which commands the better half
is a sort of democratic realism, To the
English stage, our strongest foreign in
fluence, we have been Indebted for the comedy
of high society in which folk of the common
lot serve somewhat as foils for the socially
elect. To the French stage we are owing for
the well made or, as we should say, the
manufactured play of situation.
In a review a week earlier*, He had applied this point of
33, Por further reference:
34, Por further reference:
Times. November 13, 1923,

Timesi November 11, 1915,
, November 9, 191Sj
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view briefly, but directly, to the play under review*

Of tee Shulanite. be says:

*It has, however, the virtue,

which its like seldom have, of presenting characters and
situations with a certain solid, if crude, reality*"
A second critical observation showed that the
standard of intellectual strength wsa being qualified by
35
a standard of subtlety*
John Anderson, an adherent to
the new position, finds opportunity to attack the unqualified
position which Corbin upheld in 1906*

In a review of 0*jrelllfs

Desire Dader the Sims. In the Post. November 12, 1924,
Anderson writes?
There was apparent a mistaking of mere
crudity for power; there was a lack of
overtones and subtleties*••At any rate,
it seems untouched by the playwright*s
imagination, a sterile bit of realism
that reaches out for something beyond,
but fails somehow to attain It***
Whether the judgment of Anderson is confirmed by later
x

years or not, the review shows that the critic supported
his position with observation, detail, and analysis*
As the reviewer continues, he says?

"Mr* O'Neill manages

better with his shorter pieces, where hla vigor, and
even his brutality, make for effect through shock; one
needs a different dramatic equipment for a full-length

play**
35* For further references
Sun. November 11, 1906;
Times * November 13, 1918; Times. November 11, 1923.
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Jk summary ©f the criticism of the written play

shows a wide range of critical interest; changing standards
of theme and character, new demands of plot and mood; and
many discriminating statements,

Xn regard to the wide

range of Interest, it must be pointed out that the critics
have discussed the followings

the Intrinsic and moral

aspects of the theme; the structure, the movement, the
probability, the originality of the plot; the various
functions and the nature of the characters; the development
of mood; the dramatic, poetic, and sentimental values of
the language of the play; and some related points such as

the literary merit of the play and the imaginative strength
and subtlety of the playwright*
A summary of the shifts of critical emphasis and of
innovations in criticism shows increasing demands of slg*
alfieance were made of the theme of the play as the years
passed.

Also the narrow connotations of the word

moral”

were widened; simultaneously this term received a strong
attack and an Increase of the theatrical importance*

In

regard to the plot of the play, critical approval was given
to new forms of playwrlting*

Demands for dynamic conflict

replaced the static sense of contrast of the late nineteenth century and its Interest in incident or rapid
action*

Hew psychological, sociological, and aesthetic

tests were applied to the characters of the play*

A new

criterion developed in the late twentieth century to judge
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the m o d of the play*

Xn regard to matters of language ,

the sense of movement and dramatic climax increased; a
revival of poetic demands appeared; and a new attitude
toward the sentimental requirements asserted themselves in
the twentieth century criticism*

Dramatic, and even theatrical,

tests replaced the literary tests of the late nineteenth
century*

And, lastly, the criterion of strength which

appeared in the early twentieth century was qualified by
later critics with demands for subtleties end fine dis
tinctions*
The nature of this criticism shows that the critics
have accepted a psychological point of view,which has added
penetration to their analysis and understanding to their
conclusions*

Xn regard to comments on the movement of the

pi* y and the mood, there has been an increasing sensitivity,
on the part of the critic, to receive an Impression from
the performance, but also a corresponding effort to objectify
the impression and support It with detailed Illustration*
(Hi the whole the criticism shows that, though much
of the observation and analysis has been superficial, on
the other hand, there are Instances of breadth of point of
view, and thoughtful judgment*

CHAPTER V
CRITICISM OF THE PRODUCTION
The last part of this study deals with the criticism
or the scenery and costuming*

Critics have regularly paid

attention to these pictorial aspects of the play, particularly
to the scene; and the nature of their critical comment has
changed during the seventy years from which the data have

been collected*

Some reviewers have merely described the

scenes; others have found them appropriate* magnificent*
accurate* suited to mood and spirit* or emphasising the
dramatic values*

Throughout both centuries opinion has

been expressed regarding the relation of the actor to the
set* giving judgments which also deserve consideration in
this paper*
1*

Criticism of the Set

Examination of the comments that have been taken
from the reviews shows how the critical attitude toward
the appropriateness* the magnificence* and the accuracy
of the decoration changed with time*

When the unknown

reviewer of the Herald on September 23* 1863* writes of
109
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the set; used for F o r r e s t s production of Vlrgiuiua# he
lias only a general and Indefinite attitude , characteristic
of early American comments on scenery#^

review abruptly:

He concludes his

*The scenery of the play was magnificent,

and what Is still better, appropriate# **
The succeeding discussion will show a change occurring
in the meanings of both these adjectives#

Magnificence

and opulence arose in critical interest In the scenery
turned toward display away from standards of suitability#
Magnificence of scenery continued to increase until 1384#
At this time the productions of Henry Irving so outdid all
previous performances In splendor and historical correctness
that the growth of the critical movement culminated in these
productions#

The approval of Irving9a stage artistry is

expressed by the reviewer of the Times** who writes In an
Issue for November 11, 1834s
To the eye it presented a constant succession
of agreeable pictures, notable for fidelity**
to nature and harmonious coloring; In the
dresses and the groupings of the persons on
the stage good taste and ingenuity were ex*
hiblted###while we are of the opinion that
Mr# Irving 9 s services as a reformer and mission*
ary In stage affairs have been dwelt upon with
too much stress in certain quarters, yet he is
1# For further reference; Herald, December 10, 1358
(Odell, VII, 123); Tlmea. November 29, 1868 (Odell, VIII, 470).
2# For further reference;
Post# November 28, 1864;
Tribune# February 5 f 1S66 (Odell, Vtli, 21); Tribune#
November 11, 1884; Herald# November 19, 1884;“Tffim®a#
N o v e m b e r 18, 1888; Her a
November 18, 1891; tribune,
N o v e m b e r 24, 1896; Herald, October 1* 1899.
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a student and an artist, and ills representations
♦ •♦are delightful for their completeness, beauty,

and the scholarship displayed in them*
Accuracy in stage production developed in other
than historical plays and the critics found that judgment
of an increasingly photographic realism was necessary*
Three criteria are used by the critics of the nineteenth

century in forming this judgment of realistic scenery,s
One is impregnated with the pseudo-classic standards of an

earlier period.

An example of this is found in the Times

of November 17, 1868, in a review of After Dark; or London
hr light;

"The piece is Illustrated by some of the most

realistic paintings ever exhibited on the Hew York stage,
one garden and villa set in the third act being of surpassing
chastensss and beauty,n

A second judgment Is baaed upon

the distinctly theatrical purpose of illusion,

A quotation

which illustrates this is found in the Times of February
1869,

8

,

It reads:
The scenery generally is admirable, and
particularly where it arises,,,to accomplish
shat belongs to its province— to produce an
illusion. Where it steps beyond this purpose,
it is laborious in effort and heavy in detail*
To represent pedestals, pillars, balconies,
emblems, urns, etc,, in the "ro^nd 11 is a mis
take, It is the fancy of a carpenter, and not
the vision of an artist. Realism on the stag©
is a dangerous heresy,
Xt may be questioned

3, For further reference: Tribune» October 50, 1867;
(Odell, VIII, 280-1); Post, February 9, 1875 (Odell, IX,
529) : Herald, November XS7 1884) ; Times, November 12, 1884;
Herald. November 18, 1891; Times, Tfovember 10, 1896; Post,
November 27, 1900; Post, November 20, 1903; Post, November,
13, 1906; Sun, November 5, 1912; Times. November 27, 1923,
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if* actual furniture be desirable in anything
save comedies of the day....We consider, for
our o m port, the fountain la Mr. Isherwood*©
beautiful scene in the third act as an infringe
ment whichcught to be reached by an injunction.
The best scene.•.la the chapel scene.*•.It is
not the plane and the saw, but a visible Illusion
of a cathedral....It represents the principal
aisle of a large church, with an altar or an
oratory.•••The setting of the scene is almost
perfect; but here again the violation of the
idealistic law,— or to put it in humbler phrase
the law of illusion— Is grossly noticeable. A
large real Bible— printed no doubt by authorised
printers— turned down at the page that suits the
dirty finger of the scene shifter, lies open on
the desk. It Is perfectly unnecessary
tode
secrate a volume in such wise.
A third judgment shows the critic using the standard of
realistic accuracy as an
it to

end in Itself

without

the essential idea of the play. An example

relating
of this

is found in a review of Partners in the Times for November
16, 1686.

The critic simply states:

mature In s q m

"The simulation of

of the scenes is wonderfully exact.*

Xn the twentieth century,two quotations testify to
the continuation of critical approval of accurate, real
istic settings, but these show a change of standards.^
Them John Anderson reviews Shipwrecked in the Post of
November 13, 1924, he has examined the dramatic values
of the set before he writes:
This la an average play magnificently
mounted.
It advances realistic stag© setting
to the same height of perfection enjoyed
4.
5.

19X2.

Odell, Annals. VIII, 418.
Por further reference:
Post. November

6

,
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occasionally by the symbolical and
Impressionist methods*
result is
something to make Mr* Belasco gnash his
teeth with envy*
On the twenty-second of the same month, Towee, also writing
in the Post* accepts realistic accuracy if It Is properly
modified by selection and fancy*

Realising the importance

of these dramatic values, he writes;

*R§aliam only

becomes valuable in proportion to the beauty, value, or

^

significance of the subject to be treated, and especially,
when it la reinforced and emphasised by creative imagination**
In the twentieth century, appropriateness, which
had only general and indefinite meanings in the nineteenth
century reviews, becomes narrowed to the specific Inter
pretation of the mood and spirit of the play.

Three

short phrases taken from recent reviews show this standard
in its narrow application*

Xn the Times for November 7,

1924, Stark Young speaks of a production which has settings
and costumes

**.*full of quirks and whimsies as a

Christmas pantomime;* and again on the eighteenth in the
settings of The Merchant of Venice he sees “ the spirit of
pageantry and delight*"

On the twentieth of the month,

Towse in the Post finds the same standard applicable to
an interpretation of he Bourgeois Pent1Ihomme*
approval of the mounting, he writes:
Xt was a lively, picturesque and
entertaining performance, but, except

In dis

1X4
occasionally, the true spirit and style
were wanting*
Even if these had been
present, the attempt to Interpret an
old classic by the modern methods of
Reinhardt would have been disastrous*
The greater innovation of the twentieth century
critic was the analysis of new methods of lighting
and staging for their dramatic values*

Spots and

dimmers, curtain sets and varied playing levels
demanded criticism according to standards of contrast,
climax, emphasis, and suggestion*
When Reinhardt*s Midsummer:Night *s Dream
appeared in Mew York the reviewers differed in opinion;
however, their judgments and comments show insight and
a keen dramatic sense * 6

Brooks Atkinson, in the Times

of Movember 50, 1927, found in the lack of contrast in
the spectacle "soft harmony" and an atmosphere that
suggested "no time and no place— -not even the mortal
coll*"

On the same date, John Anderson, writing in the

Post, says In disapproval of its action and lighting
effects:

"Its pace, and movement, and color were only

sightly varied from end to end so that it lost steadily
in interest*"
A similar contrast of opinion is found In the
6*
For further reference: Tribune* January 25,
1918; Post. Movember 25, 1918; Times* November 15, 1921;
Herald* November 22, 1921; Times* Movember 17, 1925;
JosiT~Moveaber 8 , 1924; Times, November 18, 1924; Times ,
Movember 9, 1927s Times* Movember I S , 1927; Times * Movember
27, 1927; Times* Movember 30, 1927* See also Appendix No* 8 #
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reviews of Desire Under the Elms and a similar high
standard of reviewing from the point of view of drama tie
effectiveness*

Again John Anderson writes disapprovingly:

in the Post of Movember 18, 1924, he says:
The action takes place in a bare
ugly Mew England farmhouse, equipped for
the ooeaslon by Bobart Edmond Jones with
a front removable In sections, so that
various parts of its Interior may be
revealed as the ooeaslon demands; a
large farmhouse built close down to the
place formerly occupied by the footlights,
which throws the action almost too near
the audience for perfect comfort*
On the other hand. Stark Young, writing in the Times on
the seme date, believes:

"The Jones setting was profoundly

dramatle,..A farmhouse...was for all practical purposes
built there on the stage; a scene that was realistic
but at the same time strangely and powerfully heightened
in effect,w
2,

Criticism in Related Points

Xn addition to these comments on the appropriateness and effectiveness of the setting, critical consideration
was turned to the relation of the player and the set*
Three opinions are sufficient to represent the critical
standard •which existed during the period under examination.^
7. For further reference; Times * November 7, 1863;
Tribune. March 30. 1380; Tribune * November 11, 1884; Times,
November 27, 1888; Herald. November 18, 1891; Tribune *
Movember 25, 1900; £oat*Nove m b e r 13, 1906; Post* Movember*
20
1906; Tribune* November 9, 1909; Times * November 6 , 1912;
Post. November 6 , 1912; Times, November £6 , 1923; Post*
November 13, 1924; Post. November 18, 1927.
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£&eh believes that the setting must not interfer but aid
the actor*

The first one, taken from the Herald of

Vovember 18, 1891, snows the critic keeping his standard
aloof from the popular whim.

Of the MelnlnRor players

from Qermaay, he writes:
'fhe audience had not come to see the
Caesar or the Brutus or the Cassius, but
the much vaunted stage picture*••They did
not mind the respectable tameness of the
Mark Anthony, the weakness of Calpurnla,
and the conventionality of Brutus, and they
delighted in the realistic storm, the spendor
of the dresses, the archaeological truth and
the beahty of the Homan scenes amid which the
actors moved and breathed and had their nonce*
But Shakespeare suffered from the very wealth
and beauty of details which formed his play.
There was no Irving, no Salvinl, no Bernhardt
In the foreground to Interpret bis genius*
The second in the Post of November

6

, 1912, desiring

to keep the actor forward appears with a clearer sense of
the dramatic values on the part of the critic*

Towse

writes:
The plain fact is that the play offers
splendid opportunities for acting and
elocution, and where these are satls~
factorily grasped, the quality of the
attendant decorations Is a matter of
secondary importance* A luxurious setting,
which can only be employed at the cost of
the sequence and the spirit of the piece,
is likely to do more harm than good*
A third illustration of the criticfs Interest in the
players relation to the' set shows a growing knowledge
of theatre values on the part of the critic*

On November
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IB, 1922, John Corbin wrote In the Times;
Xt v&s an achievement against obstacles*
The setting provided by Robert Edmond
Jones though beautiful* * *was trivial and
grotesque, encroached upon the playing
space***Incongruities of locale
quite unnecessary* *•scenleally, there
was no atmosphere*
A summary of these
same point of

three Illustrations of the

view shows a close familiarity of the

critic with stage problems*
3*

Criticism of Costuming

The few criticisms of costuming, another aspect
of the production, show a wide variety of standards
during this period*

Some comentators regard the actor*s

dress as an end In Itself rather than a means to an end*
Since this type of criticism is more frequent In the
nineteenth c entury, this quotation from the Herald of
September 22,

1863, will serve to illustrate it*®

comment runs;"Why should Ophelia be forced

The

to wear

crinoline when our fashionables are all leaving It off***
Hiss Ada Clifton dressed Ophelia like a belle of last
season*"
The trenchant Judgment of Stark Young in the Times
of November

2

, 1924, is a distinct contrast to this

3* For further referencet Times, February 4, 1866
(Odell, VIXI, 131); Tribune * December 25, 1866 (Odell, VIII,
74-5); Times* February 8 * 1867 (Odell. VXII, 417); Herald*
October 21",“ 1870 (Odell, IX, 3); Herald. November l¥7~XS&4;
Times, November 19, 1384.

ixa

superficial nineteenth century opinion # 9

Aware of the

subordinate importance of costuming, but also conscious
of its function in relation to the whole f Young writes
of The Second M rs# Tanqueray„ saying that, if the actor*s
were costumed in the clothe* of thirty years ago, their
acting would lose that hesitancy which it now has, and
they could give the play its true quality and feeling#
A summary of the criticism of the production
aspects of the play shows a range of the critic'& interests
and changes of critical opinion#

The range of his interests

cowered the scenery, the lighting, the costumes, the
dramatic values in the production elements and the relation
of the player to the set#
Changes of critical emphasis occurred steadily as
the magnificent, opulent settings of the third quarter of
the nineteenth century gave way to the realistic settings
of the early twentieth#

Although the critical terminology

remained much the same, such words as "magnificent,"
"appropriate," and "accurate" acquired new meanings#

The

Innovation of new forms of staging, more complicated lighting
units caused a shift of critical emphasis away from absolute
realism to a more limited and highly selected realism in
9# For further reference: Tribune. January 29,
1880i Times# November 5. 1912; Sun. November 12, 1912;
Times. November 13. 1918; Times. November 4, 1923; Times,
November 18, 1924#
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the third decade of the twentieth century.

An increasingly,

greater sense of dramatic values accompanied the occasional
critic!am of costume and make-up.

In this regard the chief

critical change showed that the view which maintained that
eostume was mere decoration was replaced by that view which
held that dress must assist the actor in communicating the
essential idea of the play.
T he later criticisms differ from the early ones in
number, analysis, and detail.

The later criticisms show

that the writers have a new understanding of significant,
drama tie values.

CONCLUSIONS
This survey ot the journalistic dramatic criticism,
In selected Now York papers between the years of 1657 and
1927, lias shown that the critics had a wide range of
inters at*

They have commented upon various phases of

aetlngMprincipally the actor's purpose , his conception
of the role, his Intellectual, emotional, and physical
techniques, and related matters such as his equipment and
his relation to the other parts of the performance*

The

critics have commented upon the commercial, the recreational,
and the aesthetic purpose of the performance*

They have

judged the play by analyzing Its theme, its plot construction,
its characters, its language, and such related points as
its literary merit and the imaginative strength or subtlety
which It reveals*

They have frequently described the

scenery and shown their standards of accuracy and appropriate*
ness in their description*

New forms of production have

been analyzed for their essentially dramatic nature*

Costuming

has also received some critical concern*
Further this study has revealed that the critical
standards employed during this period have shifted In
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emphasis and point or view.

Chief among these changes

has been the rise and decline of realism throughout the
period under consideration,

Thia change was most noticeable

In the examination of the criticism of acting, which was
generally regarded as the most Important critical concern.
Realistic standards approved the llfe«»llke rather than
traditional conception of the actor* s role.

The? approved

consistency and sincerity In the expressive techniques
rather than the extreme variety exhibited and approved
before the advent of realism.

Intensity and restraint

were standards which rose as realism declined.

For the

realistic critic the matter of beauty was of less importance
than formerly, but the Integrity of the actor 1 s personality
Increased in value.
Second In Importance was the increasing emphasis on
playwrltlng and production.

As the elements of the play

were analysed by the critic, shifts of emphasis and new
standards occurred.

The significance of the theme of the

play became Increasingly Important,

Its moral aspects were

both scorned and approved with qualifications.

New forms

of play structure were approved, particularly those that
stressed dramatic movement and dynamic conflict.

Characters

were analysed psychologically, sociologically and aesthetic
eally by the critics of the twentieth century.

After 1900,

critics sensitized themselves to the mood of the play and
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to the dramatic elements of the language.

The reviewers

replaced the literary standard with new criteria of a
dramatic and theatrical nature *

They commented first

on the strength and later on the subtlety of the playwright's
art#
Critical comments on production show a dual tendency.
Like acting, the problems of production wepe judged according
to the realistic philosophy of the critics; like playwrltlng,
production ushered in many new forms that necessarily created
mew criteria.

The rise and decline of the critics' real

istic philosophy affected their Estimates of production by
creating In turn standards of magnificence, accuracy, and
appropriateness.

The last term was used to refer to the

essential meaning or spirit of the play by the Fost*World
War critics,who gave greatest emphasis to this term.

The new criteria used for judging new forms of production
showed an intimate knowledge on the part of the critic

with theatrical values, such as balance, cohtrast, emphasis,
ellmax, and detachment.

Although most of the critics were

aware of the subordination of the. production elements to
the acting elements, these comments also showed an increasing
knowledge of dramatic problems on the pert of the critics.
The criticism of production, particularly, showed that the
critical standard—• that the function of the

whole depends

upon the function of the part— was Increasing in Importance 0
Of lesser lisportance, but noteworthy, has been the
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balanced and well*lntegrated purpose which recent critics
have applied to theatrical performance.

This purpose

combined the Intellectual and emotional appeals and
estimates the delight and the profit derived from the
performance*

In addition, the critics have resolved the

antagonism between the commercial and aesthetic points of
▼lev*
The nature of this criticism has been, at times,
superficial and limited, and, at other times, bread In
scope*

At Its best, the criticism of acting was significant

because it saw the essential points and judged them by
aesthetic standards applicable beyond the limits of the
theatre*

The criticism of playwrltlng was at times keenly

analytical and understanding of dramatic problems*

Criticism

of production was at times significant, particularly when
the standard“ the function of the whole depends upon the
function of the p a r t a ~ w a s used In judging.

The best

criticism of the purpose of the performance was observed
In the twentieth century critics who examined the purpose
frost a balanced, well-integrated point of view*

In general

one finds that there have been three types of criticism.
have shown standards of only local Interest} others
have had a contemporary or national significance; and still
others have been universal and applicable to theatrical or
aesthetic efforts in general.

Each of these types offered
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examples of opinion ably supported by detail*

1?his was

true or Impressionistic as w e l l as more objective criticism*

Also each of the three types of criticism showed conservative
tendencies throughout.

If Innovations on the stage did

not agree with the critics* standards,they were not given
critical approval.

Consequently,the standards of the review

ers often lagged behind those of the theorist or the exper
imenter*
On the whole, this study has shown that, though
Journalistic dramatic criticism has suffered from haste,
poor observation, and feeble purpose, there have been,
on the other hand, statements of high purpose, of dramatic,
theatrical, literary, and aesthetic significance.

More

and more they show promise for the future of this insti
tution /which is vital to the American theatre today.

APFEKDXX
The following selected theatre reviews represent
the type of rev date fro® which critical commente for
tfaie dissertation were abstracted*

Hoe* X through

8

represent the daily reviews of the various decadea
between 1857 end 1927.

Woe* 9 and 10 represent the type

of review that prognosticates or summarise* the current
theatrical activities*
many of these reviews appear unsigned in the news
papers*

done of these must remain anonymous; however,

in four esses the reviewer can be surmised.

Kos. 5 and

4 are presumably written by Willis® Winter, dramatic
erltlc of the Tribune. 1865-1909; no.

8

Is presumably

written by J* ftoaken Yowse, dramatic erltio of the ffoat*
1876— 1927; no* 7 Is presumably written by Alexander
Woolloott, drams tie critic of the Times. 1914-1922*
6

is signed by John Corbin; no*

and no* 10 by Stark Young*
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8

Ho*

by J* Brooks Atkinson,

York Herald, November 10, 1857, p. 5, col* 1
X<aura Keene <s Theatre
French drama, ®Th© Sea of1 Ic©,w was played here
to quite good house
last evening; there being not
lesa than one thousand persons in the house, and the
receipts being about $400*
When this play was first produced in this city, some
years since, we took occasion to say that it was quite a
perfect work of its kind, and predicted lasting popularity
for it* It is neither original nor natural, nor even
reasonable, but it is admirably constructed and exceedingly
effective*
The action commences on board a French ship
bound from France to the Pacific* The passengers include
the captain*s wife and daughter, and one Carlos, an ad
venturer who stirs up mutiny among the crew, seizes the
. vessel, and sets the passengers adrift* The mother dies
but the child is saved in an icy sea by the fidelity of
Barabas, her father’s steward, a type of the French funny
servant* The succeeding acts represent the return of the
characters to France* The lost child has been brought up
by an Indian tribe under the name of Ogarlta, discovered
by her relations and brought back to the Faubourg St*
Germain.
Carlos appears as the Marquis del Mart©, a rich
Mexican nobleman and the suitor of Ggarlta* Here the
dramatist has produced two happy effects— the contrast
between the conventionalities of society and the wild grace
and freedom of the half«*savage astray— and the innate re
pugnance which she feels towards the adventurer, whom of
course she cannot recognize as the murderer of her father*
The manner In which, with the assistance of Barabas, she
confounds the plots of the false Marquis and secures the
reward which virtue always ought to have but rarely obtains,
likewise awarding to vice Its due punishment, is quite
interesting, and we will not detract from that interest
by any further details* The production of the play is
the happiest bit of the season at this house, and has
quite redeemed its drooping fortunes*
The principal parts
are admirably acted* Miss Laura Keene understands and
reproduces all the delicate and strong shades in the charac
ter of Ogarlta*
It is a performance quite after the manner
of Celeste, but it is still not an imitation*
It has that
charming blending of delicacy of finish and strong effect
which Is the distinguishing characteristic of the French
stage* Mr* Jordan was excellent as Carlos, and Mr* Jefferson
looked and acted as If he had just walked out of the Palais
Boyal*
In all the mechanical details, and In the nicest
points of scenery and costumes, the performance was quite
perfect*
It was received with all the attributes of a genuine
success*
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M©* 2* The Hew York Tima a , Ho v esnber 17, 1862 , p* 5,
col* 2-3#

Bootfe: Tragedy and comedy are quite as nearly allied
as wife and madness , and equally ttthia partitions doe the
bounds divide*® In fact, they are made up of the same In
gredients and combinations* Given, a fool and a woman,
and it Is about an even toss-up whether a tragedy or a
comedy will result— none can predict which way the scale
will turn* ®Romeo® had a deep well of humor at heart, and
would J^ave turned out a rare wag had that little affair
with * Juliet® taken a different direction, and ®Hamletff
u n a g e a tp crack some capital jokes even on the anvil of
his anger and revenge*
If called on to select a man for
the higher paths of comedy, we would unhesitatingly fix on
him who ntost excelled in the tragic walk*
Certainly we
know an eminent tragedian or two who would make sad failures,
if they were even tempted to play the part of Torlek*a
skull. In ®Hamlet*® But these are the tragedians who are
what the old phrases tell us the poet should be— borne;
the tragedians whom tradition Indorses* and the popular
taste sometimes clamors for, but whom the critic very care*'
fully skips, and the playgoer of aesthetic tastes religious
ly avoids* Muscle, certainly, goes a great way, but on the
stage— as well as in the world, which the stage is supposed
to represent— sudden emergencies sometimes occur In which
the brains are both useful and necessary*
The hand that
can touch the spiritual harp skillfully, waking all Its
deep tones of passion, should also be competent to thrum
the merry guitar of the lighter feelings* And here Is
where Bdwia Booth*s genius— for genius he has— makes Itself
strikingly manifest*
Seeing him aa I ago * one were almost
seery to fancy hist rollicking about Hie 1 stage as Bon Caesar
de Baa a n * but seen in the latter character, and he gives
it so charming a tone, that w© almost wish h© would confine
himself to such rSlea altogether, and wholly eschew that
of the subtle, remoreseless villain*
Mr* Booth gives depth and tone to all his pictures*
Certain It is, he does not tear a passion to tatters, but
he portrays the passions very much as they develop themselves
In real life*
Our friend Richard* of hump-backed distinction,
was not a mouthing ranting braggart* He was cool in dem a n o r and polite and careful of speech, rather than other
wise he wopld earve you his nephews in the Tower with the
unconscious look and absent air of one who *does good by
stealth and blushes to find it fame;” but yet the carving
was done as surely as It was silently* We fancy that those
who pronounce Booth ®tame® In this and in other Impersonations,
if they locked a little more closely, would see that his
apparent quiet Is but the ealmness and concentratedness of
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deep purpose and passion— the quiet exterior of a torrent
that below is boiling# That he does "not touch the feelings1*
may be true enough-as relates to those who can only be moved
when a harrow Is dragged over the soul, but we have seen the
house very still occasionally while Booth played— -a calm of
silence that was only broken by a thunder of applause#
Sir Edward Mortimer, in the "Iron Chest,£ Mr#
Booth has of late won a meed of praise from those who
withheld it from his Impersonations of Shakespearian charac
ters#
In this play, however, he labors under one great dis
advantage*- the play Itself is so excreabl© in point of taste,
plot and construction, as scarcely to merit the name. The
conviction Is forced upon us by the text, at ©very turn,
that Sir Edward Mortimer is a fool, and suffers from ill*
digestion; yet Mr# Booth manages to give the character such
an Interpretation and rendering that it has great dramatic
force, aside from its own Inherent weakness#
In all his
plays, too, he is obliged to suffer the inconvenience of
being a star# Stars are isolated, by their Immense salaries
and emoluments, from very hearty sympathy and support# And
here about "supports#" If a star In the theatrical, firmament,
like one In the heavens above, is obliged to maintain itself
unsupportedly and alone, flashing over the stage as comets
do athwart the skies, dragging at Its heels a nebulous train
of allk-and-water Inconsistencies, men and women whose know
ledge of propriety in speech is even more limited than their
Ideas of propriety In action, and whose acquaintance with
rhetoric commences and terminates with the letter B— the
fault la Its own alone#
If we ever have a “star* company
throughout, where even the supernummeraries who move the
furniture about and tack down and take up the green baize
which passes current with the popular mind for carpet, shall
be men of refinement and education, it will only be when the
salaries of the stars are lessened, or the whole astral
system done away with altogether#
The Don Caesar of Mr# Booth is excellent# The gay,
careless, hut noble and high-splflted Spaniard, is very
different Indeed from the compound between fool and sot
that other actors have accustomed us to# He is something
te watch and study— mind looks out from the background#
Indeed, the closing remark of the foregoing sentence will
apply te all of Mr# Booth's pictures# Mature has been
bountiful to him to give him an intellectual east of coun*
tenance and the carriage of a gentleman— youth and beauty
he probably acquired by dint of careful study#
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M©« 3* jtew York Pally Tribune. November 26. 1878.
p. 6 , ©oTT^ 2 *S.
The Comedy of Errors
“Many a year la In its grave® since laat the “Comedy
©Y Errors was acted In this city, and some of* those “who
then took part In its frolic have joined the “Innumerable
caravan1® on the other side of the river, The old p i e c e revived last night at the Park Theatre, which was crowded
with amused spectators— comes up, accordingly, as something
fresh and novel.
It is, eminently, a play of animal spirits
and mirthful activity.
It alms at sport, and nothing else;
and la this respect It stands alone amongst all the works
of Shakespeare,
It is his only farce; for the prelude of
Pyramus and This b e , in “A Midsummer Might’s Dream®— the
best thing of the kind in our language-*is less a farce
than a burlesque.
The Idee of it, old before Shakespeare,
and a thousand times used after him, In comic cross-purpose;
and this is worked out In a tale of the wildest Improbability,
All readers who know the play, know that It Is one of
Shakespeare’s earliest pieces; that It is based on the
“Henaeehml* of Plautus and that it details, with fertile
Invention and gladsome seat, though In a mixed and florid
style, a number of mistakes as to the Identity of two
pairs of twin children. The place la Ephesus; the time of
the fourth century of the Christian Era; and the stress is
laid, almost exclusively, upon Incidents, There are no
subtleties of character, either to perplex the actors or
to worry the spectator. The twins Antlpholus and the
twins Broalo are— in respective pairs— to be precisely
alike; and then, turned adrift In the old and picturesque
city, they are to bring each other into successive “scrapes,"
till confusion shall have “made Its mas ter piece," and a
comic Idea is worn out by iteration.
Harry Leigh, of London, author of “The Ballads of
Cocayne, “— a book that is full of delicious drollery— has
very neatly hit off this Idea of confused Identity In the
capital song of “The Twins." “And when I died the neigh
bors came and burled brother John," is the conclusion of
these lines; and rumor has bruited forth a supplementary
staasa, as to a still greater mistake— which placed one of
these twins among the sheep and one among the goats. The
drift of “The Comedy of Errors" is simple enough. It Is
the heartiest fooling.
The actors are supplied with situa
tions, language, and most amusingly mystifying incidents,
and then they are let free to pour their own individuality,
and especially their own humor, into the moulds of charac
ter, Antlpholus of Ephesus must. Indeed, evince harshness.
The severity of his temper and the vigor of his animal Ilf©
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remind the spectator of Ford, la wThe Merry Wives*®
Antlpholus of Syracuse» also somewhat imperious, la more
prim and conventional; his thinkings and hi® act® savor of
hi® bachelor condition* The Dr arnica are mere clowns--cut
off from the same piece that furnished Grumlo. Diondella»
PiMjten Porter. Lancelot ,» and many more or Shakespeare *s
whimsical drolls* These Dromios will be dull or funny
according to the nature of their representatives*
Hogg
and Harwood* who may be read of in Dunlap and Ireland* were
the first Dr oralos ever seen in America: at the old Park* in
1804* Barnes and Hackstt came next— at the same theatre*
la 1827*
The Brothers Placide— Harry and Tom— were very
successful in these characters* in 1849* at Nlblo’s* John
3* Clarke and William S* Andrews acted them* In a quaint*
joyous and delightful way* at the Winter Garden* about
fifteen years ago* They now fall to the lot of Crane and
Hobson* and "their lines have fallen in pleasant places**
These comedians were welcomed* last night* in the
Park Theatre with such hearty good will and cheerful laughter
as made the occasion quite a jubilee* They are favorites*
and they deserve their good name* Neither of them brings
extraordinary mind to the art of acting; neither of them
possesses the charm of genius— as it was felt* for Instance*
in the acting of Burton and Blake* and as it is felt in that
of Jefferson and Warren*
"All men are not alike* alas good
neighbor*" says the sapient Dogberry* "an two men ride
of a horse* one must ride behind*
But* while deficient of
the poetry* the delicacy* and the sweet humor of Jefferson*
and also of that rich* juicy* delicious humor which Burton
could diffuse over all that he touched* and which disappeared
from our stage with poor Dan Setchell (unless* Indeed it
survives in Owens) * Mr* Crane and Mr* Hobson are the happy
possessors of vigorous Animal spirits* and of many droll and
amusingly eccentric personal characteristics* They enter
wholly into their situations of fun* They are grotesque*
eccentric* vivacious and spirited* Their Dromios are quite
as true to the author as any* no doubt* either past or yet
to come; for* truly* there is no standard in Shakespeare
by which to test them* The funniest* /sic7 are the best*
Probably the best moment for the two clowns is that of
their first contemplation of each other; in this Crane and
Hobson were irresistibly ludicrous*
Mr* Crane does the most
difficult part of the work— since he is constrained to
Imitate Mr* Hobson*
It had been better— if practicable—
the other way; for Mr* Crane Is the abler and more humorous
man of the two* and has the best method* A little of Mr*
Robson1® squeak pleases; but much of It is tiresome* Both
personations were bright and droll with by-play* and the
stimulation of a well diversified perplexity— which by both
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me*;or* was expressed by kindred expedients*
All due attention was given to the serious part of the
A e g e a n — whieh Is on©
of the chief of Shakespeare* s additions io ^he subject as
he found It In Plautus. This part is the comedy jet, so
to speak, of a vork which otherwise is wholly farce. Mr.
Charles Webb, staking his first appearance in America,
acted Aegean, and Illustrated that conscientious, correct
and quiet manner which is peculiar on the English stage.
Be was, however, so feeble that, except with Aegean* s fine
speech In the last set, he produced no noticeable effect.
Adriana proved a dreadful Infliction— though certainly
acted with Intelligent design. The raspy voices of the
stage do really make theatre—going a frequent torture*
The twins Antlpholus were acted thoroughly well, though
these-*and their companion's parts— have, of course, room
to grow la freedom of execution* The rether small stage
of the Park Theatre has been skillfully utilised, and
three cesimodlous and picturesque views of an antique
civic settlement are effectively presented* The rather
modern Interior was less pleasing. There was too much
cornet In the first wait* Mr* Crane and Mr* Hobson were
recalled at the end of the second act* As a Shakespearean
revival this is entirely creditable to all concerned in It,
and well worthy of the public attention.

piece-*the business,. that Is, of old

Mr* teeth and the Stock
The statement Is made in a reputable journal that
Edwin Booth, out of his dread of damaging comparisons,
will not allow good actors to appear in company with him
self* "The truth Is generally known,® we read, “that Mr*
Booth does not seem to care to have first-rate actors
around him; a light-house shows best in the night. * This
aspersion Is not a new one.
It springs up, in company with
several other stock misrepresentations, every time Edwin
Booth sets in Hew-York.
It has, however, become so exceedingly
stale, and it is so obviously and conspicuously unfounded
that we are surprised to find it where we find it now* When
Mr. Booth had his theatre in this city, his company, with
which he acted, comprised, among others. James W. Wallaok,
Lawrence Barrett, Edwin Adams, Mark Smith, E. L. Davenport,
David Anderson, James Stark, Mary Wells, D. W. Waller and
Mrs* Waller.
If these were not good actors, it would be
well for some of the learned persons, who pepper Mr. Booth
with their constant detraction, to point out what good actors
are and where those paragons may be found. As to the company
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now coSpereting with Mr* Booth at the Fifth Avenue Theatre-*
which was thought quite good enough till Mr* Booth came,
and which, we doubt not, will be thought quite good enough
as soon as he has departed--!t may easily be ascertained
by anyone who will take the trouble to make the Inquiry,
that Mr* Booth had no voice whatever in its selection*
Whether good or bad, it was provided by the manager of the
theatre, and not by him* The truth is that the number of
really good actors upon the st&ge has always been small;
that, or late years, they have been, also, widely scattered;
that a company made up of Booths and Barretts and Wallacks
and Gilberts and Jeff arsons is an impossibility; and that
Shakespearefs plays will have the effect of dwarfing almost
all actors who appear in them, Mr# Wallaek's company, for
example, la considered excellent; that belief, at all events;
next to fidelity to the constitution is thought to be the
mainstay of our social fabric, but we have no doubt that
Mr* We H a c k ’s Company would go to pieces like an egg-shell
on Borman's Woe In a northeaster, If It were put Into
"Hamlet” or ”Othello*” Furthermore, Edwin Booth is the best
tragic actor now living who speaks the English language;
and it is not at all remarkable that even good actors should
seem less good than they are when they act la his company*
The writers who squirt their small venom over the public
life of this actor cannot rub out this fact* His eminence
has been won, and he owes it to nobody but himself*
Some
fresher slander, surely, might be devised than one which
assumes that any actor on earth could be so foolish as to
wish to surround himself with "sticks” upon the stage—
the sure way to defeat all his own efforts, and destroy the
best effects of his best acting* It would be just as
rational to accuse a painter— a Corot or Melssonler— of
hiring somebody to sit beside him at the easel, and jog his
elbow at the most critical moments In his use of his brush*

Last Mights Events
Last night was a busy time in the local theatres, and
several incidents occurred to which--passing them now with
a word of record— we may find other occasions to refer#
Edwin Booth, at the Fifth Avenue Theatre, acted King Lear*
John McCullough, at the Park Theatre, acted the same parE#
•That Lass © fLowriefs” was brought out, at Booth*s Theatre,
and Marie Gordon— Mrs* John T* Raymond— acted The Las a*
Mr* and Mrs* J* C* Williamson, at the Grand Opera house,
acted In "Yulle* a new "American” drama, by Mr* F* Maraden,
m w presented for the first time#
In the representation of
"King Lear" at the Fifth Avenue Theatre, Mr# D* H* Harkins
gave a pathetic performance of Edgar* A lady with an Iron
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Jaw exercised that implement at the Aquarium— where we should
suppose this female would prove a splendid ally for an ad~
verblslag agent* Representations were given of "Our Club"
at Wallack* s, *W©ther and Son19 at the Union Square# and
varieties at Barman 1 s and the San Francisco Minstrel Hall*
Subjoined In the cast of "That Lass o ’Lowrle*as*
Joan Lowrle
Marie Gordon
San Lowrle ••••#•••••• Mr* J* B* Booth
Sammy Craddock •*••••»•«•»• Wm. Davidge
Fergus Derrick •«•#••••••*«# H* Datton
Mr* Barholm •••*••••••••••• J* J* Spies
Paul Grace••*•••••*••••*#J#
Ritchie
Jud ••••••••«•*••••%•#•»• Florence Wood
Spraggs«#*«........
• ••• S« Brown
Brady
.......
#• # A* Morton
Geraldine Mays
Anloe Barholm# .......
L i s ..................... Georgians Flagg
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Ho. 4. Hew York Dolly tribune. November 11, 1884, p. 4,
col* 6*

Re-entrance of Henry Irving
Mr. Irving, Mias Ellen Terry and the London Lyceum
Theatre Company appeared at the Star Theatre last night
in Shakespeare's beautiful comedy of “The Merchant of
Yeniee** and they were welcomed with honest good feeling
and hearty plaudits by a brilliant and appreciative audience.
The applause which attended the first entrance of Portia
was marked by that chlvalrlc and affectionate cordiality
which ever should and ever does accompany the presence of
a true favorite; and the subsequent greeting awarded to
Shylock was a veritable tumult of enthusiasm. Occasions of
this kind are made memorable in this way. When to a noble
artistic effort the public response Is no less adequate
than genuine, and they are long and proudly cherished in
the playgoers memory. Hiss Terry. Mr. Irving and their
associates seemed pleased with this reception.
They are.
doubtless, glad to see New York again. New-York, evidently,
is glad to see them.
Upon the general character of Mr. Irving1s presentation

of “The Merchant of Venice" there is no need of analytic
comment at this time. The subject has been amply discussed
upon previous occasions. It is proper to say, however, that
now, as heretofore, the comedy has been treated as a comedy
and not as a star pleoe for a tragedian, and has been moua*
ted and dressed with a careful eye to correct detail and
picturesque accessories. The presentation of the casket
scene In full, the restoration of Shy lock* s scene with
Antonio and the Jailer, end the restoration of Portia*s
words and conduct subsequent to the trial, together with the
tender and romantic love— scene of Lorenzo and Jessica, are
still prominent among the chief b e a u t i e s of this revival.
The deft Introduction of Oriental music of a sonorous and
barbaric strain to signalize the proceedings of the Prince
of Morocco is still to be noted as an attendant charm. Tiie
maskers ot Venice still glide their noiseless gondolas along
her silent and gloomy canals. Shy look, aa played by Mr.
Irving, still inspires a certaln anxious dread, and prompts
a certain painful suspense by his formidable return across
the vacant bridge to the dwelling left desolate by his
fugitive daughter. The picture of the high court of Venice
is still made opulent; imposing and real, by fresco and
drapery, by guards and groups, by stately ceremonies, by a
deft employment of pages within and a mob violent without,
and by an Intense and profound correctness of dramatic
treatment. And still, to crown the pageant with a golden
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light of happiness* the glittering; but gentle mirth ot Portia
la made to play*— as Shakespeare meant it should play*—
through an atmosphere of woman-like tenderness and unstinted
hospitalityf in a closing scene of summer luxury and princely
wealth*
One scene is new* and most of the scenery has been
refreshed* Beneath it all may be discerned the instinct
that aims at completeness in the display of a subject as
well as in pictorial embellishment*
Judges who do not hearti
ly like the acting of Henry Irving*— who deny that he
possesses dramatic genius* and affirm that he la a clever
schemer la social as wsilss theatrical art* — hav© been known
to place a marked emphasis upon his skill and thorough
going care In the mangemeat of the stage* Ho sagacious
observer* however* is misled by this amiable* but futile
subterfuge• It is easy to place an undue stress upon this
element in Mr* Irving* s work* Bobody who has known him
long as a public man will doubt either his diplomatic
tact* his worldly wisdom* or his resolute purpose to sue*
eeed* any more than the poetic glamour of his intellect end
the force of his splendid talent and discretion In the
treatment of plays* But Mr* Irving is* first of all* an
actor* Several of his best successes In London were gained
without say especial attention to stage embellishment or
the adroit illustration of dramatic points* Th© particulars
la which his achievements as a stage manager have wholly
and notably surpassed those of his predecessors and contem
porise— so far, as we are able to perceive— are a felicitous
mellowness and harmony of color In scenery* and a resolute
and almost Invariably successful subordination of details
to a central purpose clearly defined and steadily pursued*
There were heroes* however* before Agamemnon*
Other men
have presented plays as magnificently as Mr* Irving has
presented them— if not always with as fine precision or
perfection of charm* The Shakespearean revivals made in
London by Mac ready* by Charles Kean* and by Samuel Phelps*
and those likewise made in America by Burton* Barry*
Bdwin Booth* Lester Wallack* and Augustin Daly* should
not be forgotten* That field had long been abandoned in
the British capital when Mr. Irving arose to occupy It* and
it had been considerably neglected here for a long period
antecedent to his arrival in America* He was fortunate
when he entered upon it* no less than wise*
It is a field
In which several of the old leaders of the stage have
labored with seal and liberality* and honor* Mr* Irving
had done splendid thing3 In carrying on a good work in
this respect* Bht it is not upon his 11staging” of plays*
either wholly or mainly* that his title to renown should be
supposed to rest* Much more has been claimed for him* as
to this than he has ever claimed for himself*
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It Is as aa actor that Mr* Irving ought first of all,
and most of all, to be considered* As such we think him
one of the meat remarkable men of this ago, and In many
previous essays upon his acting— familiar to the readers
Of this Journal— we have stated the reasons that justify
this opinion* last season Mr* Irving set before this pub
lic his performances of Mathias, in "The Bells," Charles
the First* Louis
ShyXook."'XeaurhuesDubose. Sorfcourt.
Benedick, and suggestions of kugens Aram and fiiohsr3t Ihe
Third*
Several of these, pending the disclosure of new
efforts, are now to be repeated, and the first that rears
his head la Shylock* Persons who have seen In this ehar&c*
ter, Edwin *orrest, Gustavus V* Brooke, lames W* Wallack,
S* &* Davenport, Brogumil Dewlson, Lawrence Barrett, and
Bdwin Booth, are not likely to be transported by th© re
presentation of It that Is given by Mr, Irving* His per
formance , no doubt. Is truthful in ideal, and flexible,
and often splendidly potent in execution. Yet we are not
Impressed that this is one of the characters in which he
stands alone* Be presents, indeed, a consistent and
symmetrical identity* He makes Shylock the incarnation—
at first specious, then obvious— of Inferred malignity*
He depicts a Jew who hates his victim for being a Christian,
but more for being a foe to usury* He shows a monster,—
and yet he speedily preserves In him the strain of hitman
nature, making him resentful of Injuries, logical, fervent,
and sincere In his own justification; domestic In his
habits; reminiscent of a lost love, and that in a tone of
passion and grief that Is very tender and true* And he
sets before us, in the Indubitable form and color of nature,
a huge and horrid type of implacable revenge. Nothing could
be more significant of a perfect comprehension of Shylock* s
nature, and nothing could be finer as dramatic art than
Mr* Irving’s cold, wolfish glare and his demeanor of indomi
table purpose in confronting the merchant, or the Court,
But the manifestation of tremendous emotional power that
Is possible in Shylock, more particularly In the street
scene, Mr* Irving does not accomplish— and, in fact, does
not even attempt* The legend of Edmund Kean, in this
character— a presence, meteoric, lurid and terrible— is
not realised; and tnia overwhelming personality is what
in Shylock seems even most essential*
It may sound like heresy to say it, but truly it is
difficult to understand what the spectator really gains
when he sees Shylock acted at his very best* There Is,
to be sure, a high view of th© character*
This was elo
quently propounded, for example, by the German critic,—
the rival of Heine,— Ludwig Borne*
It makes Shylock
the austere and majestic representative of a wronged
and outraged nation, turning at last upon the oppressor,
and resenting. In one terrific act of just retribution.
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centuries of Idignity. But this theory of Shylock Is
of dubious authenticity, and It Is not# apparently, the
theory pursued by Hr* Irving, whose ^ew is an obnoxious
character— cruel, malignant, hateful* Such a part does
not and cannot call forth what is finest and best In the
actor *a nature* Those characters In which Mr* Irving Is
distinctly superb, If not supreme, are men In whose imaginetloa, welrduesa, and pathos are the prevailing attributes*
.His splehdid concentration. In the performance, last night,
and the many subtle touches of art In his mechanism, evoked
great admiration* Be was recalled after the first act and
upon the Trial Scene, and the ardor of the house was ob
viously sincere* Miss Terry gave her beautiful embodiment
of Portia, In which the elocution Is a luxury to hear and
la which consummate perception of what is most endearing
la a woman1a nature— loveliness, goodness and fidelity—
Is commingled with an arch merriment and an occasional
tenderness, very delightful to see and feel* There was
an enthusiastic recall at the end of the third act, and at
the fall of the curtain.
There are a few changes In the east*

Mr* George

Alexander appears as Baasanio, Mr* Tyars as Morocco, and
Hiss Smery as Jessica* Hr* Alexander Is an actor who will
be much liked here, for he shows a manly spirit, fine
Intelligence, and true refinement, and he seems to be

neither self conscious nor self-assertive. As an artist,
he has need to resiedy the defect of undue haste la transi
tions of feeling and mood* Miss Emery Is a charming
Jessica— handoome, ingenuous, eager, and fortunate la a
rich voice and good elocution.
Much Adow will be pre
sented on Thursday, and Twelfth Might*1 on Tuesday of next
week*
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"The Sign of the Cross,*
Mr* Wilson Barrett*s play "The Sign of the Cross,"
which has made the fortune of Its author in England, and
coses to this country with the seal of high ecclesiastical
approval and a variety of testimonials from a number of more
or less illustrious deadheads, was produced for the first
time In this city In the Knickerbocker Theatre last evening
and received by a crowded audience with much good nature,
more patience, and occasional favor*
Perhaps it Is almost unnecessary to say of a piece
which has been advertised so skilfully and persistently
that It has no very substantial merit of Its own to rest
upon, although it has been pronounced a moral and dramatic
masterpiece by several minor canons and a dean or two*
Some enthusiastic clerical admirers have been Inclined to
doubt whether such a work could have been produced by a
mere uninspired actor* But there is no reason to question
Mr* Barrett*s responsibility* The whole composition bears
for the Initiated unmistakable characteristics of his handi
work* His are the essentially theqtrie&l and spectacular
but not altogether unlngenlous situations, his the verbose,
pretentious, and empty dialogue, his the fragments of paeude*
classicism culled from Valpy and Lempriere, his the fine
eld crusted sentiment, the queer admixture of &ardou*s
"I* Tosea" and Milton* s "Camus," his the light-hearted
anachronism that enables the Christians of Her©1s day to
worship with a ritual and cathedral accompaniments# The
profit of all these things Is clearly his, and It would be
a base and envious spirit that would seek to deprive him
of the credit#
The play might be dismissed with a very few lines of
conventional and kindly comment If It were not for the
atmosphere of humbug that pervades It and the enormous
amount of nonsense that has been written and published
about It* There Is no reason why It should be condemned
or denounced# When measured by any artistic, literary,
dramatic, or historical standard, It is, to be sure, an
arrant sham, but Its effect upon such spectators as can be
Influenced by It at all Is likely to be wholesome* The
spectacle of pagan voluptuaries In high revel, with all
the allurements of wine, women, and song, has not always
been considered a model entertainment for youth, but In this
particular instance, as Mr# Barrett doubtless expected,
the saintly example of the heroine and the conversion of the
hero have been accepted as a sufficient spiritual antidote
to all this carnal poison#
It is only fair to add that Mr#
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Barrett*a vice, while It has a 'good deal of glitter, is not
particularly enticing or dangerous*
On the whole, as has
been intimated, the Intent and moral of the piece are good*
The triumph of purity and faith over temptation, pain, and
death le a nohle subject, which .must always appeal to the
imagination, and the picture of oppressed Innocence rarely
fails to touch public sympathy, no matter how cheap and vulgar
the frame in which it le set* Aa for the tale of Bar on a
Saperbua and Mercia, it la reasonable enough in itself, and
has an abundance or precedent to support it* Th© weakness
of it lies in the manner of th© telling, in th© manifest
insincerity and trickery of it all, the feeble mockery of
elasalc form, the Boeotian wit, and th© insufferable and
constant affectation of doing something that is never done*
To read some of the English comments upon the piece, one
might think that the martyred Christian had never been seen
upon the stage before, and that Mr* Barrett had made a new
dramatic departure*
la this city, which is familiar with
*The Gladiator11 of Saumet, a really fine work. It is known
how such a topic may be treated*
Zt is not improbable that *The Sign of the Cross9
may succeed in New Yoh^ for it Is crammed full of that
resounding sentiment which pleases the multitude by its
familiarity, and it is an exceedingly handsome spectacle*
Zt contains, moreover, half a dozen scenes which have stood
the test of many generations*
The acting is not brilliant,
but it is quite good enough for the play, and Mr* Charles
Belton, who plays Mr* Barrett*s part, and therefore fills
the greater part of every scene, is a virile and handsome
performer, who is likely to become a popular favorite*
The scenery is solid and rich and correct In essentials,
and the costumes are costly and picturesque* The enter
tainment provided for the eye is of the most liberal kind*
If the play should fail, It will not be the fault of the
management.
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A w r l o i a Theatre, pp. 176-178.

Moody's *The Great Divide* by John Corbin
Mr. t l i l l a n Vaughn Moody*s new American drama. The
Bivlde . which Henry filler and Margaret Anglin -- *
presentedlast night at the Princess, la so bold and vital
la theme, so subtly veracious and unaffectedly strong in th©
writing, that it is very hard la the few moments left by
a tardy if excellent performance to speak of it in terms
at once of justice and of moderation.

Xet It is abundantly clear that no play of the
present season— a season unusually rich--haa equalled it
either in calibre or In execution, except only Pinero*s
His House in Order. And even this strikes less true and dean
into t5e weTls o x human Impulse and passion*
To say that It is the best product of the American
drama thus far would doubtless be extravagant; yet the
fact remains that it is Inspired by precisely that fulness
and wholesomeness of feeling, and Is accomplished with
precisely that technical firmness, the lack of which has
thus far proved the cardinal defects of our most vivacious
and amuslmg playwrights.
The fact is that Mr. Moody, who has already placed
himself at the head of modern American poets, has not ceased
to be s poet In essaying the stage— though his play is
written in the simplest and most unaffected prose. And he
has, furthermore, applied the finesse and precision essential
in the true poetic craft to the no less rigid and requiring
task of the dramatist. With the lesser order of writers it
has been the lamentable custom to deal lightly in and in
sincerely with the theatre. Mr. Moody respects his new
medium, copes with It courageously and with manful adherence
to the simple truth of life, and masters it.

His them© is unusual— sensational, If you will. But
it Is unusual and sensational in the manner not of melodrama,
but of true and original drama. The great divide of his
title la the barrier which exists between the rigor and
dry formality of old civilisation and the larger and freer,
if more brutal, impulses of th© frontier.
An Eastern woman (Miss Anglin), left unprotected for
a night on an Arisons ranch, is set upon by three drunken
marauders, and to escape a worse fat© promises to give
herself in marriage to the least repulsive of them on
condition that he will save her from the others. This
Stephen Ghent (Mr, Miller) buys off one of his rivals,
shoots up the other in equal combat and leads his Sabine
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^&owaii—-that was Mr* Moody*a original title for the piece-*
to the nearest Magistrate*
The second act shows how the shame of the transaction
Into the soul of the proud and puritanical woman*
until she leaves her enforced husband to bring up their
child In what to her Is respectability* Th© final act*
which talees place In Hew England* represents the triumph
ef the husband* whose sincere native honesty and strength
have developed in contact with a refinement new to him. The
great divide has ceased to exist and the Sabine Women be
comes a willing captive to primitive* wholesome passion*
▲ story which seems destined to melodrama and the
false heroics of sentiment Is treated with simplicity that
verges always on bareness*
There will be those no doubt
who deprecate the boldness of the theme; but they will be
the first to condemn the play as slow and dull*
^he method throughout* in so far as a work of such
simplicity eaa be said to have a method* Is that of under*
statement* One sits up and takes notice because it all
happens se much mere naturally and subtly than It was possible
to Imagine* Ho phase in the conflict and development of
the two souls is neglected* and no word rises above the ut
most austerity of realism*
Mr* Moody has the courage to be
true* because he has the vision to see the truth in its deep
est and most vital aspects*
The acting throughout was pitched in precisely the

key the play demands* Mias Anglin has never been more
precise In the portrayal of the finer shades of character*
and though she has had showier and more sensational parts
she has never been more poignantly emotional*
At the outset she denotes with consummate fineness
the kindling of the Puritan maiden toward the freer and more
vital life of the West* And even In her first horror of the
deed of the half drunken and altogether reckless Ghent* she
manages to denote her fascination before his rough manhood*
It la in the second intermediate act that she rises to the
fullest achievement* for here she has to display th©
opposing impulses blindly yet potently struggling within
bar for mastery.
It was in 21ra that she displayed the
height of her powers* Here sKiT'develops their depth and
subtlety*
Mr* Miller has never been more simple and sympathetically
convincing* He spares no trait of the recklessness of the
Initial deed of violence* yet manages to win regard for its
passional simplicity. And In the end* when shame and sorrow
have transmuted his impulses into gold* the man he has become
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Is still the child of the men he was* Under his touch
dramatic character and dramatic emotion are one*
To Laura Hops Crews falls the part of a young married
woman, the friend of the Sabine women*
It is full of amusing
character and sprightly humor* At times it verges toward
the function of a classical chorus* Polly Jordan is under
suspicion of being the mouthpiece of Mr* Moodyfs thesis and
his psychology* Tet the part is very naturally written, and
as acted by Mias Crews takes on a high degree of lifelikeness
and a humor which is as natural as it is effective in con
trast with the prevailing sombreness of the play*
Robert Cummings was equally effective In the smaller
part of a sensible and amusingly laconic miner In Ghent's
employ, and Mrs* Thomas Whlffen portrayed a Hew England
mother of the old school with her accustomed fidelity and
accuracy In character.
Play and performance were applauded heartily and
only too persistently*
Both Mr* Moody and Mr* Miller were
reluctantly forced to each make a brief speech* Beyond
question the production is a popular success.
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fffee Ch i ef * a comedy in three acts by Horace Anaesley
Vachell, At the Efcapire.
The Earl of Yester *...•.•••••.. John Brew
Lord Arthur H r e x h a m ..... .
Bchlin Gayer
Derek Waring ».*•«•••••••.•• George Graham
Trinder ••.••••....... .
Walter Soderliag
....... ...... William Barnes
Thomas
Cynthia Vansettart ••••...Laura Hope Crews
Daphne Kenyon .•••••••••«. Consuelo Bailey
Ere. BiurgttS
Katherine Stewart
Emil B a r g u s .......... .
Thais Lawton

It may sound a bit ungratefult and certainly It
sounds strangely familiar when those coming from a placid
and altogether agreeable evening spent with John Brew and
a new comedy at the Empire, observe to all inquiring friendss
•it’s a typical Crew play.* Yet there la no simpler or
s^re intelligible way of reporting briefly such a pleasant
premiere as took place at that theatre last evening, when
"The Chief," a new piece in three acts, was presented to
Hew York for the first time.
Despite a somewhat belated sally into Shakespeare
and a mere recent revival of an old romance, there is no
possibility of mistaking what is meant by "a typical Drew
play." It describes exactly just such a polite, conven
tional, cleverly phrased, unsubstantial, and thoroughly
English comedy as this new one from the pen of the prolific
Horace Anne sly V ache 11. "The Chief" Is amusing, end It
is worth a journey to the B&plre just to see how nicely
It la played by Hr. Drew and the delightful Laura Hope
Crews#
Hr. V ache 11 is an Englishman who has retired from the
presumably ennobling life of an American ranch to the greater
comforts of a handsome English country seat. His publishers
laud him in a pamphlet, on the cover of which is set forth
the analog and quite incredible statement that he is "an
author who loves people more than things," but he has more
substantial claim to fame in the form of a creditable
shelf of novels from his pen and of late he has rather
abruptly burst forth as a dramatist, with many plays on
hand In all the stages from newly read manuscript to the
dust of the store room. He has a very pretty. If not a
flashing wit, and in "The Chief" he has overlaid a naively
transparent, slightly old-fashioned and undistinguished
plot, with a clever dialogue that makes charming, if not
complete amends#
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The new play at the Empire la bright.* It calls Irresis
tibly to mind a true atory that Is sometimes told to lllus*
trate the way the Ingenuous theatre-goer Is wont to confuse
player and part, *X just love to go to see John -Crew,* says
the lady of the story, *He*s so terribly witty.1* She will
have a lovely time at **The Chief.*
The Chief la the pet household name for the Earl of
Tester, a middle-aged, mildly flirtatious lazily gallant
peer of the sort Mr. Drew can play with his eyes shut*
Tester, partly through diffidence, partly through Indolence,
and partly through the machinations of an acquisitive dowager,
had let slip the chance to woo and win a charming girl who
now, ten years later, meets him when she is a widow and he
a widower* Though the dowager is still on the job, though
another woman is snatching at hand, though he suspects that
his pretty ward has conceived a passion for him, he will
not be defrauded a second time. At last he has hi a way and
the lady of his heart*
Hr. Drew plays the Earl of Tester with that consummate
and expert ease and airy good humor which for many years
have kept his friends many and warm. The first-act tear in
the trouser leg and the third-act rumple to the hair do not
la the least conceal the well-bred genial soul that has
moved through most of his comedies#
Probably the perforsaoce represents no heroic labor on his part, but it can
be spoken of slightingly only by those who do not recognize
good acting unless it be accompanied by a completely dis
guising characterisation.
As the reappearing heroine in Tester*s life Laura Hope
Crews has little to do and does it to perfection. She is
one of the best comediennes on the American stage, and the
grace of her playing Is ever a pleasure to watch.
Lesser r files are well played by Georg© Graham, Consuelo
Bailey and Thais Lawton. Mr. Graham, who did a bit exceeding*
ly well last season in 11The Law of the Land,*1 is again an
English secretary, and a good one, Miss Bailey, as the pert
ward of the Earl, is almost as cunning as she intends to be,
and that is saying a great deal.
It would be better if
Mr. ¥ ache11— by cable and without expense--would write an
American past for the ward in his text, something, at all
events, to account for her very provincial speech which
rather disturb* the calm of Hallicombe-on-Thamse.
Miss Lawton does an ungrateful role with considerable
ability, and doubtless It is due to the director*s scheme
for *The Chief* being innocent of surprises, that she gives
away her past at the first opportunity by blenching, wren
ching her features, and seeming about to swoon at each cue
for any uneasiness of conscience. As Mrs. Bergus, the
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scheming dowager, Katherine Stewart is a bit thick*
*The Chief* la produced nicely enough, with hearty
approval audibly accorded the second act set* For some
reason or other, a Hew York audience invariably applauds
loudly whenever a room is decorated in flowered cretonne#
Surely a producer ia overlooking a short cut to success who
does not swathe all his theatrical properties in that cheer
ful material#
^First time on any stage**— so ran the slogan on the
program last night, the author thereof doubtless overlook
ing the earlier stages of the preliminary t our# However,
the important thing to report la that •The Chief” has
reached the Empire stage and there, with John Drew In fine
form, it will provide for you very agreeable entertainment#
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The Play by J* Brooks Atkinson
Salem Hayes In Her Finest Port
Coquette, a play In three acta by George Abbot end
Ana Preston Bridgers.
Staged by Mr* Abbott; settings by
Raymond Savey; produced by Jed Harris, in association with
Crosby Gaige* At Maxine Elliott’s Theatre.
Jimmie Beaant ..**•*.... Andrew Lawlor Jr.
Er» Besant
.......... Charles Waldron
H o m e Be a ant **.**.*........ * Helen Hayes
Stanley Wentworth
G. Albert Smith
Joe Reynolds ••••••***•.Gaylord Pendleton
Betty Lee Reynolds
........ Was Merkel
Mr* Wentworth •••••••••• Frederick Burton
Ethel Thompkin* *,••••••••. Phyllis Tyler
Julia •»•••#•*•••*•*••••*. Abbie Mitchell
Michael J e f f e r y ............. Elliot Cabot
Ed Forsythe....................
Frank Dae
In making the rounds of the theatre, night after
night, one seldom encounters drama and acting so perfectly
mated and so absorbingly moving as "Coquette,11 put on at
Maxine Elliott’s last evening, with Helen Hayes playing
more glamorously than ever before. So soon after the final
curtain one finds It difficult to organise one’s thoughts
and impressions coherently.
But perhaps it Is sufficient
to report In the first paragraph that all those associated
la the writing, directing and acting of "Coquette" have
woven it Into a haunt lag ly beautiful drama, brimming with
loveliness and pathos. Truly, It is difficult to report
just how spendid an achievement "Coquette" appears to be*
And not solely on account of Its story* George Abbott
and Ann Preston Bridgers, the collaborating authors, have
told an Ill-fated Southern love story with Infinite ten
derness, humor and wit, hopeless tragedy, ^slc/ The charming
and mendacious coquette of thetitle, Korma Besant, daughter
of a Southern gentleman, finds herself seriously in love
with a surly ruffian of the town, Michael Jeffery* Their
affection seems to be genuine* Although Dr* Besant cere*
monlously orders Michael from the house, the parting Is
not for long, When Michael returns, wild and eager with love,
Monaa and he deny themselves no longer* After a furious
q u a r r e l ^ l A which Dr. Besant accuses Michael of maliciously
fouling 8orma»a good name, the doctor shoots Michael de
liberately. To defend him at the trial It is necessary only
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to prove tiiat Norma is chaste, as her father supposes her
to be. But she is act*
She Is already carrying Michael1a
child.
Xn the last scene, after a brave, gentle, sentimental
Interlude with her father, Norma shoots herself off-stage.
From this report of details it might appear that
.Coquette® resembled familiar stuff of the stage. Splendid
ly cast and acted, not only by Miss Mayes at the peak of
her career but also by everyone of her associates, *C©quette®
emerges rather as a masterly portrait of human forces at
play under normal and abnormal emotional pressure.
Here we perceive not merely the pyrotechnics of love
In a drama, but the warmth and glow of character, the
humors of match-making, the rebellious spirits of squeakyvoiced girls and clumsy boys, the intimate affections of
a father for. his children and the forgiving loyal!ties of
friends and relatives drawn closely together* To celebrate
the development of the main theme would be to neglect
Jimmie Besant, treasurer of the local baseball team,
reduced to J>- in his ha tin mark, or gauche Betty Lee, who
thinks perhaps she Is in love, but la' not sure, trembling
breathlessly on the threshold of U f a , or Stanley Wentworth,
a decent youth, capable of any emergency. Ill these subor
dinate characters are fused into *Coquette® without a
blemish on the surface of the play, and in rippling dialogue
that understates— rather than exaggerates— its message.
Miss Bayes has never been seen to better advantage.
Mftflking the high gods of destiny, one even doubts whether
»ha can ever again find a part to which she is so eminently
well suited. From the coquettish dissembling, the bright
Irresponsibility of the first scenes, she passes to the
angnl.h of the* conclusion without changing key— from girl
hood to sudden, cruel womanhood. What a range of emotion!
ind yet Miss Bayes encompasses it simply, frankly and sin
cerely, with as such depth as breadth.
Never mawkishly
sentimental, never cheaply hysterical, this Norma Besant
commands the deepest sympathy in everything she does.
If there were time, one might convey, in some fashion,
the virtues of Charles Waldron as the forbearing parent,
Billott Cabot as the hot-tempered by earnestly straight
forward Michael, Andrew Lawler Jr. as the shy brother,
O. Albert Smith as the neighbor and, particularly, Una
Merkel as the dfeurmlngly enchmting little girl who finds
male company as irresistible as candy.. The performance is
all of one place— blended and molded.
In a newspaper
review one can merely salute * Coquette" fervently. Those
who see it will pay more intelligible tribute.
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Amusements
The curtain fell on Friday evening on the short but
profitable season of Mr® Formes® and on Monday® the 12th®
the little Oilman® like a giant refreshed by sleep® and all
that style of thing® assumes® once more, command®
This
time an undivided command® Mr® Strakoseh having entirely
severed his connection with the Academy® Mr® Uliiaan will
open under the moat brilliant auspices® Mr® Strakoseh
and Mias Patti ape about to join the Muzla-Colson forces
in the Vest® M® Martsek has abandoned the Idea of a
musical Invasion of Mexico® and will conduct the orchestra
under Mr® tollman® Messrs® Joel and Levy have retired
from operatle engineering® and are about to proceed to
Havana on a jewelry excursion® Their secession has thrown
ever the Academy a momentary gloom® Mr® Jacobson confines
himself for a time to the management of a large and costly

wardrobe®
The excitement of the elections has exercised a de
pressing influence on the drama in the past week® Miss
Cushman had® nevertheless® drawn large audiences to the
Vinter Carden by her magnificent personations of Lady
Macbeth and Cardinal Wolsey® Her portrait of the Cardinal
was a master-plece of intellectual power® On Monday®
Tuesday and Wednesday she repreats Meg Merrilies for the
last time® and on Thursday will appear for the first time
as Homes® Mrs® Mowers® who Is the pet of Philadelphia®
comes on expressly engaged to play Juliet to Miss Cushman1s
Homes® When last performing here® some two years since®
she created an Impression which many will be happy to
renew® Mr® Couldoek will play Friar Lawrence® making the
east one of unusual strength®
' '
The opinions of the critics are divided on the merits
of the new comedy at Miss Keene* s but on the public It seems
to have produced a vary pleasant impression® Its chances
of success could scarcely be tested In such a week as the
last® but probably after the election excitement has passed
it will enjoy a profitable run® The "Beggars' Opera®*
as given here® Is bitter bad® and if both the charmers®
Miss Willoughby and Miss Melven® were away® the public
would feel happier®
Mr® Forrest9s audiences are of a class not much affected
by the excitement of the hour® They are usually around
la rough times® Mis houses consequently have shown no
diminution® Friday9s being as large as any of the engagement
after the opening night® On the off nights the visitors
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•it like angels, few and far between*
Such Is the stern
law of Theatricals# Even Mr# Forrest himself when, some
years ago he played at the Park on alternate nights with
Fanny Ellsler, could not draw more than from fifty to
a hundred dollars to the house# ^r# Forrest plays Othello
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday nights#

At Wallaok* s “Playing with Fire* pursues the unbroken
tenor of its success# Mr# Floyd will assume, after a few
nights, the part of Pinchbeck* vice Mr# A. H# Davenport,
who leaves to fullf ilT h i »> engagement at Hew Orleans*
Mr# W# Reynolds, who holds a pleasant place, in the memory
of all habitues of W a l l a c e s , has been engaged to resume
his former position# Mr* A* H# Davenport takes, at the
Mew Bowery on Friday evening, one of those complimentary
benefits which come so rarely, and whose infrequency gives
to them special delight# *During the past two weeks he has
been more than usually smiling and affable# Mr# Davenport
is personally so generous and genial, that, apart from
hie merits as an artist, he could fill a house on one night
in each week with friends#
Hr# H# R# Blake’s residence on Greenwich-avenue was
the scene, on Saturday evening of a very pleasant little

festive event*
Xn the inspiration caught from the triumph of Lord
Renfrew* s entry Into Bew«*York, Mr# Blake promised to Hook
and Ladder Company Bo# 6, who were active on the occasion,
a donation of $60, and, true as the dial to his word, this
kindly artist summoned them on Saturday evening to a charming
supper at his house, and in a speech full of wit and gentleness
imparted the handsome gift* Whenever Mr# Blake takes a
benefit he can zrsly on Hook and Lader Hoi 6*
Cm te-night, Messrs# dpalding A Rogers open their

circus performances at the old Bowery* They Introduce,
in addition to their equine exploits, a ballet and various
other novelties, and hope to make their entertainment a
permanent delight* At the Hew Bowery, the Stock Company
flourish on their own attraction without stars#
Barnwa gives one week more of the Siamese Twins and
“Joseph and his Brethren,* and then brings on the As&tee
Children, who created so great a sensation In Europe#

At Boston Mr* Barry Is carrying on a negotiation for
the engagement of Miss Cushman, after her Philadelphia
engagement which follows that of Hew York# “ Playing with
Fire h&e not found at Boston the s^me success It has met
here#
On the Other hand, the “Dead Heart,n which has failed
here, is drawing crowded houses at the Walnut-street Theatre#
Hr* Edwin Booth is playing a brilliant engagement#

ISO
On til© other ©Id© of the pond th© Bourcicaults
27
appear to be ©weeping tilings before them In th© "Colleen
Bawn* with an unbridled success* Their receipts of the first
week are represented to have been 9X8 pounds; the Second
945 pound©; the third 1,004 pounds* It is probable they
will remain in Bngland for some years , as an idea is afloat
for the erection of a theatre after the American model for
Hr* Bourcicault , either In FicadllXy or Hegent«stredt»
For the present he gives tip all the old Adelphl company to
Webster, who opens them at Drury-lane and takes entire direction
of the theatre*
John Brougham made one of his happy speeches
ms his opening night, in which he spoke with a touching
affection of his friends and associations here* He has
evidently pleased much as a man and as an actor , but will
hardly prove an attraction for any time* The emotional
drama seems now alone to tell* Mrs* John Wood found that
engagement she went over in such a hurry to fulfill a gay
delusion*
A 11 our folks on the other side agree in giving the
preference to a Hew-York over a London audience* The
Londoners are more enthusiastic at the end of acts, but
they don*t pick up the points and applaud each with Its
measure of appreciation so justly and so quickly as the
Sew Yorkers*
The comparison between their theatres and ourvs Is
still more unfavorable to them* They are pictured as a
Mosaic of miseries on the stage and in the dressing-rooms,
a complication of discomfort In the front and altogether
an Intricate distortion to preserve a wet, gummy atmosphere
In Its glutinous condition, a compound of damp hay, escaped
gas, orange peel and human nature, producing the ar^ell called
"stuffy* in a perfection nowhere else attainable except
in the eabln of a steamship*

Mr* Frank Warden, one of our best dramatic authors.
In conjunction with Mr* FitzJames OfBrlen, is engaged on
a new piece for Mr* Jefferson, who opens at the Winter
Garden on Dec* 24* Mr* O fBrlen has also a commission from
Mr* Wallack to write a new comedy and burlesque for the
opening of his new theatre* Mr* Booth has, we believe,
accepted from the same brilliant writer a most powerful
drama, in three acts, entitled "Blood is Thicker than Water*"
Mr* Harry Plunkett is engaged also on a changing drama for
Mr* Jefferson* Mr* Sothern tries this week, at Buffalo,
Mr* Gayler s three* act comedy, "Our American Cousin at
Home," a sequel to the original Coz* So that our dramatists
find an active market*
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Ho. lO. Ttw Hew York Timea. November S. 1924. Section
VII, p. X7TToT7“I=5^:
Among the g$w Plays
Prom Seorge Me Cohan to an American Pirandello— High
Hopes— Playing "The Second Mr a, Tanqueray* for What It ia.
By Stark louag
The hast level of all-round playing In town this last
week was that Of Sue* Simone* s French company at Henry
Millerfa Theatre# The earlier production of Rostand*s
°I»*AIgl©tt0 waa rather slovenly and a little absurd.

Why it

was given as an opening bill would be hard to say, unless
perhaps as an appeal to beginners in French and seekers
after such drama as Ib well known to students In finishing
schools. Mona of the acting in X»*Aiglontt rose to distinc
tion. In Pirandello* 3 0Hak«d,** however, the entire perfor
mance was good. Every supporting actor, Andre Bacque* and
Jeanne Gruabach especially, brought to his role a compentent
technique and a keen insight into the play, and Mm ©# Simone
carried off the difficult and subtly modern part of the
heroine with remarkable technical invention, emotional con
centration and Intelligence.
Two years ago Brook Pemberton produced "Six Characters
in Search of an Author,0 and last season he repeated that
play and followed it with "Henry IV.” under the title of
*The hiving Mask,0 and Margaret Wycherly produced °FlorIaalfs
Wife.0 °Maked,° then, makes the fourth Firandell© play to
be given ia Hew fork.

This tragedy of Pirandello9s,(happily available for
English roaders in Arthur Lvingston s fine translation,
revolves around the life of Era I11a Drel. The story shows
her trying to construct out of the sea dnd confusion of
living a definite individuality for herself. She Involves
herself with various love affairs, in the hope of making
people pause for a moment and find an Interest In her. She
flees from thb prospect of being nobody. She had wanted
some thing beautiful and clear to be clothed In to die in.
But no. Her fictions are torn from her and she dies naked,
nobody after all.

As drama this play resembles Ibsen* s °Hedda Gabler,°
and the same accusation of abnormality has been urged
against it. But Pirandello*s concern is not with the abnormal; to unoerstand his choice to such a character for
his central figure In this play we must know the general
mind or philosophy beneath his work.
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In tbe Pirandellian philosophy life Is seen as a
stream, an unceasing flux, a never-pausing force. This
Is the Piranha11Isa reality*
In the mlhat of this force
Individuals and concepts for a moment arise. This is the
fiction. They arrest this force and channel it into a
momentary permanence and into the Illusion of permanence.
Individuality awakes, self-consciousness appears. Ideas,
f e n s , facts, conventions came to exist. Between all these
and the streaming force and current of life the struggle
forever goes on.
Out of this struggle between reality and
fiction one way or another arise the situations that we
see in life and in drama everywhere.
The ordinary life that we see under the ordinary
normal conditions and in normal people is surrounded and
stiffened and confined with these facta, conventions, forms,
law, conceptions and social arrangements; and the presence
of this life stream, this vital current, this flux, is less
easily observed.
In what we call the abnormal, in violent
action, in vortices of passion, vision, enthusiasm and the
fires of conscience this life in human beings breaks though
/sie7 and exposes itself more plainly* In such people as
the"here of ^Ehe hiving Mask,® who masquerades as Henry XV,
of Canossa fame, a historical figure that, because he Is
deed, has become fixed and permanent fact, in all those
pathetic and grotesque figures of "Six Characters in Search
of an Arthur,® we see, as we see in this Brsllla Brel of
"Baked,* the river of life tearing through th© dams,and
obstacles set up in its midst, breaking down men's desires
for permanence and duration in the midst of flux and change
and exhibiting Its eternal swirl and torrent and vital
power, Brsllla Drel, then, is not normal, if you like, but
she is not set forth from any morbid interest of degeneration on Pirandello's part, but only In order that this ever
lasting struggle between fiction and form with reality and
flux, may be given dramatic exhibition,
•Baked" Is an excellent example of Pirandello's point
of view and of his technical method,

Pirandello and the ^ommedia
As theatre, however, it is impossible to understand
Pirandello*s, work without getting clearly In mind what It
Is at bottom is a highly and Intensely modern form of th©
commedie dell* arte of Italian tradition, ancient and
modern,
Pirandello's drama, with all Its psychological
complexity and Intellectual brilliancy, Is really the
vivacious plot and unceasing slapstick of the old popular
commedla transferred to his mind. Hi© characters have th©
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reality of mental experience only# not of actual daily life;
they are types in the life of the brain exactly as the
characters in the commadie dell*arte, harlequin. Punch, learned
doctors and their crew are never really humAn beings but
figments cf a burly fancy, types out of lusty, joyous time*
The same gayety and bright current should run through thA
performance of Pirandello that ran through the chmmedla
and made it not life but play* And this the French company
la their performance of
seemed to understand; they
pt&yed with the right degree of liveliness, of mental da*
light, of grotesqueaess however tragic, and of speed*
* * • • • • • • • • «

Hopes Out of Our Comedy*
There have been many who say that twenty years from
now the drama that will survive from this generation of the
American theatre will be that of George M. Cohan and his
kind* Whether this be true or not Is a question to think
about* But looking at the case of Pirandello and hi a own
Inherited commedia, we may hope that some day, the sooner
the better, some American dramatist may find a way to trana**
fer into the region of serious and profound modern life
and thought the liveliness and gusto and vitality that we
have grown to expect in such plays as “It Pays to Advert!se*
or In our jaxx follies and revues* We may dream of this
American Pirandello, not in the least of the same mind of
/eiej7 quality as the Italian and in no way an imitation of
h i « , but doing as he did and carrying the traditional theatre
and the racial tang into new interpretations*

“The Second Mrs* Tanqueray”
Two or three weeks ago on this page X suggested that
"The Second Mrs* Tanqueray” should be costumed in its period,
the clothes of thirty years ago, and so perhaps date the
play* After seeing the performance last Monday X wonder
whether this would not have helped somewhat at least to
avoid the effect that you got now and then of a certain
nervousness on the actor1s part, a hesitation about giving
the play Its chance* Much of '"The Second Mrs* Tanqueray”
is deliberate, pointed up theatre, with lines to be planted
smack in the audience, with artful and quickly caught de
vices and epigrams*
These the actors could be seen shying
off frost* Cayley Brummie and X»ady Orreyed missed many of
their points; they seemed anxious to be as natural as possible*
Even Ethel Barrymore slurred past figures of speech that
were plainly meant to be effective as such; in the case of
the intercepted letters, for example, Pinerots Paula says

that she has them Mart In her bosom; "they burn me like a
mustard plaster#* This line In Intention at least Is daring.
It Intends to make the audience laugh and cry at the same
Moment* Miss Barrymore shot past It and went on with the
dominant emotion or the scene# Throughout the performance,
and among all the actors, there were Instances of this
evasion of the play9a essential character and school#
It would be better to confront "The Second Mrs# Tanque
ray* as It stands, period* method* theatre and all, and give
It to us in Its own kind#
Certainly in Miss Barrymore *s
ease at any rate there is enough power and Intense convic
tion to carry the role over these hurdles of the forced
and outmoded; she has nothing to fear#
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